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PREFACE 
In accordance with the Rules for the Degree of Doctor of Science, an 
account is given here of the work submitted in this thesis. It contains 
as its major part a number of papers an neer methods in optical design 
and in addition three short publications on cytological studies in the 
genus Eucalyptus. 
The whole of the work presented in optics is as yet unpublished. 
A considerable amount of this work has been submitted to the Physical 
Society and has been accepted for publication in their Journal, but 
publication has been delayed by considerations of National Security. 
Just lately this matter has been reconsidered and manuscripts covering 
the main substance of Chapters 2, 4, ,5„ 6, 7 and 8 have gone forward 
for publication. 	The remaining portions of this optical work will be 
submitted to journals as soon as possible. 
Since the Rules require that all published papers must be submitted, 
the three cytological papers are added to the present collection. The 
cytological work WAS carried out during the years 1936 - 1939 as part of 
a programme for the building up of a biophysical research school within 
the Department of Physics. In order to establish such a school it was 
necessary to develop cytological techniques so that they were available, 
and the writer worked on these with Professor McAulay in the first stages 
of this work, and subsequently continued alone. The material chosen was 
such that, as well as establishing techniques for immediate use within the 
school, there would result some contribution to the knowledge of the 
cytology of an important Australian genus hitherto unstudied. Just prior 
to the outbreak of mar, a general survey of the development of Eucalyptus 
globulus had been made, the broad lines of which are sketched in the 
preliminary note. War conditions necessitated the abandonment of this 
work. 
2. 
As to the matter of collaboration, the writer became engaged in the 
problem of optical transfer coefficients at a time when Professor 
McAulay had considered already the effects of differential changes 
made at a single surface. From this point onwards , i.e. excluding the 
results of Chapter 2, sections 1 - 2, the work presented is original and 
independent. The paper on the transfer coefficients of the primary 
aberrations which appears towards the end of the thesis may ultimately 
be a joint publication with Professor McAulay, but what is presented is 
the writer's own independent solution of the problem. In the cytology 
of Eucalyptus the initial work was done about equally with Professor 
McAulay, while the subsequent work on the development of Eucalyptus 
globulus was unaided. This last problem remains, of course, =finished. 
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CAPER ONE. 
III2RODUCT ION. 
1. Introduction.  
The main attempts which have been made to develop systematic methods 
of optical design have resulted in various algebraic solutions of the 
theory of the aberrations of an optical system. 	The essential content of 
each of these is an analysis of the dependence of the aberrations on the 
curvatures, refractive indices, axial separation, and aperture etc., i.e. on 
the general parameters of the system. On account of the complexity of the 
the problem the common procedure has been to expand. various functions In 
series, the expansions being carried as far as terms of a selected order, 
with the result that approximations of various orders have been achieved. 
In addition to these algebraic theories there is a trigonometrical approach 
based on the ray trace which does not consider orders of aberrations but 
employs measures of the total aberrations which are present in the image 
formed by the system. In the general practice of optical designing the main 
use of this method has been as a final test of the correction of the system. 
Proponents of the algebraic methods have generally considered trigonometrical 
ray tracing as sterile and uninstructive. For example, H. D. Taylor (1906) 
says 'Although the trigonometrical calculation of the course of a ray through 
an optical system is often highly desirable yet these are merely mechanical 
processes, which more especially when applied to oblique and eccentric pencils, 
do not lend themselves at all to analysis. They are empirical and uninstructive, 
or at any rate barren of enlightenment unless a large number of calculations 
are carried out in which certain factors such as radii or separations are 
varied, and the results of such variations carefully noted. All this involves 
much empirical work, whereas, by the aid of algebraic formulae, although they 
may not be quite exact, leading principles can be established and the tendencies 
of the corrections consequent upon the variation of any one term can always 
be worked out with very little trouble, and it is by the intelligent grasp 
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of the general tendencies that an aptical construction may be varied in its 
parts until the utmost possible perfection is realised.' 	Conrady (1929), 
however, views the algebraic and trigonometrical processes as complementary 
and mutually indispensable. 	In the preface to his treatise he speaks of 
'the elegant but approximate algebraical methods' which furnish a rough 
solution, and 'the rigourously exact method of trignnometrical ray tracing 
(which) quickly and systematically adds the necessary finishing touches.' 
A little experience in optical design is sufficient to show that there is 
still much to be desired in the 'systematic' way in which the finishing 
touches are added to a rough design. 
2. The Aim of the Present Thesis. 
111 the thesis which is now presented the immediate problem which is 
considered is that of the optical transfer coefficients of a lens system, 
and a solution of it is given based on the trigonometrical trace of the 
system. Broadly speaking, a transfer coefficient is a differential 
coefficient specifying the rate of change of some quantity associated with 
the final image produced by the system with one of the parameters of the 
system. Transfer coefficients will be developed which are applicable to 
tangential pencils of any width and any obliquity, and to narrow sagittal 
pencils of any obliquity. The writer has not yet had an opportunity to 
attempt to reduce the general skew trace to the same organisation as the 
trace of the tangential rays. 
It will be shown that the development of a system of transfer coefficients 
provides a powerful and flexible new tool for the optical designer's use, 
and that, developed in this way, the trigonometrical approach makes 
possible a valuable new analysis of an optical system, which provides 
an exact measure of the dependence of each aberration on each parameter 
of the system, in the form of a differential transfer coefficient. 
The final correction of an optical design may be undertaken by this means, 
in a way which may justly be termed systematic whatever the complexity • 
of the system. 
Having developed the system of transfer coefficients in this may, some 
account of their general usefulness in optical design follows, 	' 4 e may 
Summarise the general features of the methods to be described as follows:- 
(i) An accurate analysis is given of the dependence of the 
aberrations on the parameters of the system, applicable at any aperture and 
any obliquity, which gives a complete statement of all the tendencies or 
potentialities of the system. Obviously this will provide the necessary 
information for the subsequent correction of the system. 
(ii) It is possible to develop an analysis of the origin of the 
aberrations, that is the contributions of the individual surfaces to the 
aberrations of the final image. These contributions may be computed for 
any aperture of the system, 
(iii) A useful method is available of setting tolerances within 
which the various specified dimensions of the system must be controlled 
during production. 
(iv) The organisation of the computations is made so that they 
may be carried out by routine computers who have no special kaawledge of 
optics, In practice this means that a rough design may be sent to the 
computing room and after a few days work the designer is furnished with 
a complete description of the correction state and a detailed analysis of 
the variation of all the aberrations with each parameter of the system. 
This renders possible a great increase in the speed with which a design 
may be developed, 
These matters are dealt with in the first eight chapters. In Chapter 9, 
an alternative analysis is given of the aberration measures which the writer 
has found of great use, in the design of photographic objectives especially, 
having features which adapted more easily to the new processes than is the 
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case with the orthodox measures. Thereafter a number of papers prepared 
for publication are included which bear mainly on paraxial and primary 
aberration theory. At the end, a considerable portion of a computation 
of a photographic system is included for casual inspection. 
3. The Ray Trace and Notation. 
It is proposed to summarise the principal points of a standard ray 
trace in this section in order to introduce the basic notation. 	Conrady's 
notation is followed fairly closely, so that what is presented will link 
on easily with his work which forms one of the best introductions to 
applied optics available in tnglish. 	His notation, if sometimes cumber- 
some, is on the whole self-explanatory. 	The standard equations for tracing 
the path of a ray through a single spherical surface are 
(L - r) sin U 	= 	r sin I (1.1) 
sin I' 	= 	(NAT') sin I (1.2) 
U + I 	= 	u'+ It (1.3) 
(L' - r) sin U' 	= 	r sin. I' (1.4) 
• L' 	= 	(L - r) + r 
while for a centered system the transfer formulae are 
= 	LI - dl 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
= 	UI (1.7) 
Appropriate modifications hold for plane surfaces and for paraxial rays. 
For an axial pencil the usual three rays, marginal (m), zonal (z), and 
paraxial (pxl), are traced, other rays being added in wide aperture systems if 
necessary. For an oblique pencil the principal ray (pr) and two rays, (a) and 
(b), incident an the system symmetrically about the principal ray, are traced. 
Sometimes rays between 'a' and 'pr' and between 'pr' and 'b' are needed, 
corresponding somewhat with the zonal rays of the axial pencil. These are 
denoted by 'za' and 'zb' respectively. In diagrams the principal ray is 
always drawn with a positive inclination angle, and the rays 	and 'b' 
Id 
Plane through ibaraxial 
focus perpendicular to 
principal dXIS 
• Correspondin2 plane 
through intersection 
of rays 'a' and '6'. 
Figure I 
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appear above and below it respectively. In pencils through wide aperture 
systems in which vignetting by the rims of the components may occur the 
two portions of the pencil on either side of the principal ray are of 
different width and we normally take the 'a' ray as the extreme ray on 
the narrow side of the pencil, the 'b' ray incident symmetrically with 
it on the other side, and denote the extreme ray on the 'b' side by the 
letter 'h'. 'When it is necessary to trace rays for different colours 
the subscripts 'r', 'd' and 'v' may be used. 	Thus the subscript 'pry' 
would be attached to a quantity connected with the trace of a principal 
ray in a colour at the violet end of the spectrum. In the absence of a 
colour subscript it is to be assumed that the trace is carried out using 
the refractive indices for some intermediate or mean wavelength in the 
spectral region for -which the system is to be achromatised. 
4, The Intersection Points and the Aberration Measures. 
In figure 1.1 the paths of the rays traced through the system are shown 
after passing through the last surface of the system, their relative 
positions being exaggerated for the sake of clarity. Measures of the 
aberrations are defined in terms of the relative positions of certain 
intersection points associated with these rays, the location of each 
point being given by rectangluar co-ordinates relative to the pole of 
the last surface. 
Associated with the axial pencil we have the intersection points of 
each ray with the principal axis of the system, viz., the points M(L I'n, 0), 
Z(14, 0), and Px(L', 0). 	The additional zonal rays which may be traced 
for colours 'r' and 'v' are not shown in the diagram, but their intersection 
points with the principal axis would be denoted by Zr (L1r , 0), and 441,6, 0). 
In an oblique pencil we are interested in the intersection point 
Ab(Lab, HAID ) of the rays 'a' and 'b', and also the point Pr(41 3, Hbr ) 
at which the principal ray cuts the plane through Ab perpendicular to the 
principal axis. In the corresponding plane through the paraxial focus we 
have the point ofpenetration of the principal ray, Prf(4', Himf), and 
the ideal image point, Id(4 1 , Hid). 	The principal rays for colours 'r' 
and 'v', not shown on the diagram, would have corresponding intersections. 
The aberration measures which are derivable from the results of the 
trace are defined in the usual way 
LA'm = 41 - LA (1.8) 
LAI = (1.9) 
Leh/ = L/r 	Llv (1.10) 
Tch' = HiSrv (1.11) 
Comal = - (1.12) 
XI = L;03 _T' (1.13) 
dist' = Hid - 1111.f (1.14) 
References. 
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CEDUTER TWO. 
THE GENERAL THEORY OF DIFFERENTIAL CHANGES AND THEIR 
TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS. 
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1. The Specification of the Changed Ray Path at a Single  Spherical  
Refracting Surface. 
Suppose that the path of a selected incident ray is traced trigon-
ometrically through as single spherical refracting surface. The ray 
path is specified by the quantities (L, U,) and (L', U',), and is 
represented by B P B' in Figure 2.1 . Suppose that the incidence point 
of the ray is changed from P to P1  , the direction of the ray remain- 
ing unchanged. The path of the ray through the surface is now represent-
ed by BlPiBi . We propose to specify the change in the incidence 
point by the perpendicular distance, dp, between the two rays, the quantity 
being positive when the new parallel ray lies above the original ray. 
The new 	will have an intersection length L+ dl , compared with 
the intersection length, L 2 of the original path, and 
dp = sin U . dL 	 (2.1) 
It should be noticed that dp is not the total differential of the 
familiar quantity L sin U • We are never interested partionlarly in 
the integral quantity p , except possibly in a formal way, but it is 
important to stress that relative to a given ray path, ( L, U,) , which 
intersects the refracting surface, the quantity dp = sin U • 
uniquely defines a neighbouring incidence point. On the other side of the 
surface it is natural and. convenient to specify the same incidence point 
displacement by another quantity, dip' , which is the perpendicular distance 
between the original refracted ray and a line parallel to this drawn 
through the new incidence point. The relation between the two quantities 
for differential displacements of the incidence point is 
coal' dp 
cos I dp' 
ap t = coal'or, 
TT) 	coal (2.2) 
15 
Figure 2.1 
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A change in the direction of the ray incident at P is specified 
by dU , and the resulting change in the direction of the refracted ray 
by dU' • It will thus be seen that any new ray path differing by 
differential amounts in direction and in location of incidence point from 
the original ray path can be specified relative to the original path by 
the quantities dp, dU, on the incidence side of the surface, and by 
the corresponding quantities dp', dUl, after refraction at the surface. 
2. The Effect of Differential Changes made at a Single Spherical Surface. 
We consider now the effect on the direction of the refracted ray of 
various changes which can be made at a single surface at which an incident 
ray is refracted. Writing down the standard ray tracing equations in 
the form 
(L - r) sin U = r sin I (2.3) . 
N' sin I' = N sin I (2.4) 
U + I = U' + (2.5) 
we differentiate (2.4) and (2.5), putting N/N' 	n , and obtain 
cos I 	sin I , = dU - ( n 	1) dl 	- an 	(2.6) cos I' cos I' 
I/ 	If the direction of the incident ray changes from U to U + dU , the 
change in the angle of incidence is dl 	- dU 1 and hence from (2.6) 
whence, 
3U' 	cos I dU' = 	dU = dU - (n- - 1)(- dir) au cos 
au' 	cos I 
8U cos I' (2.7) 
If the position of the incidence point is .changed by. an amount dp , 
the change in I, obtained by differentiating (2.3) with U and r constant, 
is dl - sin U . dL 	dp  = r cos, I r cos I 
which on combination with (2.6) gives 
-3U' = (I -1TW(r cos I) au (2.8) 
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For differential variations in the relative refractive index, n , equation 
(2.6) gives at once 
ZIP sin I 
cos I' (2.9) 
Ira change of differential order is made in the curvature, c , of the 
refracting surface the change in I , obtained by differentiating (2.3) 
with U constant, is 
di - L sin U db 
cos I 
which on combination with (2.6) gives 
au , 	/au, . L sin U 
"S'E 	= 	kl — U' cos I (2.10) 
The equations of this section are sufficient for the complete description 
of the changes in the path of the refracted ray resulting from changes 
of differential order mafte at a single surface. 
3. The Transfer Coefficients for dULChanges and dp-Changes. 
We consider now the effect on the path of a ray through a centred 
system of k spherical refracting surfaces of differential changes made 
at one surface of the system. Suppose that the path of a selected ray 
has been traced trigonometrically through the system in the usual way. 
After refraction at any surface i of the system the path of the ray is 
described by the quantities Li , Ul . Let a small change be made now at 
surface i such that the ray after refraction at the same incidence point 
on the surface takes the new direction specified by U + dUl . The path 
of the ray through the remainder of the system will be different from the 
original traced path, and the ray will finally emerge from the last surface 
at a point displaced by some amount, dp; , from the emergence point of the 
traced ray, and in a direction inclined at an angle, 	to that of the 
traced ray. We may express these differential quantities in terms of dUl 
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by writing 
	
dU! 	 (2.11) au! 
apilc 	ZI1 dUi (2.12) DUI 
Similarly, if a small change made at surface i results only in an incidence 
point displacement, dpi 1 the inclination angle, Ui of the incident ray 
remaining unchanged, the ray will emerge from the last surface of the system 
at a point and in a direction specified by some other values, dpi, dlyc , 
relative to the emergent traced ray. Far these we may write 
dpitc = 	dpi 	 (2.13) 
dTJ 	- — dp• k Dpi 	1 (2.14) 
Equations (2.11) to (2.14) define the'transfer coefficients' , 	/au! , 
bpfc 	, aqc Api , ba /api , which can be calculated for a traced ray 
at each surface of the system. The method of calculation depends upon 
relations which will be deduced in the next section. The transfer 
coefficients specify the effect of a dU'-change or a dp-change made at any 
surface on the path of the ray as it leaves the last surface of the system. 
These particular quantities are chosen as the fundamental transfer 
coefficients because any real change made in the course of an actual 
design can be described in terms of either a single dUt-change or a single 
dp-change. 
4. The Relation, between the Transfer Coefficients at Successive Surfaces  
of the System.  
Denoting any two successive surfaces of the system by the subscripts 
i and j , we follaw out the effect on the ray path of a change dUl made 
at surface i . From Figure-2.2it is seen that relative to the traced 
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path the ray will now meet surface j with an incidence point displacement 
dpj 	- DI dUl = Dj d1J , and with an inclination angle change, 
dU = dU 	-where D = - E0 is the distance between the two surfaces 
measured along the traced ray. Further, the change dUj alone would produce 
in turn a change 9 = (au/au) dUl in the direction of the ray after 
refraction at surface j . Hence, the change dUi at surface i is equiv-
alent in effect to the change dpj = D ciU , together with the change 
du! = 	) dU! Jr at surface j . Expressing the resulting ,1,1 -"I'k 9 
dUisc , in terms of each of these equivalent changes, we have 
aUk 
	
d.U! = = 	+ aUfc d_p 
au! 	1 au, 
au' = 	au! 	auk D . dU! au , VET 	1 api 
whence 
and similarly, 
auk 	auK !HA + auk D au) 	au3 au 	apj 
aPitc 	a 'qc K = 
Uj 	0u3 auj 	apj 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
Next, we follow out the effect on the ray path of a small change of 
incidence point, dpi , made at surface i • It may be seen from Figure 2.3 
that relative to the traced path the ray will now leave surface i after 
refraction with an inclination angle change, dill = (aui /api ) dpi , 
and with an incidence point displacement, dpi = (apOp i) dpi , the 
latter having the same effect as an equal displacement, dp j , at surface j . 
Expressing the resulting dUi , dpic , in terms of dpi and the equivalent 
set of changes dill 1 dpi , we arrive at the relations 
auk 	auk au i 	auk 41 (2.17) api 	au! ap. 	ap 	ap. 
Zpfc  
= 
apk ZUI 	pfc ap 
7131. 	Tirj (2.18) 
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The four equations, (2.15) to (2.18) , permit the calculation of the 
transfer coefficients for surface i when those for surface 	are known. 
At the last surface of the system it is obvious that the transfer coeffic-
ients have simple values, for 
pfc and au , 	au , 
while TUi /apk and Zpi'c /31ok are calculated by equations (2.8) and 
(2.2) respectively. Having obtained the values of these coefficients at 
the last surface their values at surface (k - 1) may be calculated by use 
of equations (2.15) to (2.18), and so in turn for each surface of the 
system, the computation working from the last surface through the system 
until the first surface is reached: At each surface the computation 
involves four pairs of multiplications, there being a common factor in each 
pair, and four additions. 
5. The Transfer Coefficients for the Intersection Points of the  
Normal Trace. 
In the trigonometrical trace as normally applied to an optical system 
the various aberrations are determined from the relative pOsitions of 
certain intersection points associated with the selected:rays, as des-
cribed in Chapter 1. If a change is made in the path of any of these 
typical traced rays at any surface of the system the associated intersection 
point, or points, in the final image space will be displaced. We now seek 
to develop transfer coefficients to specify such changes. 
The Axial Intersection Points, M, Z, and Pk. 	%et us consider first the 
effect of the change at' on the position of the point M. Let us suppose 
that before the change is made in the ray path at surface i the marginal 
ray leaves the last surface of the system along the path PM, while after 
the change is made it follows the path P'M' in Figure 2.4. Relative to the 
20 
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= CO!) cosec U' 3101 	m 	mk 
= C(pi )m cosec U;lic opi (2. 2.4) 
Corresponding expressions follow for the transfer coefficients for the 
zonal and paraxial intersection points, Z and Mc. 
The Intersection Pant Ab. For this point there are changes in two 
co-ordinates to be considered. We begin by considering the effect of 
the change dUlti in the path of the ray 'a2 at surface i . In Figure 2.5 
FAb and R Ab represent the emergent traced paths of the rays 'a' and 
'lb' before any change is made. As a result of the change dU' the ray ai 
'a! will now leave the last surface of the system along a new path P'Abl, 
the point Ab' being the new position of the intersection point. Relative 
to the emergent traced path the new ray has an incidence point displacement 
dpi = PUI)adUtli , and a direction change dEll'c = ( PUi)adUtli • 
For differential changes we have, much as before, 
Ab kb' = kb Q + Q Ab' = (dpi - 3 81k dUi) cosec (u - UlOk 
Resolving this displacement along directions parallel to and perpendicular 
to the principal axis, we obtain 
dlitb = 	(dpi - SElk dUi)cosec(Uel - Ul )k cos. Nic 
and 	°ELI = - (dpi  - S6lic dUi)cosec(U; - UL)k sin Ulf* 
api!. ab 
-whence, 	="- Sk ' _ 	)cosec(UA. - Ul)kcos Ulkc a al 	ai 	ai 
= c(upa cossc(u; - u l )k cos ulk, 	(2.2) 
and aBilb au , . = - C(U1) cosec(TJa - Ut;)k sin ( 2 . 2 6 ) 
Similarly, a change dpai made in the path of ray 'a' at surface I will 
lead to the expressions 
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traced ray PM the displacement of the emergence point is dip; = (apyaUl)dUi 
and the change in direction is dUl'c = (aUy8U1) d.0 , and each of these 
contribute to the shift of M. The effect of the displacement diqc alone 
would be to move the intersection point from M to Q , while the 
direction change dUitc would, in addition, move it from Q to M'. 
For differential changes we then have 
MQ = dp cosec Urkc 	QM' = - S dU' cosec U' mk k 	mk 
where qL denotes the distance FT& 	Bence, 
4)41 	Dpit 	BUI!. w du! = MM' = 	( 	clU! - S.' ' dU1) coseoU' aui 	i au! I 
1 
-K UT 1 M Mk 
1 
	
alli1 	= ( 
 au,,.. 
_ s,!...--,--) cosemUL 
 
au! au!  1 1 1 
whence ( 2.19) 
Similarly, the consideration of the effect of a change, dpi , leads to 
op' 	OW. = 	( k - 8,1 --I- )m  cosec Ur'fik m api 	3pi 	opi  
It is convenient to introduce at this stage the functional symbol C as 
an abbreviation, its' maning being defined by 
C(111) = 	— auk (2.21) U 	au! 
C(p) = a Pfc aui 8pi 	7k a . pi ( 2. 22) 
Quantities of this C-type enter characteristically into all expressions 
for the transfer coefficients for the intersection points, as we shall 
see presently. Actually, the C-quantity measures the rate of change of 
the intersection point with the variable concerned along a direction at 
right angles to the traced ray. Where it is necessary to distinguish 
the C-quantities of different rays we may do so by writing an appropriate 
suffix: outsidethe bracket, e.g. C(p)m . Rewriting equations (2.19) 
and (2.20), we have 
(2.20) 
Figure 2.6 
Plane through 
Ab 
Figure 2.7 
Pr F 
Plarre through the 
paraxLal focus 
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aL , ab = C(pi) cosecOr - TM) cos, a 	a 	D k 	10k 
aPaj = - C(pi) a cosec 	- -b k sin ubtk a  
aPai 
all' ab 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
3L4b = _ c(u)b cosecN - U0k cos U4k aNi 
C(UI)b cosec(U4 - 130k sin Ulik 
arqb 
auia 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
3/4b = - C(pi )b cosec(U4 - U0k cos Ultic 
aPbi 
C(pi )b cosec(U4 - uok sin U4k all/lb aPbi 
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Turning now to the consideration of the effects of the changes dN i , 
dpbi , made in the path of the ray 'lb' at surface i , we can write 
down the final expressions for the transfer coefficients by inspection, 
a glance at Figure2.5being sufficient to confirm the change of sign 
which occurs. Thus we have, 
The Intersection Points Pt, RI'. In Figure 2.6 the traced path of the 
principal ray after leaving the last surface of the system is represented 
by R Pt, and the corresponding path after a change Uri has been made 
in the ray path at surface i is represented by R' Pt'. Relative to the 
traced path the new emergent ray has an incidence point displacement 
dpfc = (apUI) dUi , and a direction change dU = (au i Pui) dui . 
Following the general lines of the previous cases we have, 
Pt Pt' = Pt Q + Q Pt' = 	- S rk da) sec DFI'prk 
ftom which it follows that 
2Er 	31:4 = au , au, 
8Urc ) 	IP 1, k 	pr sec oui • 
C(III)pr sec U rk (2.33) 
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The corresponding expression for small dp-changes will be 
a rIltpr = c(pi )pr sec UlIck api (2.34) 
The transfer coefficients for the point Fri.' with respect to the changes 
, dpi, made in the principal ray at surface i will obviously be, 
DB;rf 
au! C(Upprf sec U;Irk 	(2.35) 
aNrf = C(P)prf sec U;)1.1c dpi (2.36) 
6. The Intersection Point Transfer Coefficients for Changes of  
Curvature, Refractive Index, and Axial Separation. 
In the actual process of completing the design of a lens system the 
variables at the disposal of the designer are curvature, refractive index, 
and the axial separation of successive surfaces. It is necessary now to 
develop transfer coefficients for changes in these quantities. 
Change of Surface Curvature. Suppose that a differential curvature change, 
dc i , is made at surface i of the system. This leaves unchanged, to 
first order, the incidence points of rays which strike the surface, and 
the total effect for any ray whose path has been traced through the original 
system is that after refraction the path of the ray will now be inclined 
to the traced path at an angle dill = (au/a0 1 ) de '. Using the 
relations developed in the previous section we can write down the required 
transfer coefficients at once. 
For an axial ray, taking the marginal ray as typical, we have 
am? = --I COP)m  cosec ULic ci 
= C(ci )m cosec 	(2.37) 
For the intersection point Ab it follows that since the 'a' and lb' rays 
are affected at different rates, we have 
U' 
	
av 	aLl au.t ab = 	
l 
ab  a ai 	ab 	i 
3U'. a L.c. aU. 	acl a 	1 
which, on combination with (2.25) and (2.29), gives 
= [C(ci )acos U 	- C (c i )bcos UZic i cosec (Ua - UL)k 
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(2.38) 
31413 
3c. 
The corresponding expression for the rate-of change of the H'-coordinate 
is 
213 = -pci)asin 	- C(ci )bsin UL] cosec(U; - U)k 	(2.39) Oci 
For the intersection points Ft, Pe, we note that their positions 
will be affected both by the change in the path of the principal ray 
and by the shift along the axis of the plane through Ab and the plane 
through 15x. For a small change, de i , we have 
dH' 	= Lar aul. de 	aittb de. tan U' pr aul aci i 	aci 	1 	prk 
air ul whence, 	= Er a aci 	au! a 	al" tan Di'Drk a . 
1 
ci ci 
alitb = C(0%) 	sec U.I'zirk 	tan EP pr ac 	prk  
while the corresponding expression for the point Ftf is 
a rc rf ar oc_ . tan U4rk ac 	C(ci)prf sec Ukk 
(2.4o) 
(2. 41) 
Throughout the equations of this section we have used the quantity C(ei ) 
with the meaning defined by 
C(ci) = c(u;i) aul 	(2.42)  Tx: "1 
There remains only the ideal image point to consider. For an infinitely 
distant object point we have 
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Bld = - f tan IJ pr = - (y/ufc ) tan ITpr 
ti-14 =&/u 2)tan U Dui Dui uci 	pr aul aci (2. 43) 
The differential coefficients in equation (2.43) are among those normally 
calculated for the paraxial ray, so that the transfer coefficients for the 
point, Id fit conveniently into the general scheme of the computation. 
Corresponding expressions. follomrfor an object point at a finite distance 
from the system. 
Changes in Refractive Index. If the relative refractive index, n, = N/N' , 
is changed by an amount dni at surface i 	the ray after refraction 
at this surface will undergo a direction change, dUi. = 	/an) dni 
relative to the traced ray path. The transfer coefficients for the 
intersection points with respect to n-changes may therefore be written 
down from the corresponding expressions for the curvature coefficients by 
replacing c everywhere by n. 	Writing down these relations so that 
they are available for reference, we have 
DL1 = C(ni)m cosec. Ur'nk 	 (2.44) 
al4b = [C(nOacos Uh - C(ni )bcos U;k1 cosec(% - U0k 	(2.45) 
anab = 4F(ni )nsin U - C(ni )bsin ULlcosec(Ull - 111 )k 	(2.46) 
= C(ni)pr sec 111!Irk 	tan 1.71;rk 	(2.47) 
ar 	ut _ C(ni)prf: sec UPrk 	tan prk 	(2.48)  Dni 
3Eu oui (2.49) la - (fylik) tan Upr au , an. 
a . 1i 
Oni 
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In the foregoing equations the quantity, C(n) , is defined by 
C(n1 ) 	C(u . ) 	ni (2.50) 
Changes in Axial Separation. The axial separation between the surfaces 
(i - 1) and i is specified by dL . This quantity is essentially 
negative according to our sign convention, but it is more convenient than 
d!11 on account of the form of the final equations. In order to change the - 
separation between these two surfaces by an amount 61. We move the surface 
i and all surfaces behind it; through the distance 61i • All rays origin-
ally incident on the surface i will now meet the surface at new incidence 
points as a result of the change in separation. Thus if'the dotted arc 
in Figure 2.7 represents the new position of the surface, the traced ray 
now meets the surface at the new incidence point specified relative to the 
original incidence point by dpi = sin Ui 611 . Bence, the effect on 
the path of a ray of a change in axial separation may be described in terms 
of incidence point changes only. It follows that the expressions for the 
transfer coefficients for the intersection points with respect to changes 
of axial separation can be written dawn from the corresponding expressions 
for the curvature coefficientS'by replacing c everywhere by n. Gathering 
these together for reference, we have 
C(d1)m cosec 	 (2.51) adl 
C(di )acosU k - C(di )bcos U413 cosec(Wt - U0k 	(2.52) 
ab 	[C(di )asin Uk - C(di)bsin Uelk] cosec(U4 - lyo )k 	(2.53) 
aLt„ ?Sr = 	c (dopr sec Urk 	adi a• tan Uiwk 	(2.54) adi i; 	- 
a 
ali tab 
aai 
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EFf = C(dOprf sec U ,rk - adi ar aa. an  1/IPrk (2.55) 
au,f, aBld . (ft/till) tan U_' _ a . P au! adi di 
The C-quantity occurring in these equations is given by 
c(a1) = C(pi) 	= C(pi) sin U1 u 
(2.56) 
(2.57) 
7. 	The Transfer Coefficients fbr the Aberrations of the System. 
It is now obvious that we are in a position to write dawn expressions 
fbr the transfer coefficients for the aberrations of'the system with 
respect to curvature, refractive index, and axial separation, or, at least 
for those aberrations of which measures are obtained by tracing rays in 
the tangential plane. Writing these down for the case of curvature 
changes only, we have for spherical aberration 
= at 7E7 	am. 	Tc7. 
for the curvature oft' the tangential field, 
 
ax, 
NI) am 
Tc7 = 
fbr the tangential coma, 
acomarl ab 
	
ac. 	a . 1 ci 
and for the distortion, 
adist' =. aHla. an4fY 
ac. ac. ac. 1 1 1 
(2.58) 
(2.59) 
(2.60) 
(2.61) 
If additional rays are traced for the colours 'r' and 'No fbr which 
the system is to be achromatised, the chromatic aberrations can be brought 
into the general scheme. Thus, if 	zonal and principal rays are 
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traced, we have 
Ich' 	3L' z• = a01 a01 ci CND 
brit zv. 
Sci (2.62) 
3Tch 	gyp, 
 
(2.63) Zei aci 	aci 
with corresponding expressions for transfer coefficients with respect 
to n and d • 	A computation of these aberration transfer coefficients 
which measure the aberration change per unit change in curvature, axial 
separation, and refractive index for changes of' differential magnitude 
at any surface of the system, provides the designer with complete inform-
ation for the final balancing of the aberrations of' the system. I4-prey44es 
It provides a very complete analysis of the tendencies of the system 
in as far as these can be inferred from rays in the tangential plane. 
H. D. Taylor (i906 ) writing as an exponent of algebraic methods of optical 
designing makes a strong case against the sterility of the trigonometrical 
method on the point that the latter method cannot give an analysis of 
'the tendencies of the system'. In the present thesis it is contended 
that a complete analyids may be obtained by a systematic computation based 
on the ray trace, and moreover, it is an analysis which is exact for 
changes of differential magnitude, a feature which is shared by no algebraic 
method in use at present. FUrther, the consideration of some second order 
terms, as we shall see later, renders the present method capable of 
' considerable accuracy when changes are made which are beyond differential 
size. 
8. Transfer Coefficients for Glass Changes for the Components of a System. 
In treating the refractive index as one of the variables of the system 
we have derived transfer coefficients which measure the aberration changes 
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per unit change of the relative refractive index at each surface. In 
practice, a change of glass affects the complete component, and thus 
involves two surfaces. It is necessary to develop a transfer coefficient 
which takes account of the complete change. 
Let us denote the successive components of the system by subscripts, 
a b 	 h 	using the subscript h to denote the general 
component. It will be sufficient to denote the first and second surfaces 
of the general component by subscripts 1 and 2. The refractive index 
of the component is Nh , while that of the medium preceding and following 
the component will be denoted by Nh_ i 1 and Nho. . If the glass of the 
component is now changed by an amount dNil  it is easily seen that 
ani (2.64) 
aNh 
(2.65) 
The Monochromatic Aberrations. EXcluding the chromatic aberrations which 
are treated separately we can now write dawn the change in any aberration 
due to a small change in the glass of the general component. Taking 
spherical aberration as typical of the monochromatic aberrations, 
aLk' 	3LAt an2 	au , ani + 572 aNh 	on]. nrh 
3140 1 	alAi Nh-1 
= 	- ani 
(2.66) 
Corresponding expressions hold for the other aberrations. 
The Chromatic Aberrations. It is usual to adjust the longitudinal chromatic 
aberration to zero for some zone of the system, often the 0.707 zone. 
Suppose that the system is to be achromatised for the two colours ']r" and 
We write down expressions for the final intersection lengths of rays 
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of these colours, incident at the selected gone, in terms of the intersection 
length of a traced ray of'an intermediate colour 'Cl' . 	Using first order 
terms only, we have 
314  = 	+ a.m. 	— Na:)a + Ll 	— Nci)b + 
aNb 
• • • 
the sum extending over all the components of the system. Similarly, 
ak Lf = La 	___ANv _ Nda + 	-(Nv - 11,1 )13 + 
a 
whence, 14 Lit r4117. = 	- 3  (N 	N 	alti(N 	N )b - a 	v r a 	aN.b r a 
c.8Ld that is, 	Leh' = - Lw.h • Ph (2.67) 
where Ph. is the partial dispersion Cc - Nr )h • If we change some of•
the glasses of the system so that the glass constants are altered by small 
amounts, we have, to first order, 
dich' = drh 
which means that the appropriate transfer coefficients for Loh' are of the 
type 
aLch' 
3Ph 	aNh 
(2.68) 
In a similar way we can deduce a corresponding expression fOr the transverse 
chromatic aberration together with its appropriate transfer coefficients. 
A measure of the transverse chromatic aberration is provided by H' -H' , prr pry 
the intersection points concerned being those in which the principal rays 
for colours 	and 'ILO cut a fixed plane perpendicular to the axis, 
which is either the paraxial image plane or the plane through the inter- 
section point Alp . 	Using the transfer coefficients for the traced 
ray of intermediate colour 'd 1 , we have 
Hi;rv  
,all,;ra:1, 	(N, _ Na)b t 	 rd) (Nr„ - 
4. kaki's. iv 	 4arrb 	L' 
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• • • 
with a corresponding expression for H' • The subscript, L' , indieates prr 
that the plane in which the intersection points occur remains fixed. This 
leads to 
IrPrr frPrv 	-( 	 )L1 (Nv Nr)a -- (a4r )Li (Nv- Nr)b - • • • 
that is, 
Tch' = _71 a11Pra) p 
ska Nti 	L' h 
(2.69) 
and, 	aTch' = 
2Fh 	ON 
(2.70) 
The expression for ( a ritt3rd) 	is easily obtained. From (2.47) we have ' an n LI 
(.:75r) = C(ni)pr see Nrk 
and by analogy with (2.66), 
e alcr 	_ 
aNh /Lt 	‘ana iL; Nh+1 - an, 
Nh-1 (2.71) Nh 2 
in which the subscripts 1, 2, refer, as ben:we, to the first and second 
surfaces of the component h. 
Equations (2.67) and (2.69) are of great value in practical designing. 
They provide a very rapid guide to glass changes which will improve the 
achromatism of the system, and permit an analysis of the distribution of 
the final intersection lengths of rays of' different colours without the 
labour of separate tracings. 	As we shall see in a later chapter, each 
term in these equations gives. directly the contribution of each component 
to the chromatic aberrations of the final image. This is a very valuable 
feature of these equations. The order of accuracy is fairly high. 
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It is worthwhile to consider a numerical example at this stage in order 
to give an idea of the degree of accuracy of the transfer coefficients. 
We proceed to calculate the longitudinal and transverse chromatic aberrations 
of a photographic system using equations (2,67) and (2.69) and to compare the 
results with those obtained by direct ray tracing. We will use the telephoto 
lens( for which a copy of the general computation is given in a later chapter) 
of 36 in. focal length for the purpose, calculating the longitudinal chromatic 
aberration for the zonal ray and the transverse chromatic aberration for the 
7•50  pencil, arbitrarily selecting the lines C and F for the spectral range. 
From the computation on page 121. we extract the chromatic coefficients, 
aN , for the zonal ray, and from the computation on page 224 the 
chromatic coefficients 1 6111  [Nth, for the principal ray of the 7.5° 
pencil. Entering these along with the appropriate dispersion values in 
the Table, we form the products and by addition of these obtain the values 
of the two aberrations. 
TABLE. 
Component dLL Nr  - N Product v LN 
fargral 
JL' Product 
80.2705 1.37927 7244.63 	.01108 124.4826 
II 4031.82 	.7511333 77.9351 63.1826 1.22132 
III 1947.16 	.01104 21.4966 100.7965 1.11279 
IV 1243.15 	.01406 17.4784 77.8726 1.09475 
Leh' 	= - 1.6828 Tch' = 0.17599 
The full trace of the rays for the C and F lines gives 
LC' 	= 461.097 z 
LI= 462.765 zF 
whence 	Loh' = 1.668 
HPrC 
H' prF 
Tche 
= -123.180 
= -123.357 
= 0.177 
The discrepancy between the try values of the Leh' is 0.0148 mm. rhich is 
0.88 per cent of the total value, and hence of no significance. The difference 
betreen the twe values of the Tel' is 0.001 mm., or 0.56 per cent of the total 
aberration. It is thus seen that the expressions developed for the chromatic 
aberrations are highly accurate, and hence the same is true of the transfer 
coefficients on rhich their computation is based. 	The flexibility of the 
method should also be noticed, for once the chromatic coefficients 
are calculated for a ray in one colour we may quickly ascertain the aberration 
of the rays of any pair of colours provided the refractive indices of the 
glasses are known for these colours. 
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9. The Transfer Coefficients for Small Changes of the Diapjragm Position. 
If' the procedure developed for the alteration of the axial separation 
of two successive surfaces is applied at the first surface of the system 
there is no alteration in the spacings of the surfaces of the system. It 
remains, then, to interpret the meaning of the values of the transfer co-
efficinets fbr d.-changes which are obtained by the formal application of 
the equations (2.51) to (2.57) at the first surface. Thinking of the 
incident traced rays in the space to the left of the first surface as 
fixed, a shift of the first surface will result in incidence point changes 
fbr all rays except those incident parallel to the principal axis. In 
partimilAr, the original principal ray of an oblique pencil will strike 
the first surface at a new incidence point, and will no longer pass through 
the centre of the diaphragm, but will intersect the principal axis at some 
neighbouring point. If the diaphragm is shifted so that its centre 
coincides with this point, the ray in its new course will be a principal 
ray for the system with this new diaphragm position. The surface shift, 
made in the manner considered, is therefore equivalent to a change in the 
position of the diaphragm. The transfer coefficients associated with the 
surface shift must therefore give information as to the effect of the shift 
of the diaphragm on the aberrations. 
Suppose that the diaphragm is placed between the surfaces i and (i+ 1) 
of the system, its axial distance from the pole of the first surface being 
Lpr ' . The principal ray in an oblique pencil of the original trace is 
aimed at the centre, 0, of the entrance pupil, and passes through the 
centre, 0', of the diaphragm. We denote the distance of 0 from the pole of 
the first surface by Lpr . If' the point 0 is shifted a distance dIr pr 
the point 0' will be displaced through dI4r , and the ratio of' these two 
displacements is the longitudinal magnification. As an approximation, let 
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us assume that the longitudinal magnification is equal to the square of 
the lateral magnification, as in paraxial theory, and we may write 
421 r = M I 2 - 
aLpr 
sin2 
sin2 U' . Pri 
A shift of the first surface, carried out in the manner prescribed, is 
equivalent to an equal shift of the entrance pupil. Bence the effect 
on any aberration, A, of a small shift of the diaphragm is given by 
3A ar, 
F = aA sin2 U' . ori 
ad, aLl 	ad, sin2 U pr pr 
(2.72) 
defining a set of transfer coefficients fOr differential displacements 
of the diaphragm. 
Another property incidental to the transfer coefficients at the first 
surface is worth mentioning at this point. If a small Op-change is 
made for any traced ray at the fit, surface the resulting dqc and dlyc 
specify the emergence point and direction of a ray close to the traced 
ray as it leaves, the last surface of the system. The intersection of 
I/ 
	
	
this close ray with the traced ray will obviously give the position of 
the focus of a narrow pencil surrounding the traced ray. In particular, 
if the traced ray considered is the principal ray of an oblique pencil, 
the focus so defined is the so-called t - focus, or focus of close tangential 
rays. Thus the necessity for a trace for this quantity is eliminated. 
It will be immediately obvious that the t - focus is given by 
aPki /aP1 
But " l 1
( 2. 73 ) 
CHAPTER THREE. 
THE GENERAL COMPUTATION CT' THE TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS. 
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The General Computation. 
It is proposed to consider next the problem of ordering the general 
computation of the transfer coefficients developed in the previous chapter. 
The number of equations, and their frequent complexity, may give the 
impression of a cumbersome analysis of which the advantages are largely 
nullified by the excessive labour of the computations involved. It will 
be shown, however, that the computation can be organised so that it can be 
carried out by routine computors without any special knowledge of optics. 
The computation, arranged for machine work, falls into three stages, the 
ray trace, the single surface differential coefficients, and the general 
transfer coefficients. 
1. The Ray Trace Computation. 
Since the ray trace forms the basis of the whole of the subsequent 
calculations it is essential that it should be carried out with care. 
For this reason it is wise to retain independent check formulae as a 
stsmierd practice. We employ the standard ray tracing equations modified 
as suggested by Comrie (1940), and use the FA-formulae of Conra4y (1929) 
for the check calculation. The latter have the advantage of being more 
accurate than the stanbird equations in the case of a long radius, while 
the value of PA appearing explicitly in the calculation simplifies the 
drawing of the path of the ray through the system, an essential accompaniment 
of any trace. 
From the standard eqmation, we have 
51-111 - = 	- -1-aa—-)sin U. 	(3.1) r. 1 ri 	1 1 
= 1 (L 	i - r-) sin Ui -1-1 - d J.-a 	1 1 
- 	sin I! = 	1 . (r 1-i 	d!- 	U. ) sin  1-i 	ri 1 F. 1-I 	sin U! 1 
r. 	 r• 	- di 	- 2-4 sin 1' 	1-1  - sin U. r. rl 
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(3.2) sin= 	s 	s 
	
in I! 	+ p. in U. i 1-1 i 
where a, 0, are constants of the system defined by 
• = r• 	r al 	& 
pi = 	Cr. 	d! - ril/ . 1-1 - 1-1 	ri
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
for all values of i from 2 to k. At the first surface of the 
system we write (3.1) for convenience 
where 
sin I= p1 sin U 1 
f31 = (L1 r1 )/ rl 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
For a plane surface a = 0, p = - 1 , so that equation (3.2) 
reduces to the usual form for the plane. Thus we use 
sin I = - sin U 
sin U' = n sin U 
L' = L tan U cotan 
At the surface following a plane a and 0 become infinite. This is simply 
dealt with by treating this surface in a manner similar to a first surface, 
using equations (3.5) and (3.6) . 
For the ray trace, then, we have the standard equations in the following 
forms for machine use, 
sin I = (1. sin I! 	+ pi sin Ili 1 	1- (3.2) 
sin I' = n sin I (3.7) 
U' = U + I - I' (3.8) 
L' = r(sin I' + sin 179/ sin U' (3.9) 
The tracing of - a principal ray involves a right-to-left trace from the 
centre of the diaphragm. From a simple transformation of (3.2) it follows 
that if we put 
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Computer: 
Date: 
Surface 
d' 
N' 
[r_i/r] 	 a 
[0/11 	 13 
a sin 
± 13 sin U 
sin I 
[N/N1 
sin l' 
[Pt.tanU] 
[Pt.cotUl 	r() 
[LtanUcotUl [ /sinUl L' 
RAY TRACE AND SINGLE SURFACE COEFFICIENTS. Ray . 	 
System: 	 
Pencil.  
sin U 
cos I 
cos I' 
sin U' 
cos U' 
tan U' 
1—cos ( U+1) 
[cos /'/cos 	ap7ap 
in/ 0] 	auyau 
1 — au7au 
[ /cos 
[Or] 	au7ap 
[eL sin U] 	gc 
[—sin 1/cos 	au73n, 
Ir(1—cos(U±/))] X 
/ cos IP] 	D' 
(I —U) 
cos (I —U) 
cos 
L sin U 
[ ()/cos i(I—U)] PA 
PA cos  
j 0/sin /11 	L' 
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3.+t 	 (3.10) 
01 = (rim + di -.ri)/ ri 	(3.11) 
for values of 1 from 1 to (k - 1), and write n' = NYN , the equations 
for the right-to-left trace are 
sin I! 	= a' sin Ii + 0' sin U! 3.-i 
sin I 	= n' sin I' 
U = U' + I' - I 
L = r(sin I + sin r)Ain U 
At the kth surface, of course, 
1 sin  rk 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
= q sin Ulec 	 (3.16) 
The arrangement of the computation is shown on the accompanying computing 
sheet. The left-to-right ray trace form is set out in the upper part of 
the sheet and its FA-check appears in the lowest block on the page. Below 
the angle register of the trace there is set conveniently a block of functions 
of the angles which are required fOr the later stages of the computation. 
It is frequently advantageous to complete this part as the trace proceeds, 
particularly if the Tables used have the cosines tabulated alongside the 
sines. On the extreme left of the quantities printed in the margin of the 
computing sheet certain functions appear in square brackets. These are 
intended as reminders to the computer to avoid the necessity of looking up 
the form of the expressions when in doubt. In these bracketed expressions 
the symbol 0 refers to the quantity computed on the preceding line. The 
subscript - 1 is used as an abbreviation for (i - 1). Thus in the sixth 
line of the computation the computer is reminded that the constant a is 
r 	r 0 and in the eighth line that the constant gL is (1r 1  - d' - r)/r . -1 - 	-1 
In lines fourteen to sixteen provision is made for calculating L' for either 
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a spherical surface or a plane. 	For a spherical surface the 
entries in these lines are (sin I' + sin U') 	r(sin I'+ sin U9 , and 
LI = r(sin I' + sin U9 / sin U' respectively.' In the case of a plane 
the entries are tan U , cot U', and L' = L tan U cot U' respectively. 
The only Tables which have been readily available in Australia during the 
war in sufficient numbers for a computing team are the six figure tables 
of. P. F. Adams : Tables of Sines and Cosines at intervals of 10 seconds, 
with Proportional Parts (Government Printer, Sydney). The great disadvantage 
of not using the decimal subdivision of the degree is offset to some extent 
for our purpose in these tables by the tabulation of the cosines alongside 
the sines, an arrangement which has proved useful for the block of functions 
appearing below the angle register. Latterly, we have been able to obtain 
some copies of Peters' Seven Figure Tables, and these are being used regularly 
now although six figure tables would be adequate for most purposes. Full 
ray traces are given in the detailed computations appearing later in the 
paper. 
2. The Co on  
These comprise the differential coefficients Op'Aap 1 auyou , 3W/dp 
3UlAc 3IJI/n defined in Chapter 2 0 Section 2 • 	We begin by calculating 
dpIPp from equation (2.2) . Then from equations (2.7) and (2.2) we have 
Again, writing 
atv _ 
au — 
= 	(1  
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
we calculate e 	and then from equations (2.8) and (2.10) respectively 
(3.19) 
and 	au' _ — e • L sin U 	 (3.20) 
of which the quantity L sin U appears explicitly in the PA-check. 
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Finally the coefficient 8UI/8n is calculated directly from equation (2.9). 
The length, D', of the ray path intercepted between successive surfaces is 
needed for the calculation of the transfer coefficients and is most conven-
iently computed here. The best procedure for our purpose is to calculate 
X from the relation 
X = r( 1 - cos U + I ) 	(3.21) 
and then DI is given by 
= ( di + 	- Xi) / cos U! 	(3.22) 
The relation (3.21) is chosen as it only requires one consultation of the 
tables and one multiplication. The difference of the cosine from unity is, 
of course, taken as the table is being consulted. 
The first stage in the computation of this section of the coefficients 
is to look up the cosines of I , I' , U' and U + I , thus completing the 
the block of functions of the angles of the trace. The renainder of the 
computation is set conveniently on the ray tracing sheet below this block. 
All the entries required are then immediately at hand without the necessity of 
any copying out. 	The whole calculation requires only nine machine operations 
for each surface. 
3. The Computation of the Fundamental Transfer Coefficients. 
We consider now the computation of the fundamental transfer coefficients, 
auitc i'aul , a /aril , aa /api , and 34c /8pri . 	These are calculated 
directly from the four equations (2.15) to (2.18), the calculation beginning 
at the last surface of the system and progressing surface by surface through the 
system to the first surface. 	The arrangement of the computation is shown 
on the opposite page. 	The general subscript i is suppressed as unnecessary 
and the subscript + is used to denote the next surface, i.e. the surface (i + 1) 
The entries in lines 1 , 2 , 9 , and 10 arepopied up from the previous 
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calculation, and the values of the fundamental transfer coefficients for 
the last surface are entered, these having the simple values noted in 
section 4 of Charter Z. 	The calculation for the surface (k - 1) is then 
commenced by putting an the keyboard of the machine the value of äU 
and multiplying it in turn by atyc /aU4'. 	and apilc /a11.4! , entering the 
prodbcts in lines 5 and 6 respectively. 	Next, D 	multiplied in 
succession by ni /ap~ and api 	, the products being entered in lines 
4 and 7 • 	The two additions are then made giving the entries in lines 5 
and 8 . The remainder of the calculation follows in a similar manner. 
It will then be seen that there is an orderly swing about the computation 
which makes it easy and rapid-in routine use. Thus for any surface, excluding 
the last, the entry in line 1 is multiplied by the latest entries in each 
of lines 5 and 8 ankithen the entry in line 2 is multiplied in turn 
s by the latest entries in each of lines 15 and 16, after which the two 
additions are made. The process is now repeated, entry 9 being multiplied 
in turn by the latest entries in lines 5 and 8 followed by entry 10 
being multiplied in turn by the Itest entries in lines 13 and 16 • The 
two additions complete the calculation for the surface. 	The orderliness 
of this procedure was one of the factors which favoured the selection of the 
pair of differentials 6U' and bp for the specification of the changed 
ray path relative to the traced path. The use of a computing form in which 
the entries of lines 5 , 8 1 13 , and 16 appear between red lines 
is a great help in picking up the correct multiplier each time. 
4. The Paraxial Ray Trace and Coefficients. 
In the case of a paraxial ray there is, as usual, a considerable simplif-
ication in the computations. For the sake of completeness we write dawn 
the modified forms of the ray tracing equations which are 
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Computer: 
Date: 	 PARAXIAL RAY TRACE. 	 System: 
Surface 
1 
d' 
N' 
[r_ i/r] 
[ 	 [3 
a . 
u 
[N /N1 
r ( ± 
[0/u'] 
u 
tit 
[0/u'] 
• 	n 
{0/21 • 	au7ap 
[ (1 — n)1u] 	gc 
Fhndamental Transfer Coefficients. 
ci* 
(841 a)C aiil./auo 
(.914/ 4.) 4 
aiti,/ ale  
(andau.)( au; / ) 
(04,) 	4 
altitidz2 
ate/aiv 
(atedau.'xazzial.) 
(a418)4-) 
.941 al. 
ai•;,/ au')(ate 181) 
(al-11 a/4) 
4.7 
i = a i + 6 u (3.23) 
i i = n i (3.24) 
= u + - 	1' (3.25) 
= r (u' + 1') / u' (3.26) 
The expressions for the single surface differential coefficients are greatly 
simplified also, mainly on account of the cosines of the paraxial angles 
being unity. 	Thus we have 
OPVaP = 1 (3.27) 
au '/au = n 
BUI/Bp = (1 - n)/r (3.29) 
= (1 - n).1.0 (3.30) 
alr/an = - i (3.31) 
while the length of the ray path intercepted between successive surfaces 
is, of course, simply the axial separation, d' . 
The arrangement of the computation is shown on the accompanying paraxial 
computing form. The single surface coefficients only require three operations 
at each surface. The simplifiel farm of the computation for the fundamental 
transfer coefficients is also shown. The first half of the computation 
is not modified, but as a result of equation (5.27) two multiplications 
are eliminated in the second. half: 
5. The Transfer Coefficients for the Intersection Points 
and the Aberrations. 
The considerations of this section bring us to that part of the 
computations which require the most thorough organisation for successful 
use of the present methods. It is proposed to consider in some detail the 
calculations invaved in each of the types of rays traced through the system. 
In the first place we will consider the transfer coefficients for the 
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'intersection points V4 2, and Pk, associated with the wial pencil. The 
computations for the marginal and zonal rays are identical in form, 
equations (2.37), (2.44), and. (2.51), together with the subsidiary equations 
(2.21), (2.22), (2.42), (2.50), and (2.57) providing the computing relations. 
The complete form of the computation for such a ray is set out on the 
interleaved computing Sheet. The first sixteen lines comprise the calculation 
of the fundamental transfer coefficients as already described. In the next 
block of the work we compute C(11') from equation (2.21) and C(p) from 
10 
	
	equation (2.22) and form the products C(U') cosec Tyc and C(p) cosec 
In the next stage the first of these products is multiplied in turn by 
au' Ac and au' , and the second is multiplied by ap/ad ( = sin U) 
giving the final values of the required transfer coefficients L'Ac , 81,Van 
and 81,1/ad respectively. On the computing farm the word 'copy' is inserted 
in a number of 3ines indicating that the entries appearing in these lines 
are copied in from previous computations. It will be seen that there are 
twenty-one machine operations per surface in the complete calculation for an 
axial ray in this arrangement. 
The computation for the paraxial ray follows precisely similar lines 
leading to the transfer coefficients at/ac agan , and al-Pa . On the 
paraxial computing sheet shown this occupies twenty-seven lines, involving 
nineteen machine operations per surface. The remaining fifteen lines 
shown on the paraxial form are placed there for convenience and will be 
discussed further on. 
Coming now to the computations for the rays of an oblique pencil it is 
necessary to consider each ray separately as the arrangements of the calculatic 
differ considerably. 	In connection with the rays 	and 'lb' we require 
the transfer coefficients for the intersection point Ab . Equations (2.38), 
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(2.39), (2.45), (2.46), (2.52) and (2.53) furnish the main computing relations. 
The interleaved computing form for the 'a' ray shows the general arrangement 
for the computation from this ray. The fundamental transfer coefficients 
occupy the first block of the calculation after which the quantities C(119a 
and C(p)a are computed. From these the products C(U9cosec(U; - N)kcos Tr! IA 9 
- C(U9cosec(U; - N)ksin Nk , C(p) cosec(U; - N)kcos 	, and 
- C(p) cosec CU; - UOksin 111')Ic are formed. 	Mhltiplication of the first 
two of these products in turn by 311"/ac and air/an gives the quantities 
C(c)acosec 
C(n)acosec 
(10; - Vie's U.' ok 	- C(c)acoffee OJI - sin Dr.! a 	o k 	ok 
(113; - N)kcos Nk , - C(n)cosec (U 1 - 119 sin U! a 	D k 	- ok • 
Multiplication of the second pair of products - by 8p/ad gives the quantities 
C(d)cosec (U; - N)kcos Nk and - C(d)cosec OU; - UOksin Nk . These 
last six rather complex quantities are later carried over to the computation 
sheet of the ro ray for combination with the corresponding quantities 
computed for that ray. The complete computation for the 'a' ray involves 
twenty-six operations per surface. 	The computation for the 'lb' ray follows 
exactly corresponding lines and a perusal of the computing form is sufficient 
explanation in itself. In addition, the combination of the main terms from 
the 'a' and 'lb' computations is made on this sheet giving finally the six 
trandfer coefficients for the co-ordinates of the point Kb . 
In connection with the ray 'par' we require the transfer coefficients 
for the points Pr and Frf . 	Equations (2.40) , (2.41) , (2.47) 	(2.48), 
(2.54) , and (2.55) supply the necessary computing expressions. The computatic 
sheet for this ray shows a simple arrangement for the computation which is 
self-explanatory. The transfer coefficients for the point Fr are calculated 
on this sheet, but it is more conveneiat to carry the values of the quantities 
O(c)prf sec UPrk C(n)larr sec Ui'mk , and C(d)prf sec 1TI'mt to the paraxial 
computation sheet for combination with the paraxial terms at/dc tan 147,10 etc., 
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to give the transfer coefficients for the point Frf. 
The remaining point to consider is the ideal image point, Id • For 
the transfer coefficients for this point equations (2.45) , (2.49) „ and (2.56) 
furnish the necessary relations for the computations. These are conveniently 
set out on the bottom of the paraxial computation sheet, and involve only 
six machine operations for each surface. 	We have treated here only the 
case of an infinitely distant object, but the modifications for close 
objects call for no comment. 
A little collecting of terms in accordance with equations (2.58) to (2.61) 
and the corresponding relations for refractive index and axial separation 
changes, leads to the transfer coefficients for the aberrations. 
In employing the methods of the present paper the writer has used 
printed forms of the five types just described and found that they provide 
an entirely satisfactory outline for the computing team. In a few days 
his team of computers can furnish a complete analysis of, say, a photographic 
objective together with a description of the 'tendencies' of the system 
in terms of the transfer coefficients for the tangential aberrations. 
CHAPTER FOUR. 
A SECOND ORDER CORRECT ION TERM.  
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A Second Order Correction Term. 
In the development given in the preceding chapters we have considered 
only first order terms, a procedure which is adequate for our general 
purpose as long as small changes only are made in the system. In the 
course of correcting a lens system it is frequently necessary to make 
curvature changes of the order of 0.001 mm. -1 , and thickness changes 
of the order of one millimetre. When such changes are made, especially 
in systems of large aperture, it is found that the shifts of the various 
intersection points in the final image space as predicted by the use of the 
transfer coefficients are often in error by as much as 12 per cent. 
There is one second order term associated with the final stage of the 
calculation of the transfer coefficients the use of which will improve 
considerably the order of accuracy of such changes. It arises through 
the neglecting of the effect of the small change, dllyc $ in the final 
direction of the emergent ray, on the calculation of the transfer coeff-
icients for the intersection points from the corresponding C - quantities. 
It mould seem that the wider problem of second order terms affecting the 
fundamental transfer coefficients is such that the amount of computation 
involved Is incommensurate with the results obtained therefrom. 
1. The Correction Term for Single  Changes in the Szstem. 
In Figure 41 we represent by RIM a traced ray in the final image space 
which intercepts the optical axis of the system at M. As a result of 
a change made within the system, let us say a curvature change, dc i p at 
surface i , the emergent ray now folloms the path RF. The lines 
MP and MQ are dramn perpendicular to RIM and R2Mt respectively. 
Then, 	
MP = (3.4 — S* k = C(c.)dc. 
MQ = MP cos dITI'c 
57 
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= L. cosec(Uitc + 
= o(c)dc cos dUil cosec(ig + d711) 
a f 
	
C(C.)aC cos ault, [cosec 	kcosee 	61V] Wir 	k 
It roilirri be unusual for Mr to be greater than about 2 o so that TM 
may safely put cos Mil = 1 . Writing 	= 	the last equation 
becomes 
c(c lac coscn-ul (1 — cot Dr art) k 	k k 
= C()cosec a. 	U' de - G(a.)cose^ Ul cot Ut i  k 3" 
The first term on the right hand side of (4.1) is the first order term 
which we have used all along, thile the second term now 	as a 
correction term to be added to it. lb urite this correction term as 
1,(ci)(dei ) 2 where 
auf 
1,(o1) = - C(ci) cosec 	cot- ig 	(4.2) 
In the next place ue consider the intersection of a ray vith a fixed 
plane at right angles to the optical axis. Proceeding ins, a manner 
similar to the foregoing it is easily seen that the change in the IV 
co-ordinate of the intersection point is given by 
OH' = C(ci)dci cos dUll, sec(Uitc + ag) 
= C(ci)dci cos &Ell (sec U + A7(5ec Uil) dig] 
uk 
= C(ci)dci cos dUilc sec Uj (1 + tan tyc dUitc ) 
uhich on putting cos ol . 1 , and rearranging, becomes 
= 	 917,1 I 	.r, . ( _ 	) 2 W.7,.!_ dc + (c 	tan IT . 	 (c1 )sec ig 	, --- dc- C(ci)sec m I I I; . ac. 	1 3. 
(4.3) 
The first term on the right hand side is the familiar first order of the 
previous chapters, while the second is the correction term to be applied 
where greater accuracy is desired. lriting this in the form vt(c.)(dc.) 2 / 
we have (c1 ) = c(c) sec U" tan Ut k 	k a . ci 
( 4. 4) 
There remains yet one important case to consider, that in which the ray 
intersects a plane at right angles to the optical axis, the plane changing 
its position when a change is made in the system. This plane may be, for 
example, the plane of the Ab intersection for some pencil or the paraxial 
image plane. Having in mind., the use to be made of intersections with the 
paraxial image plane in our subseauent mark, we will consider this case 
in detail. Prom equation (2.41) it follows that for any ray intersecting 
the paraxial image plane 
DH, C(c ) sec U" k 	" tan Ul k aci 
Extending this expression to take account of' the effect of the change in 
U" it is fairly obvious that the change in the H' co-ordinate of the 
intersection point resulting from the curvature change, dc i , will be gfWen 
by 
46H' = C(ci)dci sec(a + da) 
f 	1 acif 	
{
dci +- )(ci ) kdci) 2  j tan(a + au) (4. 5) 
where 13'c (c.) is the 	correction term for the paraxial ray, which is 
given by 
= x 
at 	1 auit 
bci aci ( 4. 6 ) 
Developing the terms of equation (4.5) we obtain 
= C(ci) dci sec a (1 + tan a da) 
r31" 	/ 	21 + )(ci )kalci) tan a(1 + cosec a sea IT da) ci 
EUltiplying out the bracketed expressions and neglecting the third order 
term which occurs, we obtain 
= [c(c) sec 	- " tan 111 da ac. 	k 
,2 +- G(ci ) sec Ullc tan U 3Dyc lic 
„ u tan Ult cosec TJj sec Ui'c 	(Ic1) 2  aci ac 
- 	(c ) tan IT' (dc xi 	k 
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( 4. 7 ) 
= first order terms + bo(c i) + yqci) + p'(ci )] (dc) 2 
where we have written 
ac yqc.) = - tan U' cosec U" sec U" aqc 3. ac. k k k M7 
pt(ci) = - X. (ci) tan Ulic 
	
au t 	tr I 3. = 	an 
If we write now 
= 	vqc.) + y'(c.) + 3. 	3. 	3. 
and 
a u-i'c 
k uci 
(4.8) 
(4. 9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
the correction term to be applied for intersection points in the paraxial 
image plane is 10(c1)(dc0 2 . In spite of the apparent complexity 
of the preceding expressions they are computed very easily on account of the 
10 	fact that portion of each term have already been computed at an earlier 
stage in the general computation. 
Some examples taken at random from a comnutation are set out below ., 
the system being an 01.5 camera lens of focal length 106.5 mm. These 
examples will afford some idea of the effect of the use of the correction 
term for single changes made within thesystem. 
Example 1. 	The extreme marginal ray of the axial pencil of this lens 
had the following coefficients for curvature changes at the first surface: 
- 9913.0 	1.1 (c1) = 878530 
On making a change of curvature at the first surface of amount 0.001 mm.-1 
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the radius thereby changing from + 72.84 mm. to + 67.89 mm., the 
following results are obtained: 
E±pected change in L by eirst order coefficient = - 9.913 man. 
Etpected change corrected by second order term 	= - 9.034 mm. 
Change as calculated by trace 	 - 8.838 ran. 
The use of the correction term in this case reduces the error of the 
predicted change from 12.16 per cent to 2.22 per cent. 
Example 2. A paraxial ray traced through the same lens had the following 
coefficients at the first surface: 
au = - 7447.2 	1.1 (c1) = 446550 
For the same change in curvature at the first surface of the system we find 
the following values: 
Ekpected change in r by first order coefficient = - 7.447 mm. 
Expected change, corrected, = - 7.001 mm. 
Change as calculated by trace = - 7.031 mm. 
In this case the use of the correction term reduces the error of the 
predicted change from 6.35 per cent to 0.43 per cent. 
Example 3. The principal ray of an oblique pencil incident on the 
same lens at an angle of 170  to the principal axis had the following 
coefficients: 
3H1 = 1764.8 	(c). ) = - 117550 aci 
For the same curvature change made at the first surface of the lens we 
find 
Expected change in H' by first order coefficients = 1.765 man. 
Expected change, corrected 	= 1.647 mm. 
Change as calculated by trace = 1.637 mm. 
The error in the prediction is thus reduced from 7.82 to 0.61 per cent. 
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2. The Correction Term for Several Simultaneous Changes. 
In the course of an actual design it is usual to make several changes 
in the system at the same time and then to check the result of these by 
a nemrtrace of the system, either in full or in part. If the changes 
are such that a considerable alteration has been made, or rather that a 
considerable alteration is expected, it will generally be desirable to 
use the dU' correction term to improve the accuracy of the expected 
changes. In order to do this we- must alter the form of the expressions 
for these correction terns. In applying the first order theory to several 
changes made simultaneously VB treat the change in the position of an 
intersection point as a total differential. Thus, suppose that changes 
are made in the curvatures of surfaces i, j, 	r, then for an inter- 
section point on the principal axis 
dL' aL,  dc dci ac 	•—• 	ac 	r 1 
alDlt 	aUi = 	 a Stc 	) cosec Ulec dci . ci 
= 	Z dPit - Sisc Z dUitc ) cosec triec 	(4.12) 
Primarily, then, we must regard the summation of the effects of the 
several differential changes as made at the last surface so that the ray 
under consideration as a result of the changes will emerge from the last 
surface with an incidence point displacenent,Zdpi'c , and a direction change, 
ZdUitc , relative to the traced ray. For changes that are not differential 
in size we still obtain a very useful tool for design by assuming that 
the sunnation property still holds, and the order of accuracy can be 
improved by applying the digi't corrections. 	The value of the dIP for 
which we correct is, of course, the sum of the various dTJ due to the 
several changes. The correction terms must therefore be written as factors 
multiplying the resultant angle changes,ZdUl". , and not as factors of (dci)2..d 
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as in the previous section. 	Anticipating the needs of subsequent methods 
we consider two main cases, the intersection point of the paraxial ray 
with the principal axis and the intersection point of any ray with the 
paraxial image plane. 
By analogy with equations (4.1) it is easily seen that 
eat = z av dc1 (1 - cot uit Edufc ) ‘. aci 
vs at de _ (T, at 	de . 	E dui ) 
 ca. a 	uitc 
(4.13) 
Hence the correction term to be applied for the paraxial intersection 
point is 
where 
and 
cloixzcluo 
av 
3ci 
au' z aulfc = 	ac. ac. 	1 
( 4.14) 
(4.15) 
For the intersection point of any ray with the .paraxial image plane 
we have by analogy with equation (4.5) 
OR' 	= 127C(ci) dc.] sec (TVc + EdUi') 
+ X(c5) aci.raufc ] tan(lifc + Eaultd 
au = %[C(ci ) sec T yc 	tan Utidc a . 	k 	i ci 
+7:(3(ci ) sec U 	tan Ujic . ZdTyc 
-qt.': tan Ty( dci cosec Dyc sec Tyc . Zlayc 
tyc dci 	. 	 (4.16) 
= first order term + Ev(c.)dc. . ZdIP 
+ T.y(c i )dci . ZdU + Ep(ci )dci . Edui: 
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where v. (ci) =C(c.) sec U' tan U" i 	k 	k 
ay . y(c.) 	.= - b--- tan U" sec tri'c cosec 711, 
1 - k ci 
p(c1 ) 	= 	2-1-:- t 	IJI 	1 ac. 	an k IL, 
Combining the firt two of these terms by writing 
Tr(c.v(c.) + i ) 	== 
the correction term becomes 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
Z rr(c i )dci . 	+ Z' p (c i )cic i . E dulic 
It will have been noticed that the quantities corresponding to 
y(c1 ), p(ci), and X(c) developed in the first section are distinguished 
from those of the present section by the addition of a dash. This serves 
to remind the computor that they relate to single ehanges only. 
Although the expressions arrived at for the correction term look rather 
formidable they are easily computed at the end of the general computation 
because considerable portions of them appear explicitly in the general 
computation. 	We have not considered any corrections for d-changes 
or n-changes, but these are precisely similar to those developed for 
curvature changes and can be written down by analogy with the foregoing. 
CHAPPER V. 
THE DIFFERENTIAL CORRECTION OF AN OPTICAL SYSTEM. 
6E 
The Differential Correction of an Opticalastem. 
In the trigonometrical correction of an optical system the usual 
procedure has required, in the first place, the selection of a surface 
of the system at which it is known on general theoretical grounds that 
small changes in some datum associated with the surface will produce 
aberration changes of the desired type. The appropriate datum is then 
altered by a small amount, typical rays are re-traced through the 
altered system, and the aberration changes noted. One or more airlitional 
changes in the same datum may be made, followed by fresh ray tracings, 
and the amount of the required datum change deduced by interpolation 
or from a- rough plot of the aberration.changes against the datum changes. 
In the notes of his lectures given in 1919, Conrady says ' In arriving 
at a new design by the method of trigonometrical trials - the only one 
available for the deep curvatures of microscope objectives - it will 
be found necessary and also quickest to proceed systematically, 
changing one datum at a time so as to be able to interpolate in a simple 
and straightforward may for the desired correction. The temptation 
will often be strong to superpose a second change, but students may be 
assured that the process does not pay.' 
In contrast to this procedure we will consider now the immense 
advance in designing power that is obtained by the use of the differential 
transfer coefficients. This consideration will be simnlified by the 
use of specific examples. In the first place the correction state 
of the system at the given stage of the development of the design is 
analysed by ray traces of a number of pencils - an axial pencil, and 
perhaps three or more oblique pencils at intervals of 7 - 10 degrees 
across the field. The number of pencils and the angular intervals 
between them, as also the particular rays traced for the pencil, will 
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depend on the type and. requirements of the system. Yollawing this the 
general computation of the transfer coefficients for the intersection 
points and the aberrations is carried out along the lines suggested in 
Chapter III. This results in a complete analysis of the tendencies of 
the system in its present state, end., the work up to this stage may be 
carried out by routine computing assistants, leaving the designer 
completely free for other matters. As an example we consider a portion 
of the analysis of a wide angle photographic objective of the Ross Xpres 
type working at an aperture of f/4. On the first of the accompanying 
computing Sheets the transfer coefficients for the intersection points 
are collected for three pencils only. This sheet contains an immense 
amount of information, giving accurate measures of the rate of change 
of thirteen quantities associated with the traced rays in the final 
image space with the twenty-five to thirty constructional parameters of 
the system. On the second sheet the transfer coefficients for the 
aberrations sampled by the pencils are set out, the array of numbers 
being considerably reduced. This sheet summarises very completely the 
tendencies of the system. A study of the transfer coefficients at each 
surface shows exactly what may be achieved in the way of correction by 
alterations made at that surface. Thus, for example, if we consider 
the transfer coefficients for d-changes at the sixth surface, that is, for 
changes which alter the central airspace of the system, it is seen that 
considerable correction of curvature of field may be obtained by this 
means, accompanied by very small coma changes, small distortion changes 
except at the edge of the field, and quite small spherical aberration 
changes. Similarly, it is seen that a shift of surface five admits of 
considerable changes in the distortion of the system. Curvature changes 
at surface four will admit a considerable amount of coma, together with 
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TABLE III. 
Aberration Transfer Coefficients for Glass Changes. 
LA' LA' X2. Coma4 Dist' 
b/bIlk 150.13 52.302 -100.48 0.891 7.780 
a/bilb -140.51 -49.202 115.59 0.167 -7.029 
VaNrc 7.11 1.96 - 23.54 -1.887 1.382 
12.53 5.22 - 	8.48 1.195 -1.322 
DAlle -115.64 -42.75 47.16 -0.651 5.529 
117.16 43.00 -35.34 -0.240 -6.180 
TABLE IV. 
The Chromatic Coefficients of the Axial and 22 ° Oblique Pencils. 
LI z l' C(n)sec IT' 1n. 
6/blia - 640.16 7 587.86 257.93 
a/mb 677.23 628.03 - 288.52 
DANc - 157.51 - 155.56 66.51 
a/bN41 - 119.76 - 114.53 60.45 
Valve 502.11 459.35 - 251.03 
DAN't - 446.98 - 403.98 232.18 
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curvature, spherical aberration, and distortion. Commaring curvature changes 
at surface five with those at surface four, we notice that the same 
strong coma and distortion effects are present, but very much heavier 
curvature changes and much smaller spherical aberration changes. In 
this general may the detailed correcting properites of all the surfaces 
are studied carefully in view of selecting a combination of suitable 
changes which will improve the correction state of the system. 
In making definite changes during the correction of the system 
it is to be remembered that the transfer coefficients are accurate for 
changes of differential magnitude only. This does not make them 
of no value, but in predicting the effect of finite changes by their use 
some attention must be paid to the magnitude of the changes produced in 
the image space. Thus suppose that a curvature change of 0.001 mm. -1 
were contemplated at surface one in our example. According to the 
value of IA'Ac for the marginal ray, the value of LA; should change 
by 5.06 mm. A glance at the first sheet of transfer coefficients, 
however, shows that the intersection point 11 will Shift through a 
distance of 15.38 mm. These changes are far from differential size, 
and hence it cannot be expected that the predicted values of the aberration 
changes will b*ccurately achieved when displacements of this order 
are being made in the image space. Again, the same change of curvature 
will presumably cause a coma change of only 0.0062 in the 32° pencil, 
whereas, in actuality, the intersection points Ab and Pr are each 
displaced laterally through distances of the order of 5.4 mm. 
What is to be stressed is that some discretion must be used when finite 
changes of considerable size are contemplated, particularly when the 
coefficients employed are derived as a sum or difference of two other 
coefficients each of which may be large. The amounts of the absolute 
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displacements in the image space 'resulting from any change in the parameters 
should alyays be examined. 
2. The Analysis of the Chromatic Correction of the System. 
The real significance of the transfer coefficients for n-changes yhich 
appear in Tables I and 11 mill be understood from the information yhich is 
presented in Tables III and IV. In these are collected the transfer coeff-
icients of the aberrations for glass changes at any component and the chromatic 
coefficients respectively. In the material of Table IV there is a basis for 
the analysis of the colour correction state of the system, and ye proceed to 
discuss this next. Since the lens is based on the symmetrical type, and 
hence the glasses in the front and rear halves of the system are similar, 
ye may combine the chromatic coefficients for the components which have 
similar glasses since in the evaluation of the chromatic aberration for 
any spectral range these coefficients mould each be multiplied by the same 
dispersion value. These coMbined chromatic coefficients appear in the 
second columns of Tables VI to VIII. In the rough design of the system 
at the present stage the components a and f yere to be of DBC 615553, 
components b and e of LP 549467, and components c and d of HO 519604. 
I/ 	The dispersions of these glasses are given in Table V. 
TABLE V. 
Dispersions of the Glasses. 
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DEC 
- .00517 
LF 
- .00539 
HO 
- .00406 
NC 	ND - .00628 - .00342 - .00256 
Ne - ND .00274 .00291 .00211 
NF - ND .00785 .00835 .00603 
NG' - ND .01422 .01529 .01089 
Contributions to Lch' 
TABLE VI. 
Spectral Ranges. 
Range 
-15.4591 
18.0320 
- 3.0195 
F'-D  
for Different 
Comp. 
a, f 
b, e 
d, c 
Chr. 
Coeff. 
-1087.14 
+1179.33 
-277.27 
Range 
b-D 
5.6205 
-6.3566 
1.1257 
Range 
C-D 
3.5658 
-4.0333 
0.7098 
Range 
e-D 
-2.9788 
3.4319 
-0.5850 
Range 
-8.5340 
9.8478 
-1.6719 
Leh' 0.3896 0.2423 -0.1319 -0.3585 -0.4466 
TABLE VII. 
Contributions to lch' for Different Spectral Ranges. 
Chr. Range Range Range Range Range 
Comp. Coeff. b-D C-D e-D P-D D 
a, f - 991.83 5.1278 3.2523 -2.7176 -7.7859 -14.1039 
b, 
c, d 
1087.38 
- 270.09 
-5.8610 
1.0966 
-3.7188 
0.6914 
3.1643 
-0.5699 
9.0796 
-1.6226 
16.6260 
- 2.9413 
lch' 0.3'654 0.2258 -0.1232 -0.3349 -0.4192 
TABLE VIII. 
Contributions to Tch' at 22 ° for Different Spectral Ranges. 
Chr. Range Range Range Range Range 
Comp. Coeff. b-D C-D e-D P-D  
a, f -1.7013 .00880 .00558 -.00466 -.01336 -.02419 
b, e 0.1610 -.00087 -.00055 .00047 .00134 .00246 
c, d 2.5810 -.01048 -.00661 .00545 .01556 .02811 
Tch' -0.00255 -0.00158 0.00126 0.00354 0.00638 
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Using equation (2.67) for the longitudinal chromatic aberration we 
enter in Tables VI and VII the contributions of the pairs of components to 
the chromatic aberrations of the system at the zonal and paraxial 
regions for various spectral ranges. The sum of the contributions 
in each column gives the chromatic aberration of the system for the 
given spectral range. Similarly, using the relation of equation (2.69) 
we enter in Table VIII the contributions to the transverse chromatic 
aberration at an obliquity of 22 ° . 
le may proceed now to see how the colour correction may be improved 
by the selection of slightly different glasses. A study of Table VI 
shows at once that an increase in the V-number of the either of the 
crown glasses will decrease the amounts of the contributions of these 
components and thus will improve the chromatic correction. Alternatively, 
of course, a decrease in the V-number of the light flint glass of 
components b and e will produce a similar result. The same changes 
will reduce the chromatic aberration in the paraxial region, but when we 
consider Table VIII it is seen that an increase in the V-number of the 
DBC glass of components a and f will increase the transverse aberration, 
but only by a small amount, while the increase in the V-number of the 
HC of components d and c will reduce it. Considering these two pencils 
only, then, we might well make a change to a DBC of slightly higher 
V-number, and also substitute a BSC for the HC of components c and d. 
By may of example we consider changing to the types DEC 613568 and 
BSC 517641. The changes in the dispersions for the different spectral 
ranges are listed in Table IX, and then, in Table X are set out the 
corresponding changes in the contributions of the components concerned 
for the zonal chromatic aberration. Adding these changes to the residuals 
in Table VI we obtain the new zonal chromatic aberration. The corresp- 
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TABLE D. 
The Changes in the Dispersions. 
DBC BSC 
Nb + .00015 + .00023 
NC - ND + .00010 + .00015 
Ne - - .00008 - .00009 
- - .00023 - .00037 
NG ,- ND - .00042 - .00072 
TABLE X. 
The Changes in the Contributions to the Zonal Chromatic Aberration. 
Comp. Chr. Range Range Range Range Range 
Coeff. b - D C - D e - D P - D W-D 
a, f -1087.14. -0.1631 -0.1087 0.0870 0.2500 0.4567 
c, d - 277.27 -0.0638 -0.0416 0.0250 0.1026 0.1996 
New Leh' 0.1627 0.0920 -0.0199 -0.0059 +0.2097 
TABLE XI. 
es in the Contributions to the Transverse Shromatic Aberration. 
Chr. Range Range Range Range Range 
Comp. Coeff. b -D C-D e-D F-D W-D 
a, f -1.7013 -.00026 -.00017 .00013 .00039 .00071 
c, d 2.5810 .00060 .00039 -.00023 -.00095 -.00186 
New Tch' -0.00221 -0.00136 0.00116 0.00298 0.00523 
onding changes for the transverse chromatic aberration are given in 
Table XI. 	In this way the chromatic coefficients afford a most 
powerful means of analysing the colour correction of the system, and provide 
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a rapid means of adjusting the achromatism of the system to a desired type 
by varying the glasses selected. Graphs summarising the colour correction 
of the system for the 0.707 axial zone and the transverse chromatic aberr-
ation at 22° are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 • In each figure the 
curve aa represents the original adjustment and the curves bb the new -
colour correction state consequent upon the glass changes considered in 
the example. These graphs thus givea complete summary of the information 
available as to the secondary spectrum of the system. 
3. A, Bad' Bkample of the Correction Method. 
As an example of the way in which the coefficients may be used we will 
consider some changes made with this particular photographic objective. 
Only fragments of the correction process will be given as it is really 
unnecessary to multiply examples. At one stage some of the residuals 
were given by the trace as 
22° 
rA' 	-0.003 	24 = -1.332 
coma 	= 	0.0014 
dist' = 	0.0085 
To be able to use available glass melts it became necessary to make the 
following glass changes 
Glass 	Component 	OH6 
DBC a, f +.0016 
b, e 	+.0023 
HO 	c, d 	+.0003 
The resulting changes in the residuals are calculated by means of the 
coefficients in Table III , a sample of the calculation being set out in 
Table X7I • These changes gave the new values of the residuals for the 
TABLE XII. 
Computation of the Effects of the Glass Changes. 
Comp. OND LA' 
2L X4 Coma, Dist' 
a, f .0016 .1525 -.2173 .00104 .0026 
b, e .0023 -.2115 .3743 -.00111 -.0035 
c, d .0003 .0021 -.0096 -.00021 .0000 
-.057 .147 -.0003 -.0009 
system with the new- glasses as 
22° 	32° 
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LA; = -0.060 	= -1.185 
coma4 = -0.6617 
dist' = 0.0076 
X' = -3.520 
coma, 
dist' 
= 
= 
-0.128 
0.015 
At this stage it was considered necessary to adjust the system so as to 
remove the strong negative curvature, bringing the zonal spherical 
aberration to a positive value of about 0.15 and holding the coma at 
220 to a small value and the distortion likewise. If it was possible 
to reduce the coma at 320  at the same time this was also desired. 
With these general objects in view the coefficients in Tables II and I 
were studied closely and after some preliminary calculations the following 
set of changes were selected 
oci = +0.000165 	od5 = -0.613 	°a? = -0.817 
Cc4 = -0.000199 	Od6  = +1.263 
Nhltiplying each of these changes by their coefficients in Table II 
the following values of the principal residuals were expected from 
the changes 22o 32° 
LA; = +0.15 	X4 = +0.10 	= 0.00 
coma4 = 0.00 
dist' = 0.00 
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A new trace of the system gave the new residuals as 
LA' 	= 	+0.21 X4 = 0.40 XI = +0.01 
coma = 0.005 comal = -0.055 
dist' = -0.013 dist' = -0.049 
showing that the selected changes have achieved quite closely the result 
desired. The order of agreement ia quite good considering that in all 
eight changes, the three glass changes and the five changes listed above, 
had. been made. In fact, there are really eleven changes for the glass 
changes were made at each of the six components. 
The degree of accuracy of the predictions given by the transfer 
coefficients for finite changes depends of course on the relation 
between the parameter and the aberration which depends upon it. Looking 
at the matter geometrically, the transfer coefficient represents the 
slope of the tangent to the ourve,which represents the relation between 
the aberration and the parameter, at the point corresponding to the value 
of the parameter in the design. If the slope of this curve is not changing 
rapidly the predicted values will agree quite closely with the true values 
of the aberrations obtained from a new trace. If, however, the present 
value of the parameter is close to a turning point of the curve, as sometimes 
happens, then the predicted values from a finite change may be seriously 
in error. This is not a fault of the coefficient itself, but a limitation 
upon its usefulness, which must be kept in mind. The writer's experience 
is that such unlucky situations are relatively infrequent. 
CHAPTER SIX. 
THE CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY THE INDiviDUAL SURFACES OF A LENS SistEM 
TO THE ABERRATIONS abi THE FINAL IMAGE. 
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Contributions to the Aberrations. 
In the course of the design of an optical system it is frequently of 
considerable value to kmmmrthe contributions which each surface makes to 
the various aberrations of the final image. Methods of computing the 
surface contributions to ,the primary aberrations are well known, but for 
aberrations other than these there is no general analysis into surface 
contributions available. Using the properties of the differential transfer 
coefficients developed in the preceding chapters it becomes possible to 
solve this problem, and it is proposed to outline in this chapter the 
development of a trigonometrical method of calculating the surface contrib-
utions characteristic of a lens system for a given aperture and position in 
the image field. 
1. The Contributions to the Longitudinal and Transverse Chromatic Aberrations, 
In equation (2.67) we have derived an expression for the longitudinal 
chromatic aberration of the system at a given zone in the form of a 
summation over all the components of the system, a component being a single 
glass lens. This relation is based on the trace of a single ray incident 
at the selected zone, the refractive indices used being those for some 
colour 'do which is intermediate between the two colours 'r' pra 'iv' for 
which the system is to be achromatised. Writing this equation down again, 
we have 
Leh' = Z 	(Nr NV)h 	(6.1) 
altt 	 314 1 h-1 where 	 (6.2) aNh 	ain 2 514.1 	ani 1172 
Each term in the summation of (6.1) represents the contribution made by a 
component to the chromatic aberration of the final image. Thus for the 
general component h the trigonometrically determined contribution to the 
longitua4ns1 chromatic aberration, which we denote by TIchCil we have 
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314 TIr.hC 	= 	(Nr Nv)h aNh 
The contributions made by the components calculated in the foregoing manner-
are of great value in practical designing, being much more useful than the 
contributions made by the individual surfaces of the system. Their value 
lies in the fact that they are such simple functions of the dispersions, 
which renders the choice of glass types to produce achromatism a relatively 
simple matter. Their power will be appreciated more fully after the 
discussion of examples which will be considered later. 
I/ 	If the surface contributions are required rather than the component 
contributions it is obvious that these may be easily obtained from equation 
(6.5) ; each term of the summation is derived from a pair of terns as is 
seen from equation (6.2), the two members of each pair referring to single 
surfaces. Hence the longituains, chromatic aberration may be expressed 
as a summation over the individual surfaces of the system. For each 
air-glass surface there is a single term while for a cemented surface there 
are two terms each involving the partial dispersion of one of the glasses 
forming the contact surface. The term, or sum of the two terms, relating 
I/ 
	
	
to each surface gives the contribution of that surface to the final value 
of Lch'. 
For the paraxial longitudinal chromatic aberration which is often 
required we have similarly, 
lch' 
	ara  
(N NAr 	 (6.4) 
whence ar a TlchCj = 	(u - (6.5) 
In a similar manner equation (2.69) gives a summation expression for 
the transverse chromatic aberration. This is based on the trace of a 
single principal ray of the desired obliquity using the refractive indices 
of the intermediate colour 	as before. Writing down this expression 
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again we have 
Tch' = Erieft] 	- NOh 
aNh 	L' 
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(6.6) 
As noted previously in Chapter 2 the subscript L' indicates that the 
plane in which the ordinates, H' , are measured is a fixed plane. This 
plane might be either the paraxial plane ollthe plane of the Ab intersection 
point of the pencil under consideration. We shall always use the paraxial 
plane for this purpose. In a.manner precisely similar to the longitudinal 
case it follows that the trigonometrically determined contribution to the 
transverse chromatic aberration for the general component, h is 
TB:shell = 	
1:Zrdt (Nr 
	 (6. 7) 
If' the surface contributions are desired then the equation (6.6) must be 
expressed as a summation over the surfaces using equation (2.71) for the 
purpose. These have not the practical interest or power of the contributions 
made by the components. 
It is appropriate to consider a numerical example at this stage, and 
we shall use for the purpose the Booth Telephoto Lens which is analysed 
in detail in subsequent chapters. Conrady (1929) gives a method of 
calculating the contributions to the primary chromatic aberrations of a 
lens system, and we proceed to compare the contributions calculated by 
Conrady's method with those calculated by the present trigonometrical 
method. In the first place we consider the longitudinal chromatic aberration 
and calculate the primary contributions by Conrady's method. The computation 
is shown on the accomapnying sheet. Next,for the trigonometrical method 
we extract the chromatic coefficients for the individual surfaces calculated: 
for the paraxial ray from the computation on page and enter them in 
Table 6.1 together with the values of (Nc - Np) appropriate to each surface. 
The product of each chromatic coefficient with the corresponding dispersion 
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SURFACE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE TRANSVERSE CHROMIC ABERRATION. 
Surf ace 
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value gives the trigonometrically determined contribution to the longitud-
inal chromatic aberration made by that surface. These are entered in the 
next column of the Table. In the final column the values of the primary 
contributions as calculated by the Conrady method are entered for comparison. 
Surface 
Chromatic 
Coefficient 
TABLE 6.1 
TIchC' Conrady lchC' 146 - 
1 3195.50 35.4061 35.4065 
2 3498.07 .01108 38.7586 35.7591 
3 3447.82 .01933 66.6464 66.6467 
4 219.90 .01933 4.2507 4.2507 
5 1838.77 .01104 20.3000 20.3006 
17.3106 .01104 6 0.0515 0.0515 17.2549 .01406 
7 1179.99 .01406 16.5907 16.5908 
It will be seen that the contributions determined by the two methods 
are in exact agreement. Thus when applied to the paraxial region the 
trigonometrical method gives an analysis of the surface contributions, and 
consequently of the component contributions also, which is in exact agreement 
with the primary theory of Conrady. 
We proceed now to compare the contributions to the primary transverse 
chromatic aberration as calculated by the Conrady method with the 
trigonometrically determined contributions at obliquities of 40  , 7.50  , and 
10P , for the same lens. The calculation of the primary contributions 
appears on the same computing sheet as the longitudinal aberration, and the 
contributions according to the trigonometrical method are set out on the next 
computing Sheet. The chromatic coefficients used are taken from the general 
computation on page 214 being those for the principal rays at the three 
8F 
obliquities. For comparison the values for the contributions given by the 
two methods are arranged in Table 6.2 
TABLE 6.2 
Surface Tirche' 
Conrady 
TchC 1 
40 
Conrady 
TTchC' 	TchCs 
7•5° 
TTchC' 
10° 
Conrady 
TchC' 
1 0.0855 0.0834 0.1654 0.1586 0.2225 0.2099 
2 0.7781 0.7673 1.5446 1.4596 2.1379 1.9312 
3 1.3313 1.3129 2.6432 2.4974 3.6587 3.3044 
4 0.7226 0.7132 1.4219 1.3567 1.9493 1.7951 
5 0.1012 0.0991 0.1986 0.1886 0.2714 0.2495 
6 
6 0.1242 0.1222 0.2463 0.2324 0.34C/ 0.3076 
7 0.0337 0.0341 0.0658 0.0649 0.0894 0.0859 
The Table shows that at an obliquity of 40  the values are in fairly 
close agreement, the small difference being due to abberations of' higher 
order already present. As the obliquity increases the two sets of values 
diverge further, as is to be expected. At very small obliquity the two 
sets of values mould be in exact agreement. 
It will thus be seen that a perfectly general trigonometrical method 
of calculating the surface and component distributions for the chromatic 
aberrations of a system has been established. It is highly accurate, as the 
numerical examples given in Chapter 2, Section 8, have shown. When applied 
to the paraxial region and to pencils of small obliquity it is in exact 
agreement with existing primnry theory. 
2. The Surface Contributions to the Spherical Aberration. 
In the ray-trace of the axial pencil we have traced rays incident at 
certain zones of the lens system. In the image formed after refraction 
at surface i of the system there is, fbr any such zone, a spherical 
aberration given by 
	
LA! 	-L! 1 1. 	1 
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(6.'8) 
which may be expressed in angular measure as 
AA! = LA! sin U! 3! 
= LA.! sin U! cos U! 	(L! X!) 	(6.9) 
The angle AAi measures the departure of the ray from the ideal direction 
after refraction at the surface i • If the my could. be  turned through 
an angle dUl = - AA I the spherical aberration behind the surface i 
would be reduced to zero, and the effect at the final image would be the 
introdUction of am amount of spherical aberration opposite to that introduced 
by the actual refractions over the first i surfaces of the system. 
In other words, the shift of the intersection point of the axial ray with 
the principal axis in the final image space due to this imagined rotation 
of the ray through the angle dUl = - AA, at surface i will provide a 
measure of the sum of the spherical aberration contributions of the first 
i surfaces of the system. We shall denote this quantity by the symbol 
TATSC' , the letters standing for the trthgonometrically determine& spherical 
contribution. Hence 
2174 	2■1 = 	MI/ = 	A. aII! 1 
AA! (6.10) 
and the individual contributions from the surfaces are given by 
i-1 
TSC' = 	- Z TSC' 	(6.11) 
This gives an unrestricted trigonometrical method of analysing the surface 
contributions to the final spherical aberration. Little additional 
computation is involved when the general methods of this paper are employed, 
for the necessary transfer coefficients are alredy obtained in the main 
computation. AS to the accuracy of the method the only limitation is that 
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we are using differential transfer coefficients to calculate the effects 
in the final image space of the rotations, d101 , of the ray. If the latter 
are large the transfer coefficients will not predict their effects accurately. 
This difficulty is met to a very considerable extent by using the appropriate 
second order correction term, as developed in Chapter IV. If diT; c is the 
change in the direction of the final emergent ray due to the rotation, 01 , 
of the ray behind surface i , then the shift of the intersection point of 
the emergent ray along the principal axis is, by analogy with the first form 
of equation (4.1) 
= C(U1) cosec britc 01 (1 - cot Tyc d101) 	(6.12) 
and with due attention to the sign of the longitudinal aberration this 
leads to 1 
TTSC' = C(111) cosec U 01 (1 - cot U'i'c 01;c ) 	(6.13) 
This equation (6.13) takes precedence over the earlier equation (6.10) 
and should be used for the normal calculation of ETSC'. The separate 
surface contributions then follow from equation (6.11). 
3. The Surface Contributions to the Distortion. 
From the results of the trace of an oblique pencil through the lens 
system we can obtain the value of the distortion for this obliquity in the 
images formed after refraction at the successive surfaces of the system. 
In the usual linear measure this is 
dist! = (Hia - HPrdi 
and in angular measure 
AD! = dist! cos TT' / S' pri 	prfi 
= dist! cos2TP / (2! -X' ) 1 	pri 	1 	pri 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
This angle, AD 1 , measures the departure of the principal ray from the 
ideal direction, as regards distortion, after refraction at surface i • If 
that is, TDC = _ AD! 
au! 	1 
(6.16) 	. rf 
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we could swing the principle ray through an angle, dU 	= - AD' 2  we pri i  
would restore the ray to its ideal direction and thereby remove from the final 
image the amount of distortion introduced by the refractions at the first i 
surfaces of the system. 	The effect of such an imagined rotation, then, is 
to introduce into the final image an amount of distortion apposite to that 
contributed by the first i surfaces of the system, an amount which we 
denote by - 	Setting this dawn in symbols, we have 
_ 	TDC 	= d(Hia - Hilzar ) = - 
-  	- 	  An1 
DUI Pm- 	aut 
and the contribution from the surface i is given by 
i-1 
TDC 	= 	2; TDC - 	TDC ' 	(6.17) 
Equation (6.16) is adequate provided the angles, dU l'pri , are small. Improved 
accuracy is obtained by using the second order correction terms; the 
10 
	
	difference in the amount of computation involved is so little that equation 
(6.18), developed below, should be used as a matter of course. If dtyc is 
the change in the direction of the principal ray as it leaves the last surface 
due to the rotation of the ray through VI behind surface i , then the 
change in the H' co-ordinate of the intersection point of the ray with the 
paraxial image plane may be written down by analogy with the equations 
preceding (4.0. Omitting the subscript "'pr', as all the symbols refer to 
the principal ray, we have 
OH' = C(Upprfseo tqc aml (1 + tan Ulic dU) 
and hence, 
TDC' = C(UI)prf sec Ul'c dill (1 + tan Ul'c dUi ) 	(6.18) 
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4. The Surface Contributions to the Tangential Coma. 
We begin by computing the value of the tangential coma for a pencil of 
given obliquity in the images formed after refraction at the successive 
surfaces of the system. 	If vie choose to regard the 'a' and rbt rays of 
the pencil as aberrant, then, it is the displacement of their intersection 
point, Ab, from the intersection point Pr which afflicts the system with 
coma. If after refraction at surface i we could swing the 'at and no' 
rays until both pass through the point Pr the tangential coma originally 
present in the image behind the surface i would be removed. Such a swing 
of the rays would also leave the curvature of the tangential field unchanged. 
The effect of such an imagined rotation of the rays on the final image nould 
be the introduction of an amount of tangential coma opposite to that 
contributed by the first i surfaces of the system, that is, an amount 
which we denote by - 	TOG'. Thus we have the basis for the development 
of equations for computing the contribution of each surface of the system 
to the tangential coma of the final image. 
The angle through which the 'a' ray must be roteted is 
	
dirt. 	= 	-im14. 1ms 11 1 / 5' al co _xi 	ai 	ai 
- comal. cos2tr. 	(1,1:0) - x'). 	(6.19) Ti 	ai 9. 1 
The corresponding angle for the rotation of the 'lb' ray is 
= - comal. cos2W / (Lab ' - X!) --TI 	i (6.20) 
In order to calculate the contributions at the final image TM must follow 
the shifts of the intersection points Ab and Pr in the final image space 
due to the rotations contemplated. 	These are 
aLt , = 	ab AT 	An , 	. ""ab "uai ab "bi 
al 	DUL 
(6. 21) 
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pHs ab a.u'+ 	ab anl_ 	(6.22) ab 	bu;i ai 13i 
AR' 	= 	- dl  tan 1:1 1 (6.25) -"pr ab 	pr k 
It then follows that 
i 
I. TCC' = dli' - dB' 	 (6.24) 
	
ab 	pr 
Finally the contribution made by the surface 	is given by 
i-1 
TOC! = 7: TOC' - 1: TCC' (6.25) 
As in the previous cases it is generally advisable to use the second order 
correction terms, depending of course on the values of the angles dIT' and ai 
The appropriate forms are easily written dawn: equation (6.21)- 
dlab= C(Upa cosec (Ut: - U0kcos TiLdUL(1 - cot(U; - u)katm? 
-. c(uvbcoseo(u; - u)koos u;k0aNi (l - cot(u; - u) kaNk) (6.2( 
and (6.22) becomes 
dlqb = - C(Upacosec(U; UOksin WIOUL(1 cot(U; - U)kclUL) 
+ C(Upbcosec(U; UOksin Ue'llcd5100. (1 - cot(U; - U) kdUL) 	(6.2' 
These rather formidable-looking expressions compute very easily as large 
parts of them are available from the normal transfer coefficients. They 
only require three more operations than the apparently simple expressions 
in (6.21) and (6.22). 
The essence of the method just described is to compute the effect at 
the final image of a change made in the refracted rays behind surface i , 
the change being such that the coma present behind this surface is removed. 
If such a change is made the typical rays considered become incident on the 
next surface of the system as coma-free. Another change which would remove 
the coma in the image behind the surface i is a swing of the principal 
d1V. • 
becomes 
S 1 
ray until it passes through the point Ab i. It may seem more logical to . 
make the changes in the directions of the rays 'a' and lb' because we 
normally regard coma as due to the aberrant behaviour of the outer rays of 
the pencil , but it is simpler to make the change of the principal ray 
for the purpose of calculating the coma contributions as it involves less 
than half the amount of computation. The fact that the contributions 
computed either may are in close agreement confirms the validity of the 
general method developed in this chapter. 
The angle through which the principal ray must be rotated to remove the 
coma behind surface i is 
= comaia cos UL.4 / pri pri
= coma! cos 2U 1 / (LI - X' ) 	(6.20 Ti 	pri 	ab 	pr i 
Following out the effect of such a rotation we deduce that 
TI TOO' =- --2F dU'  . 	pri pri 
(6.29) 
An additional advantage of the latter method is the ease with which the 
second order correction term may be applied. In a manner exactly similar 
to that used in the case of distortion, me have 
TCC' 	C(Upprsec u dUipri (1 + tan 111'c aljliprk) 
	
(6.30: 
Finnlly, then, vie adopt equations (6.28), (6.30), and (6.25) as the basic 
relations for the computation of the coma contributions. 
5. The Surface Contributions to the Curvature of the Tangential Field. 
We measure the curvature of the tangential field usually by the distance 
of the intersection point Ab from a plane at right angles to the principal 
axis through the focus of some chosen axial ray. The particular ray chosen 
may depend somewhat on the problem in hand, but generally it is the extreme 
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ray of an axial pencil having the same relative aperture as the oblique pencil. 
Thus 
= L' -L' ab 
'm' standing for the particular ray selected. As long as the point Ab 
lies in the plane through the intersection point of the raylme with the 
axis the curvature of the tangential field would. be  zero, but the coma 
would. be profoundly affected by the H' co-ordinate of the point. 
Considering the curvature as quite distinct from coma, we could say that 
in a comatic system the idea/ location of the point Ab, as far as curvature 
is concerned, is in the plane of the 'm' focus at a point distant coma 
from the intersection point, Prm, of the principal ray with this plane. 
This analysis of curvature and coma may be arbitrary, but so are most 
measures and analyses of the aberrations of a system. We shall use the 
above ideas as the basis for determining the surface contributions to the 
tangential curvature. 
From the results of the ray tface we calculate the tangential curvature 
of the image formed after refraction at successive surfaces of the system. 
Considering the 'a' and 'lb' rays after refraction at surface i , a rotation 
of each ray so that their intersection point Abi now lies in the 1m' plane 
atapointastaracolms0 franthepoint 11111.wmld remove the curvature Ti 
originally present in the image formed behind the surface 1. The effect 
of such imagined rotations would be to introduce at the final image an amount 
of curvature opposite to that introduced by the first i surfaces of the 
system, that is, an amount -71 TXC'. This leads, as before,to a measure 
of the surface contributions. 
The angle through which the ray 'a' must be rotated is fairly obviously 
	
dU'. =Z11 ( tan U'. - tan U' .) cos W. 	S'. am 	-wm 	am 	prm 	am am 
= X41 (tan 	- tan Ul'pri )cos2UEli 	- X;)1 	(6.31) 
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with a corresponding expression for the angle dUL, for the 'lb' ray 
dtII:; . Xl.(tan U' . - tan UL)cos 2UhALm' - X0 1 i 	T1 	pri (6.32) 
The effect of such changes in the directions of the rays on the curvature 
at the final image is given by 
and then, 
= 	• = c"." aut + a" dn' aiai 	-bi 
(6.33) 
TXC' I ab (6.34) 
and 
i -1 TXC! = Z TXC' - Z TXC' 	(6.35) 
6. Numerical Example. 
On the accompanying computing sheets a typical computation of the 
contributions to the aberrations for an approximate design of a Tessar type 
photographic objective is given. The spherical contributions are for the 
marginal zone at an aperture of 03.5, and the oblique aberration contributions 
are for a pencil of obliquity about 12°. 
Surface 
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sin U , cos u , 
- X 
LA' 	sin 11 1 	cos U' dU! 
:U') 	cosec Ui„dUt 
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cot 51 „dUk 
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Note: A bar over a figure indicates a negative sip.. 
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TEE ESTIMATION OF TOLERAMES FOR PRODUCTION. 
In the production of an optical system serious imperfections may be 
introduced by failure to achieve the curvatures and other dimensions spec-
ified in the design. On the other hand, the cost of production may be 
increased considerably by striving to attain the specified dimensions within 
unnecessarily fine limits. It is thus a very important part of the 
designer's work to specify the limits within which each qmantity must be 
controlled. It is proposed now to examine this problem in the light of 
the analysis developed in the preceding chapters. It is hoped to show 
that a method of estimating tolerances of this kind can be obtained which 
links on logically and conveniently with the general method of final design 
which has been developed. 	It is to be emphasised that the tolerances 
under consideration are not those which are generally termed 'optical 
tolerances' which relate to the amounts of residual aberrations which can 
be permitted in a system which aims at a certain standard of definition 
in the image. The present considerations relate to the degree of control 
which is to be exercised in the optical shop in the production of a given 
system if a uniform product is to be produced. 
The final design of a system always represents more or less of a 
compromise. It is characterised by certain residual aberrations which have 
been calculated during the final stages of the design, and which experience, 
or the performance of a carefully built prototype, shows to be compatible 
with satisfactory performance. The whole success of known methods of 
design depends on the fact that the mathematical analysis of the aberrations 
gives a fairly reliable guide to the actual physical aberrations of the 
system when built. In the course of production any variation from the 
specified dimensions will result in a variation in the actual residual 
aberrations, but production will be satisfactory provided these variations 
are small compared with the residual aberrations themselves. Bence it is 
reasonable to base of system of estimating tolerances on the calculation 
of the effect on the residuals of a departure from the specified value of 
each quantity in the system. The reliability of these tolerances will be 
of the same order as the reliability of the design methods as a whole. 
The system of transfer coefficients developed in Chapter II provides the 
machinery for the method, little additional computation being involved. 
1. The Tolerances for the Curvature of each Surface of the System. 
We have seen in the chapter referred to how it is possible to calculate 
a transfer coefficient which measures the rate of change of each aberration 
with the curvature of any surface of the system. These coefficients are 
calculated normally for the purpose of the final differential correction of 
the system, as outlined in Chapter V. They are now available for the further 
purpose of estimating the tolerances permissible in production. 
If we use the symbol, A', to denote any of the aberrations of the system 
then the calculated values of A'Ac reveal the effect of small curvature 
changes. After a close scrutiny of these quantities tolerances can be set 
by assigning a permissible curvature variation at each surface such that the 
sum over all the surfaces of the effects on the residual aberrations due to 
the use of such variations shall not exceed a specified fraction of the 
values of the residual aberrations. If a curvature tolerance,.± dc i is 
selected at each surface in this way the corresponding tolerance range in 
the radius of curvature is t rf der 	It is often convenient to express 
the tolerance in terms of the number of fringes across a surface of a certain 
diameter. It is easily shown that the difference in curvature, de , between 
two spherical surfaces of curvatures c and c + de , which dhow x fringes 
across a surface of diameter 2a , is given very closely by 
de = 	(1 - 0.5 a 2c 2) 	(7.1) a- 
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Writing aA'/acf for the change in the aberration A' per fringe change 
in curvature we have for any surface 
aA' = DA' 	X  
act, 	ac 	;7
I
2 - ,0.5 a2c2) 
In the production of precision optics close attention must be paid to the 
figure of the surface, and hence it becomes inadvisable to allow - more than 
three or four fringes between a lens surface and its test plate as the figure 
of the surface cannot be carefully controlled if there is a large difference 
of curvature between them. The freedom provided by curvature tolerances 
in high grade work is therefore mainly used during the preparation of the 
test plates for an instrument. 
2. The Tolerance in the Axial Thickness of a Component or Airspace. 
The thickness of a lens is a quantity which is much more difficult to 
control than the curvatures of its surfaces and the question of tolerances 
becomes very important. For any component the transfer coefficient, DA'/d, 
for its second surface specifies the change of the aberration per unit change 
of axial thickness. 	In accordance with the signs we have used a negative 
d.-change increases the thickness of the component. Formally, then, we 
may introduce,if we desire, an axial thickness coefficient, aA'/Dt , 
defined by 
	
Dth 	aa2 1 h 
the subscript h referring to the general component and the subscript 2 
denoting the second surface of that component. Thus without further 
computation a set of coefficients is available for the estimation of the 
tolerances in thickness which may be allowed. We make use of them by 
assigning a permissible thickness variation to each component such that the 
sum over all the components of the effects on the residual aberrations 
due to such variations shall not exceed some small fraction of the values 
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of the residual aberrations. 	In like manner tolerances are assigned for 
the thicknesses of the airspaces between components of which use is made 
during the assembly of the system. The transfer coefficients for the second 
surface bounding the airspace specifies the rate of change of the aberrations 
with the thickness of the airspace. 
5. The Tolerances for the Refractive Index and Dispersion of the Glasses. 
Equation (2.66) shows that for any monochromatic aberration, A' , we can 
calculate a differential coefficient, aA , 	, which measures the change 
of this aberration in the image formed by the system per unit change of 
refractive index of any component, h , of the system. These coefficients 
provide full information as to the limits within which the refractive index 
of each component must be controlled for satisfactory production of the system, 
and permit a series of tolerances to be established. As before, we assign 
a permissible variation of refractive index to each component such that the 
sum over all the components of the effects on the residual aberrations due 
to the permitted variations is less than a prescribed small fraction of 
these residuals. 	As regards the variation of the dispersions of the 
glasses the coefficients, Ioh' /DFil and inch' / 	, defined in equations 
(2.68) and (2.70) furnish the basis for tolerances, but generally speaking 
the variation, of the dispersion of a glass type between successive melts is 
negligible, so that these tolerances are seldom required. 
4. The Tolerances for the Control of the Focal length of the System. 
Frequently it is important to ensure that the focal length of a particular 
system is controlled within fine limits during production. 	For this we 
require to know the effect of the variation of curvature, thickness of 
components, and the glass constants on the focal length. From the paraxial 
ray trace, we have 
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and. hence 
(7. 4) 
Corresponding expressions hold for effVani and elf"/ aaj . For the effect 
on the focal length of a small change of refractive index of a component 
we have 
= 	_ aft Ni1-1 4. aft 
aNh 	ani Nh2 	an2 l+1 
(7. 5) 
The transfer coefficients in equations (7.4) and (7.5) are quickly computed 
as the values of au,c j'ac etc., have been calculated in the general 
computation for the paraxial ray. 	Thus a series of tolerances for the 
control of the focal length may be set quite simply and with certainty. 
5. The Use of Co 
 
onents Outside the ecified Tolerances. 1 • 
 
When a large number of optical systems of a certain type are to be 
produced a certain percentage of rejected components with dimensions outside 
the specified tolerances is inevitable. The intelligent use of the 
information provided by the transfer coefficients which have been developed 
enables some at least of such rejects to be sorted into sets of optics which 
will give a perfectly satisfactory performance. Components rejected on 
account of non-spherical figure are excluded from our considerations. 
The rejected components are classified according to the type and amount 
of their departure from specified dimensions. In connection with each 
aberration a limit is set for the additional amount of this aberration 
which can be admitted on account of departure from specifications. This will 
be same small fraction of the calculated residual aberration. A table is 
then prepared setting out the aberration changes for departure from 
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specified dimensions in terms of the units used in the workroom. The trained 
worker then derives from this table the amount of each aberration introduced 
into the system if he employs a certain reject component, A. A study of 
the transfer coefficients in the table will now reveal whether some 
departure from dimensions of another component, B, of the system will 
introduce amounts of the various aberrations 'which will compensate those 
introduced by A, and thus bring their totals within the limits prescribed. 
If this is possible a reject of type A is paired with B etc. and in this 
way use may frequently be made of rejected components. 	This kind of attempt 
to salvage components is probably made in every optical shop by trial and 
error methods or bench tests. The use of a table of coefficients as suggested 
organises such attempts intelligently, giving a reliable guide as to what is 
possible in this direction. 
6. The Tolerances for the Centration of a System. 
The importance of accurate centration in the production of a lens 
system is too well known to need comment. 	It becomes of interest, however, 
to enquire what information the analysis we have developed can Provide 
as to the effect on the aberrations of small departures from centration 
in a system. It is necessary to remember, of course, that any information 
which may be provided is based only the behaviour of the tangential rays. 
The effect of decentering each component will not be the same, and hence 
any information we may derive will be useful in indicating, at least, which 
components need most care in this respect. We consider the effect of 
the simple type of decentering which resultd in a single component being 
displaced a smAll distance dy at right angles to the principal axis, 
the axis of the component remaining parallel to the principal aids of the 
system. We use the subscript h to denote the component as usual, and 
for simplicity we will call the first surface of this component the ith 
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surface of the system. To produce the type of decentration considered 
we displace the component h and all components behind it in a direction 
at right angles to the axis of the system through a distance dy. 
A traced ray falling on the 1:3_1 surface now meets the surface at a 
new point given relative to the original incidence point by 
dpi = - dy cos Ui 
Next, we must restore the components behind the component h to their 
original positions on the specified axis of the system by giving to each 
a displacement - dy. 	The effect of this is an incidence point displacement 
for all rays meeting the first surface of the component h + 1. Let us 
call this the a 2)th surface. 	The change of incidence point is given 
by 	dp1+2 = dy cos Ui4.2 
The total effect of the two changes considered is to leave the component 
h decentred by an amount dy, and it now remains to deduce the aberration — 
changes from the two dpchanges in terms of which the decentration is 
described. 	The effect at the last surface is 
6U' 
= . dp 	+ 	== d 
ePi+2 	 2 	
--
aPi . Pi 
= (--aUltc cos 	- 
	
173.1.2 	aut cos N )dy 
41+2 aPi 
Hence, 
alp 	out aut = 	cos Ui+2 - 	cos- 112. 
krh QPi42 api 
(7.6) 
The corresponding expression giving api / l ayh can be written down 
immediately 
aplc 	
g4, 	cos Ui+2 - 	cos Ui Oyh 	-q+2 aPi 
(7.7) 
The computation now follows the standard route through the C quantities 
to the transfer coefficients of the intersection points, and thus to the 
aberration transfer coefficients,but only involves the first surface of 
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each component. Thus a set of transfer coefficients for the 
aberrations with respect to centration changes may be obtained, 
and these afford a mea sure of the seriousness of decentration in 
terms of the residual aberrations. The writer has lacked oppor- 
tunity so far to follow up this investigation into decentration and 
tilt of a component, so that what is presented in this section remains 
for further work. 
CHAPTER EIGHT. 
TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR THE ASTIGMATISM CF A LENS SYSTEM 
AT SMALL APERTURE. 
:.02 
The Astigmatipm of a ;22as_EmaisT1 at rall A.oerture. 
In the new designing methods which have been outlined in the Preceding 
chapters we have considered only the tangential aberrations. The problem 
of astigmetism has been entirely emitted. A full solution of this problem 
requires the extension of the present type of analysis to the general skew 
trace, a task which has only been commenced as yet. 7n the meantime the 
yriter has contented himself for routine designing with a simple analysis 
of the astigmatism at small aperture and any obliquity, checking the fir/La 
design by the usual skew trace at the full aperture. This does represent 
a considerable advance, however, inasmiach as the changes in the astigmatism 
at small aperture aue to changes within the system can be estimated for the 
differential correction process'. In order to do this we make use of the 
formulae for the t-'trace and the t-trace, which locate the sagittal and 
tangential foci of narrow fans of rays close to the principal ray. 
The general theory of the transfer coefficients for these will now be 
developed. 
1. The Transfer Coefficients for the Shift of the Tannential FOCUS. 
In addition to the principal ray of the oblique pencil we trace 
another ray of the same obliquity close to the principal ray and calculate 
the single surface coefficients and the transfer coefficients for it in the 
normal way. From the trace of the principal ray we have, as in eaiation 
(2.73), 
(8.1) 
bp1 
	bp 
Denoting the 'close principal 'ray, i.e. the additional ray traced for the • 
present purpose,by the subscript 'cp', we can write dam an expression for 
the separation of the emergence points of the rays 'pr' and 'ep' at the 
last surface of the system as 
op' rirk = 	0;0 - 	= 	olyc  pr k 
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Now let us consider a change of curvature absurface i within the system. 
Differentiating equation (8.2) we obtain 
6 OP'  pr )k 1 
at4 = 	t , a (cr , - 	) + --= (U , - ut ) op 	pr k 	bci op 	pr k 
For the term on the left hand side we have 
(A-I , = 	11.1 	2121Ek Del7pric 	aci aci 
and combining these two relations we obtain 
at it 
aCi 
1 1- 22.322 - !..f.Pfc - tt( 2.1Ek 	.6.Efc
j 	
(8.3) cj. 6 Utc lac. ac 
The corresponding relations for thickness changes and refractive index 
changes may be written down, giving 
atl!. 
	
•1 I 6P 1Dic _ aPi'prk _ 	( ncipk _ 1U_Lk)1 
adi 	6U' d. 	. k La  1 ad]. 	adi 	adi 
atfc 	[aP-pic _  13 k - tt( au"131` 	Dullek)] 	(8.5) k 6U n . 	an. 	n b. " an a a i 1 	k 	1 ni 	1 
If changes are made during the process of differential correction which are 
too large to be treated as differentials an improvement in accuracy is obtained 
by calculating the new value of 610;c and the new 	of 6Tyc and hence the 
new value of t directly from them. 	Thus, for a curvature change, 6c i , 
new (CPO = 61671 + ( 22Lc 	2113. 1-k  ac  
new (61T) = gpitc 	( LTiEk aci 	aci 
and the change in the t-focus is given by 
(CVO 6t' = 	new _ t . 
WOnew 
The transfer coefficients for the t-focus thus require little calculation 
beyond the additional work involved in the trace and coefficients of the 
ray 'op'. 
(8. 4) 
2. Transfer Coefficients for the Shift of the Sa ittal Focus. 
The system of transfer coefficients for the shift of the sagittal focus 
of a narrow- fan of rays close to the principal ray of an dbliaue pencil 
is based on an s-trace along this principal ray, in addition to the data 
already available from the ordinary trace of the principal ray and its 
general transfer coefficients. The relation giving the position of the 
s-focus behind any surface i of the system is 
N' 	N' cos I' - N cos I 
s' (8.6) 
Vie now vrrite 
and. 
S' = 1/s' , 	S = 1/s , 	(8.7) 
. ii J%, s. .5 ,1.1 	- _ N o o s I G = (8.8) N' 
whereby equation (8.6) now becomes 
St = Go + nS 	 (8.9) 
This procedure clears our equation of reciprocals and makes it easier to 
handle. The use of the symbol 5' as the reciprocal of s' in this section 
should not cause any confusion with the extensive use we have made of it 
previously for the slant distance measured along a ray to some intersection 
point. The use of it in the present connection is limited to the section. 
Changes at a Single Surface. 	Suppose that a small change of curvature 
is made at surface i of the system. The effect on the position of the 
s-focus behind the surface will be determined by the derivative 
as, 
aci 
aGi as 
Gi + C• 	 i -1  A_ . vul 	aci (8. 10) 
The change in. due to a small curvature change is of second order only Si 
and hence we may write 
as/ aG. 
+ c. 
aci 	 1 aci 
(8. 11 ) 
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To compute the derivative DS1Ac i we require an expression for aG1 Aci . 
This is obtained by differentiation of (8.8) and the refraction law as 
follows: From (8.8) 
- sin I'Ll t + n sin I DI 
- in I' n cos I 	n sin I , using the refraction la cos I' 
sin I'( 1 _ n cos I COS I t / 
sin I'( 1 - LT) 	 (8.12) au 
the last step following from equation (2.7). From the computing equation 
(L - r) sin U = r sin I 
we obtain, as before, 
61 = L sin U /cos I Dc 
Hence, 	aG = 	G DI 
De 	DI Dc 
= sin II (1 _ 	L sin U DU 	cos I 
sin I' au' Dc (8.13) 
as follows from equation (2.10). 	The commutation of DG /Dc at any 
surface thus involves only a single operation beyond the ordinary single 
surface coefficients already computed for the principal ray. Two further 
operations complete the calculation of as' /ale. 
If a small change is made in the refractive index, n , at any surface i 
of the system, we require the derivative 
aG. S. + ci an. 	 Dni 
Differentiating equation (8.8) with respect to n , we obtain 
(8.14) 
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- sin I' 	- cos I 
an 
- sin I' sia_I - cos cos II 
and by equation (2.9) this becomes 
aG 
an 
sin I' P-Er: 	cos I 	 (8.15) an 
'Thus two operations beyond the single surface coefficients suffice to 
calculate aGlan, and. a further two bring us to the value of as 'An for the 
surface. 
If a small change is made in the axial separation between two 
consecutive surfaces, we have from equation (8.9) 
	
ass = c aG + n a5 	 (8.16) ad 	a c3: 	ad 
Expressions for the derivatives on the -right hand side of the last equation 
may be developed as follows: By differentiation of (s.$) 
ao= --sin I' .n t + n sin I 6 1 ad 	 ad 	 ad 
= sin II( a _ an) ad: 	ad 
aG 
an 
sin It( 	_ n cos I pl ) ad 	cos I' aa. 
aut ‘ ai 
au ap aa 
From equation (2.8) end. the one preceding it this becomes 
aG  - - sin I'  ap aa 
sin I' sin U 
ap 
The transfer formula in the s-trace is 
sin I'( I 
(8.17) 
as = _21 (.i) = 	mit ad 	ad s 	ad 
whence 
DS . s2 OD! giving 	Dd 	Dd 
Now 	D' = (7 d + X - X.. ) / cos U 
and X = r(1 - cos(U + 1) ) 
whence we obtain by differentiation 
DX sec U ( - 1 + 	) 
DX 3I 3Dsec U (- 1 + 	ap aa ) 
- sec U [1 _ cos I 
Finally then we have 
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DD' 
Dd. 
d 
sin  S 2 sec U 	U sin(U + I)] - -  cos I ( 8 . 18 ) 
Often the bracketed expression may be replaced by unity with a good degree of 
approximation. It is accurately unity for a plane surface. Equations (8.16), 
(8.17), and (8.18) permit the calculation of 3S '/3a at any surface of the 
system. 
5. The Transfer Coefficients for the Sa ittal Focus of a Narrow Pencil. 
It now remains to develop a method of computing the transfer coefficients 
for S'-changes so that the effect on S of a change within the system may be 
I/ 	determined. Since G is a function of the angles I and I' its value at any 
surface will change with change of the point of incidence. In general, 
however, it is found that the change of G along the path of the pencil due to 
small alterations within the system has a negligible effect on the transfer 
coefficients, and, on account of the resulting simplification, it is proposed 
to develop a set of transfer coefficients which neglect this factor. 
Suppose that a change d31 is produced in the pencil refracted at surface i. 
To determine the effect of this change at the next surface of the system we 
require an expression for 	/asi. We may write the transfer formula 
of the s-trace in the form 
P, - D' S')-I 
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= 	(1 - D'S')-1 + D'S'(1 -  
= 	(1 - D'S') -2 	 (8.20) 
which provides a simple relation for the computation of this derivative. 
The change which will result behind surface (i + 1) must now be determined., 
and. by differentiation of equation (8.9) we obtain 
DS' = 	 (8.21) 3S 
whence 
3514.1 as+ 
asi 	ni+, "3. 
and the process may be repeated surface by surface through the system. 
We may therefore write down an expression for the transfer coefficient 
for S'-changes as follows: 
asil,as+ 	as, 	as+ as! = as! ni+1 bs! ni+2 	3S' 	'1k1+1 k-1 (8.22) 
and the relation between these transfer coefficients at successive surfaces 
is thus. 
asif, 	_ 	as+ 	asil, 
psi 	asi ni+1 	3S14.1 (8.23) 
This provides the main framework of the computation of these basic transfer 
coefficients. Equation (8.20) is used to calculate as+As. at each surface 
and,commencing at the last surface where we have as /3S' = 1 , 
equation (8.23) is used for the calculation of asi,  As. at each surface 
in turn. 
Finally we have the transfer coefficients for changes of curvature, 
refractive index and axial separation in the form 
aS+ 
as' 
as,11, 	asi (8,24) 
3. 
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and. returning to the quantity s' instead of its reciprocal, we have 
as' 	Sitc 12 sk aci 
Assembling the final expressions for convenience, then, 
asfc 	ask 	as t2 
ac i sk -63! 2. 
ask = t2 asit Ds1 adi 
aS]lt asi = .■.25"  
". 	IC 	as! 	an. ani 
(8.25) 
(8.26) 
(8.27) 
3. Numerical Example of the Shift of the s-Focus and the t-Focus. 
In an 0.5 lens which the writer was computing there was made a change 
of curvature of 0.001 mm. -1 at the seventh surface of the system at one stage 
of the design, there being ten surfaces in the complete system. As a result 
of the change the radius of curvature of the surface changed from 1091 mm. 
to 521.78 mm. On the following page the computation of the necessary 
coefficients for this particular change are set out.for the pencil of obliquity 
10 	of approximately 17°. For this surface we have thus 
Ds' 	 atfc —k = 2112.5 	 - 2416.0 ac7 ac7 
and hence 	ds = 2.1125 dtt = 2.416 k k 
giving 	new s = 47.273 	and 	newt' 
• 
= 47.661 
Using the alternative relations (8.5a) we obtain 
	
= 2.335 	and 	new te = 47.742 
A full trace of the altered system gives the final values for the foci as: 
= 47.558 	t' = 47.801 
giving an accuracy of about three percent which is decidedly useful. 
Surface. 
Single Surface Coefficients - Sagittal Focus. 
7. 
c 0.000916506 
sin I' 0.345888 
DU'A c 1.07656 
6G/etc 0.372369 
c a Vac 0.000341 
C. 0.378746 
6S'Ac 0.378405 
D 
I - D'/s' 
(1 - D 1/9 1 ) 2  
n+  
Transfer Coefficients Sa.gittal Focus. 
10. 7. 
0.014439 
0.985561 
0.97133 :2 
1.029514 
0.920497 
8. 
0.117242 
0.882758 
0.779262 
1.28327 
1.03477 
9. 
0.063284 
0.936716 
0.877437  
1.13968 
1.5960 
n+ 	S+/as , O. 94766 1.32789 1.81893 
aslicAls ,  
SiVa c 
3siVac 
 
2.2889 
0.8663.4
2.4153 1.8189 1.0000 
2112.5 
s' 49.3856 
Transfer Coefficients - Tangential Focus. 
4epk/b° 
gpicA c 
64r1c/b° 
auwao 
8.8492 
0.44240 
-. t1 	0 
bt'Ac 
22.1540 
2416.0 
t 50.0772 
0.012833 
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CHAPTER MIS. 
A NEW TRIGONOMETRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ABERRATIONS 
OF A LENS SYSTEM. 
111 
A New Trigonometrical Analysis. 
In the methods considered so far there are various deficiencies which 
become more and more apparent as systems of wider aperture and field are 
designed. In the first place the vignetting which frequently occurs in 
oblique pencils introduces a difficulty. The iris diaphragm of a phpto-
graphic objective, for example, is not the aperture stop of the system for 
all incident rays, so that in the incident fan of rays of an oblique pencil 
the extreme rays which pass through the system are not symmetrically 
situated with respect to the principal ray of the pencil. In our usual 
notation the pencil is vignetted on the side of the '41' ray. In the 
orthodox trigonometrical analysis of the aberrations of the oblique pencil 
we use a pair of rays, 'a' and rbt , symmetrically situated about the 
principal ray in the incident fan, to determine the value of the coma and 
the curvature of field. When the aperture and obliquity are such that 
vignetting appears in the oblique pencils this analysis of the aberrations 
neglects all that part of the fan of rays which lies outside the 'lb' ray, 
and which in large aperture lenses may so modify the distribution of light 
in the neighbourhood of the image disc that the values of the aberrations so 
measured cease to be a reliable guide to the state of correction of the 
pencils. 
Secondly, it is essential that the final correction of the system 
should be made in such a way that as the iris diaphragm is closed 
progressively the definition in the image should improve as rapidly as possible. 
In other words, the compromise made in the final adjustments of the residuals 
should be such that the most aberrant rays are the first to be eliminated on 
closing the diaphragm. It is not suggested that this can always be done, 
but it is highly desirable to have in the designing methods the means of 
effecting such a correction when it is possible. The conventional analysis 
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of the aberrations makes rib provision for estimating the variation of 
definition with aperture unless we are prepared to trace a pair of rays 
at selected intervals of aperture, and even this process fails as soon 
as vignetting appears in the pencil. 
Another feature limiting the usefulness of the usual analysis of 
the aberrations is the difficulty of clearly analysing the colour 
correction of the system. The full meaning of the the colour residuals 
is really only to be found by considering the chromatic variation of the 
ordinary aberrations and the magnitude of the secondary spectrum. A 
paper showing haw this analysis may be made is given in Chapter 10 , 
but there is still the question of exhibiting the dependence of the 
chromatic aberration on the aperture of the system. 
Finally, the desire for a simple graphical method of representing 
the correction state throughout the field of the system, a very great 
consideration in systems such as photographic objectives with wide fields 
and large apertures, and the attempt to reduce the work involved in 
the computation of the transfer coefficients, each played a part in 
urging the search after some other analysis of the aberrations which 
would be more flexible for design purposes than the conventional one. 
The system of the type of the photographic objective was in mind principally 
in this work. 
1. The Analysis of the Aberrations in Monochromatic Light. 
We are concerned principally with tangential rays in our designing 
methods, and the most usual correction state sought is that in which the 
tangential image field is flat. In what follows we will take as our 
ideal correction state that which gives a flat tangential field coincident 
with the paraxial image plane. We may depart subsequently from the 
paraxial image plane, if we so desire, but for 
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the time being we retain this as our ideal state of correction. Any state 
of correction must be specified. by certain numbers which measure its depart-
ure from the ideal correction state, and further, it is desirable that the 
measures employed should be of the same kind for each pencil regardless of 
its position in the field. By using transverse measures only we cease to 
differentiate between the axial and the oblique pencils, treating the former 
as the pencil of zero obliquity. To determine the correction state of a 
system we trace a number of pencils through it, an axial pencil and several 
oblique pencils at selected intervals across the field. For the axial 
pencil a margiml, zonal, and paraxial ray will suffice in general, though 
additional rays may be desirable in large aperture systems. For each oblique 
pencil the usual rays 	, 'pr', and 91' should be traced, and for some 
pencils at least two additional rays, 'Iat and 	should be traced, the 
former being a 'zonal' ray in the upper half pencil and the latter a 'zonal' 
ray in the lower hAif pencil. We regard each pencil as sampling the state of 
correction at its own region in the image field. The point at which each 
rays intersects the paraxial image plane is then calculated, its II' co-ordinat 
being given by 
H' = (Ittc V tan 	(9.1) 
Departure from the ideal state of correction may be measured ear each traced 
ray by the quantity 
= pr (9.2) 
where H'r  is the intersection height of the principal ray of the pencil p 
to which the ray belongs, which in the special case of the axial pencil is 
zero. A positive value of A' means that the ray concerned intersects the 
paraxial image plane above the corresponding principal ray. A zero value 
of A' for all rays would give ideal definition of the image, but the image 
would in general still suffer from distortion. Hence we retain the usual 
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measure of the distortion defined by 
dist' = H' - H'id 	(9.3) pr  
which, conveniently, is a measure of the same type as A'. The aberrations 
dist' and A' will then suffice for a description of the performance of 
the lens system in monochromatic light. The chromatic aberration is easily 
fitted into the scheme, but we leave this for separate discussion in a sub-
sequent section. It may be felt at this stage that the proposed aberration 
measures overlook completely the possibility of a perfect state of correction 
in a plane parallel to, but slightly displaced from, the paraxial image plane. 
This is not so, as the manner in which the measures are used in practical 
designing will show, and which we leave for discussion in connection with an 
example Shortly. The interpretation of the aberration quantities is very 
simple. Dist' measures, as usual, an actual defect present in the image 
formed by the system even at very small apertures, while A' measures the 
blur contributed by a very narrow bundle of rays in the vicinity of the traced 
ray in question as the diaphragm is opened to admit them. In using these 
measures the designer must pay careful attention to his interpretation of the 
importance of the dimensions of the blur from the point of view of the relative 
illumination contributed by the zones which are sampled by the rays of the trace. 
2. An Analysis of the Aberrations of a Telephoto Photographic Objective. 
It is proposed to discuss the details of the present methods in connection 
with the analysis of an actual lens, believing that the information conveyed 
in this way is more definite for our present purpose than the discussion of 
expressions only. The lens chosen as an example is a telephoto lens of 
36 in. focal length designed originally by Booth. It is not an ideal type 
to consider as an example on account of its restricted field and moderate 
aperture, but as the traces were easily available at the time of writing it 
was thought that it would serve the purpose. The analysis is that of a 
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THE BOOTH TELEPHOTO LENS, F/6.3,  
Focal length 36 in. 
Surface 	Radius 	dt 	Na 	 Nt 
1 	+ 161,78 	29.77 	1,000 	1.61517 
	55.5 
2 	- 432,35 	0,18 	1,61517 	1,0000 
3 	- 420,12 	7.38 	1.0000 	1,69068 
10 	4 	+ 361.80 205,63 	1,65068 	1,0000 
	 33.7 
5 	- 98,39 	10,87 	1.0000 	1,57338 
52,0 
6 	- 1036,8 	16,16 	1,57338 	1.57846 
41,1 
7 	- 152.64 	 1,57846 	1,0000 
Diaphragm 73.15 mm, behind surface 4, 
Glass 
    
Lens. 	Type Nb N 	Nd NP 	V 
I 	DBC 	1,60993 	1.61181 	1.61517 	1,61781 	1,62289 	55.5 
II 	EDF 	1,64192 	1,64503 	1,65068 	1,65526 	1.66436 	33.7 
III 	BLF 	1,56820 	1.57007 	1,57338 	1,57601 	1,58111 	52,0 
IV 	LF 	1,57197 	1,57429 	1,57846 	1.58179 	1,58835 41,1 
Specification supplied by Ross Ltd. London, 
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specification of the lens as manufactured by Ross Ltd. The specification is 
interleaved. 
In the first place an analysis of the state of correction of the lens 
as specified will be made. 	A trace of the system was made comprising 
an axial pencil, and_ oblique pencils at obliquities of approximately 
40 , 7.5° , and 100 . 	This was a very liberal sampling, but we will only consider 
the oblique pencils at the first two stated obliquites as consideration of 
the additional -pencil at 100  will contribute nothing essentially new to the 
discussion. 	The detailed computation is collected in a later chapter 
purely to afford opportunity for inspection of the details if this is desired. 
From the. etailed computation VB extract certain relevant information for 
the analysis of the correction state of the lens, and for convenience this 
is collected in Table 9.1 • 	The first three columns of the Table need 
no comment. In the fourth column are tabulated the heights, Y o 1 of the 
intersection points of the various rays in the plane of the diaphragm. 
These are given in this particular case by the relation 
Y 	= (14 - 73.15) tan Ul 	(9.4) 
the diaphragm being 73.15 mm, behind the fourth surface of the lens. 	We 
might also have chosen the intersection heights in the plane of the entance 
pupil, but the diaphragm is probably better. This quantity, Y o , enables us 
to correlate the definition of the image with the aperture of the system 
in a very simple manner. As a further help in this direction we add to the 
Table in column five the f-numbers of the aperture which just admits the 
various rays. The remaining columns of the Table will not concern us for 
a little while so that we may postpone their discussion. To represent the 
analysis of the correction which is contained in this Table in an easily 
comprehensible way we plot the values of A' against Y. 
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TABLE 9.1  
Ray if' 
mm. 
1' 
MM. 
	
Yo 	Apert. 	0.5 tanU ' 
MM. f/ mm. 
Axial 	Pencil. 
nun. 
CIA '  + 
mm. mm. 
M 0.3'718 0.3718 56.77 6.25 0.3323 0.4113 0.0395 0.0395 
QM 0.1304 0.1304 52. 23. 6.79 0.0366 0.0366 0.0938 0.1670 
Q 0.0569 0.0369 45.73 7.75 0.0324 0.0524 0.0693 0.0046 
Z 0.0852 0.0852 39.58 8.96 0.0282 0.0282 0.1134 0.0570 
Qz. 0.0705 0.0705 30.72 11.54 0.0220 0.0220 0.0925 0.0485 
4o 	Pencil. 
a 0.1075 50.49 7.02 0.0750 0.1400 63.9934 0.0886 0.0325 
c 64.2038 0.1029 35.17 10.1 0.0783 O. 0251 0.1280 0.0778 
pr 64.1009 0 0 0 0.053]. 0 0 0 
d 64.0447 0.0562 0.0284 0.0247 0.0809 0.0315 
b 64.2185 0.1176 49.08 7.22 0.0184 0.0347 0.0829 0.1523 
7.5° 	Pencil. 
a 0.1744 45.24 7.84 0.1424 0.2064 125.07?]. 0.3.843. 0.0320 
o 123.3051 0. 0536 31.50 11.25 0.1247 0.0226 0.0762 0. 0310 
pr 123. 2515 0.1021 
123.1962 0.0555 3 2. 08 11.05 0.0790 0.0232 0.0785 0.0321 
b 123. 3408 O. 0893 45.42 7.81 0.0697 0.0325 0.0568 0.1218 
In order to bring out clearly the correspondence between the axial and 
the oblique pencils we plot the portion of the curve associated with 
the axial rays on the lower side of the principal axis of the system. 
The abcissa interval between the extreme values of 	in the plot of 
each pencil represents the 'diameter' of the blur patch on a plate placed 
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in the paraxial image plane when the lens aperture is f/6.3 • It is to 
be remembered that this calculation of the blur patch takes into considera-
tion the effect of tangential rays only. The plots are shown in Figures 
9.1 1 9.2 , an& 9.5 • One feature of the lens is immediately apparent 
from these plots and calls for comment, and that is that the useful 
aperture is over-rated. 	It can be seen from a drawing o' the system on 
which the path of the traced rays is shown that the 1/1' ray of the 4° pencil 
is the extreme ray of the pencil on one side, but the no' ray is not quite 
the limiting ray on its side of the pencil. Effectively, then, the 
aperture of the 4° pencil is only about 07. By the time an obliquity 
of 7.5° has been reached the effective aperture is reduced to 07.8 
A large area of the image then will be illuminated by pencils limited by an 
aperture not greater than 07, and in any case these areas are also 
subject to the decrease in illumination proportional to cos 4 U quite 
independently of the vignetting produced by the lens mount. Hence there 
is nothing to be gained by illuminating the centre of the image by 
pencils of aperture greater than 07 particularly when the blur patch 
increases in extent as rapidly as Figure 9.1 shows. It would seem reason-
able then to limit the aperture of the lens to f/7. 
3. Correction States in Planes Adjacent to the Paraxial Plane. 
We should consider ncmrthe question of the possibility that a better 
state of correction exists in a plane parallel to but slightly displaced 
from the paraxial image plane. In other words, the plane of best focus 
does not necessarily coincide with the paraxial image plane, and may vary 
with aperture. We therefore require a process in our technique of designing 
which corresponds with the operation of focussing when the lens is 
projecting its image on a ground glass screen. 	A simple graphical means 
is - readily available for this. If the plane in which the A' quantities 
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are measured is displ ced through a distance dll'c the intersection height 
of any ray in the new plane differs from its value in the paraxial image 
plane by an amount --dill tan tyc • The addition of this amount to the 
values of the rays in the paraxial plane gives the corresponding values in 
the new plane from which the A' values in the new plane are obtained.. 
If we denote the A' values in two planes half a millimetre on either 
side of the paraxial plane by the sysmoIs Ai! and A' , then a comparison 
of the plots for A , A', and A'_ will enable us to deduce the effect of 
'focussing' on the definition of the image within this range. 
Returning now to Table 9.1 we consider the information contained in 
the last four columns. 	In column six the values of -0.5 tan U' are 
tabulated for each ray. 	This gives the change in H' for a shift of 
half a millimetre in the position of the image plane in the positive 
direction, i.e. away from the lens. Column seven gives the change in 
the values of A' which result from the shift, and. columns eight and nine 
the values of A' and A' • 	These quantities are plotted for the three 
pencils in Figures 9.4 9 9.5 , and 9.6 • The dotted curve in each of these 
is the original A° curve for the paraxial plane which has been added 
to the- Figures to show the effect of the displacement more clearly. It 
mill thus be seen that the effect of a shift of the image plane away from 
the lens is to swing the A' curve in a counted-clockwise sense about its 
origin, while a displacement of the image plane towards the lens (dlic - 
swings the curve about its origin in a clockwise sense. Ve immediately 
infer from these Figures that for an aperture of f/7 the plane of best focus 
will be slightly on the lens side of the paraxial plane, and that as the 
aperture is decreased the plane of best focus will move further and further 
towards the lens, for the A' values are decreased by this movement. 
The change in the shape of the curves with small displacements of the 
plane in which the At values are measured is much more marked' with lenses 
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of wider fields. 
4. The Analysis of the Chromatic Aberration of a Lens System. 
It is necessary to consider now the way in which the chromatic 
aberration of a lens system is to be treated in this new analysis of 
the general aberrations of the system. In the orthodox method of 
analysing the chromatic aberration it is usual to determine the 
longitudinal chromatic aberration for the axial pencil, generally at 
the paraxial and 0.707 zones. Conrady states as a rule 'that a prescribed 
state of chromatic correction will be most perfectly realised for the 
whole aperture if it is established trigonometrically for the 0.707 zone.' 
The same longitudinal aberration is expected in the oblique pencils 
and its correction at the axial pencil is intended to control it for the 
whole field of the system. In addition, the chromatic difference of 
magnification, or transverse chromatic aberration, is calculated from 
the data from the trace of the principal ray of an oblique pencil. 
There is no provision for determining the variation of the chromatic co 
correction with aperture or the effects of vignetting. 
In the first place we decide to use only transverse measures for the 
specification of the chromatic aberration. For any specified incident ray 
we define the chromatic blur, Ach' , for the colours r and V as 
Ach' (9.5) 
where HI and ILI; denote the intersection heights' in the paraxial image 
.plane of rays of light of the colours r and v which enter the system 
along the specified incident path. The quantity Ach' may be reagrded 
as the measure of the chromatic aberration of a very narrow pencil 
surrounding the given ray. When applied to a principal ray this definition 
is identical with the transverse aberration, Tch' , but we propose to 
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extend its use to any ray of any pencil. 
Provided that the path of a ray incident in the prescribed way has 
been traced through the system using the refractive indices appropriate 
to some intermediate colour, d , then, by analogy with the equation 
immediately preceding equation (2.69) 
= 	+ 	(Nr _ Nd)„ 	 (9.6 ) 
aNh Lf 
an& 	Aoh' 
= Ect + 215] (xv 
a Nh L' 
= 21"41 	- Nv)h 
Lf 
(9.7) 
(9. 8) 
The last equation shows that the chromatic blur is given by the sum over 
all the components of the system of the prodiacts of the dispersion, 
(Nr. - Nv)h, with the chromatic coefficients (DIRI 	. Fbr each 
ray traced through the system for the purpose of its analysis and correction 
by the present methods a value of Ach' may be calculated quite simply, 
and thus we obtain a measure of the chromatic aberration of a narrow 
pencil in the neighbourhood of each of these traced rays. For an oblique 
pencil for which five rays are traced we can thus sample the chromatic 
aberration in the vicinity of each of the traced rays, and thus form 
a clear picture of the change of the chromatic correction as we move 
across the pencil. It should be carefully noted that this sampling 
of the chromatic correction at different positions across the pencil will 
allow us to deduce haw the over-all chromatic correction will be affected 
by the change of aperture of the system. Again, since we are dealing 
with chromatic coefficients, it should. be  noticed that we may calculate 
the chromatic blur for any pair of colours provided we know the corresp-
onding dispersion values for the glasses, and hence a complete analysis 
of the secondary spectrum is possible in the vicinity of each traced 
ray. 	We thus have the basis of a very direct and powerful analysis of the 
chromatic correction of a lens system. 
5. Numerical Example. The Analysis of the Chromatic Correction 
of the Telephoto Lens. 
Continuing with the example begun in the earlier sections, we will 
proceed to assemble the data for the calculation of the chromatic 
correction of the system. A full analysis would require an exnminetion 
over the spectral range from 7000 A. U. to about 5000 A.U. but for the 
purpose of our example we will consider only the range C to F . 
In Table 9.2 the partial dispersions of the glasses of the components 
are set out. 
TABLE 9.2 
The Partial Dispersions of the Glasses. 
Component N - N C 	d Ne - Ed 
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(9.9) 
(9.10 
(9./1) 
The calculations based on these equations are set out in Tables 9.4 , 9.5 1 
and 9.6 • First of all re assemble in Table 9.3 the chromatic coefficients 
of the traced rays, collecting them from the detailed computation on page 
1110 Taking Table 9.4 as typical, each entry in the first four rare of this 
Table is the product of the partial dispersion, (N6 - 	, of the glass 
of the component concerned with the corresponding chromatic coefficient. 
This product measures the contribution made by the component to the chromatic 
blur, for the C and d lines, of a thin pencil which enters the system 
along the incident path of the traced ray concerned. Each entry in the 
fifth row of this Table is the sun of the four contributions terns in the 
column above it: these entries thus give the values of the final chromatic 
blur, for the C and IX lines, of thin pencils entering the system along 
10 	the paths of incidence of all the rays traced through the system. 	In this 
way the state of chromatic correction for the C and d lines is sampled 
for sixteen narrow pencils distributed over the image field of the system. 
The process is repeated in Tables 9.5 and 9.6 for the e and d lines 
and for the F and d' lines respectively. 
To order the information obtained in these calculations so that it may 
be easily interpreted we plot a series of simple graphs in which the 
variation of' H' - H 'with wave-length is shown for each ray. These are 
seen in Figures 9.7 to 9.22. These graphs present a fairly complete 
analysis of the chromatic correction of the system considered alone, and 
present it in a Corm which is readily comprehended, and in which its trends 
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are clearly seen. 
We proceed now to a detailed exAminAtion of the graphs. To estimate 
the chromatic correction at small aperture MB examine the plots for the 
paraxial ray and principal rays of each oblique pencil. The paraxial correct-
ion leaves nothing to be desired, but the correction state deteriorates 
with increasing obliquity, the blur having already a value of 0.095 MR6 at 
40 , increasing to 0.176 MUL. at 7.5° , and (details not shown in Tables) 
finally reaching 0.226 MU at 10P from the axis. Next the state of 
correction of the axial pencil may be followed as the diaphragm is opened. 
By the time an aperture of 011 is reached (sampled by ray '(Z') the chromatic 
blur, according to the graphs, has reached 0.068 mm. We have to remember, 
however, that there is a ray corresponding to t(v in the other half of the 
axial pencil on the opposite side of the principal axis, and its effect is 
to contribute a chromatic blur of opposite sign making the total blur twice 
the above amount, i.e. 0.138 mm. Increasing the aperture to f/9 tray W) 
the maximum blur has now reached the value of 0.224 nun. A further change 
to f/7.7 produces no deterioration from the 09 value, but by the time f/6.8 
has been reached the blur has attained a value of 0.44 mm. and continues to 
10 
	
	grow rapidly thereafter. It is the heavy swing away at the blue end of the 
spectrum which is responsible for these large values of the aberration. 
Taking the 7.5° pencil next we see that the chromatic blur increases from 
the value 0.176 mm. at small aperture to a value of approximately 0.241 mm. 
by the time the aperture has reached Oil, at which stage the rays 'c' and 
'd' are admitted. At an aperture of fr7.8, which represents the maximum 
aperture at this obliquity, rays of greater aperture being vignette& by the 
mount, the chromatic blur reaches a value of 0.457 mm. 
Proceeding in this may it is possible to form a clear picture of the ray 
in which the chromatic correction varies across the image eield at different 
apertures. The setting out on a few sheets of graph paper a comprehensive 
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picture of the variation of chromatic correction with wave-length and with 
aperture reveals the power of the designing method which has dust been 
described. Before the method is really complete, however, there remains 
one further step. In the first place we have analysed the aberrations of 
a lens system in monochromatic light, and. secondly, we have analysed the 
chromatic correction of the system completely separately from the other 
aberrations. To judge the aver-all correction of the system we must take 
these two analyses into account together. Then, and only then, are we in 
a position to undertake the adjustment of the system with a view to improving 
10 
	
	the definition of the image. The combination of the two analyses is 
described in the next section. 
6. 	The Ohromatic Variation of the General Aberrations. 
The remaining step of combining the two portibms of the analysis 
already described is most easily made by plotting the A' - Yo curves of the 
various pencils for a series of different wave-lengths. The graphs of 
Figures 9.1 to 9.3 presented the A' - Yo curves for yellow light in the 
case of the Booth Telephoto Lens. By using the information in the second 
set of graphs in Figures 9.7 to 9.22 We may add to the first set the curves 
for the red and violet light corresponding to the C and F lines. Developing 
our numerical example in this way, we gather the relevant information in 
Table 9.7. In the third column of the table the A' quantities for each ray 
in yellow light are entered, these being denoted by AA ,defined by 
A& = 	Nra 	 (9.12) 
These are identical with the values in column three of Table 9.1 . In 
columns four and five the values of the chromatic blurs, 	- Hcl and 11 - 
are entered, being taken from Tables 9.4 and 9.6 respectively. Finally, 
the A' values for each ray in C anit F light are obtained by aading the 
corresponding entries in columns three and four, and three and five, respect- 
TABLE 9.7 
d 	Fq - Ha Hi, - HI c r 
M 	56.77 	0.3718 	0.0160 - 0.2790 	0.3558 	0.6508 
QM 	52.21 	0.1304 	0.0020 	0.2194 	0.1284 0.5498 
Q 	45.73 	0.0369 	0.0339 	0.1022 	0.0030 	0.0653 
Z 	39.58 	0.0852 	0.0169 	0.1118 	0.0683 	0.0266 
QZ 	30.72 	0.0705 	0.0193 	0.0682 	0.0512 	0.0023 
43 Oblique Pencil. 
a 	50.49 	0.1075 	0.0126 	0.2723 	0.1201 	0.3798 
	
35.17 	0.1029 	0.0526 	0.0055 	0.0703 	0.0974 
pr 	0.0571 	0.0574 	0.0371 	0.0574 
34.50 	0.0562 	0.0081 	0.0505 	0.0643 	0.0257 
49.08 	0.1176 	0.0005 	0.1673 	0.1171 	0.2849 
7.5 Oblique Pencil. 
a 	45.24 	0.1744 	0.0112 	0.2865 	0.1632 	0.4609 
10 a 	31.50 	0.0536 	0.0435 	0.0870 	0.0101 	0.0334 
pr 0.0702 	0.1058 	0.0702 	0.1058 
8. 	32.08 	0.0553 	0.0585 	0.1539 	0.0938 	0.0986 
45.42 	0.0893 	0.0206 	0.1710 	0.0687 	0.2603 
these quantities being denoted by A6 and Ai and defined by 
- H' 	 (9.13) 0 	0 prd 
- H' (9.14) F 	pra 
Each of these quantities is naa plotted against Yo , the plots for each pencil 
being made on the same sheet. These are sham in Figures 9.23, 9.24, and 9.25. 
and provide a complete summary of the state of correction of the three pencils 
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considered in relation to the variation of the correction state with 
the colour of the incident light and with aperture. The writer usually 
summarises the correction state of a lens system on a large sheet of 
graph paper by plotting three rows of diagrams across the sheet. In the 
central row or band are plotted a set of curves similar to figures 9.23 to 
9.25 Showing the blur in the paraxial plane and its variation with colour 
plotted against the aperture. 	Across the upper band of the graph sheet 
are plotted the curves which give for one colour the variation with 
aperture of the blur quantities in a plane parallel to the paraxial plane 
but displaced towards the lens by a small interval of about 0.25 mm. to 
0.50 mm., that is, the curves of A' vs. 7.0 . 	Finally, across the 
lower band of the page are plotted the corresponding curves for A4'. 
against Yo . 	This incorporates all the information showing how the 
blur quantities are related to aperture, colour variation, and the process 
of focussing. 
7. The Significance of the Form of the Carves. 
le consider now the question of interpreting the particular form of 
/0 
	
	the A' vs. Yo curves in terms of the usual aberration types. The 
curves for the axial pencil call for little comment, for their forms 
are essentially the same as any graphical representation of the spherical 
aberration. 	In figure 9.23 there appears the familiar zonal undercorrect- 
ion and marginal overcorrection. Considering the oblique pencils, 
however, there are a few points of interest. If the system is afflicted 
with coma only the 'a' and 'b' rays will fall both above or below the 
the principal ray at the paraxial image plane, and the A' curves will 
take forms similar to those in Figure 9.26. In the absehce of coma, but 
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Form or curve For pencil afflicted 
with coma only. 
ad • Posillve coma. 
bb. Negative coma. 
Fi 	9.28 
Slope of curve near ongin. 
L -Focus Falls on lens side of 
parawa / Plane in clic. atm' g negative 
curvature of field at small aperture 
the slope of curve passin• g through 
origin will be as shown. 
aa. small negative curvature 
bb. larger negative curvature. 
Pencil not cornatic . Negative curvature of 
Field at small aperture. 
aa. 	Negative field curvature only. 
66. 	Nesative field curvature increasing 
rapidly with aperture, or alternative-
ly, negative Field curvature of 
small aperture with undercorrected 
obli9ue spherical aberration. 
cc. 	Negative Field curvature at small 
aperture with unclercorrected onal 
oblique spherical aberration and 
overcorrected marginal obb4ue 
spherical aberration. 
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with curvature of field present we may obtain curves of the forms shown in 
Figure 9.28 • 	In the first place consider the slope of the curve in 
the vicinity of the origin. If the t-focus falls on the lens side of the 
paraxial plane, indicating that there is negative curvature of field at 
small aperture, the slope of the curve will be as shown in Figure 9.27. 
The greater the curvature at small aperture the greater ,the angle through 
which the curve Will be turned from the Yo axis. A glance at the 
slope of the curve near the origin, then, will enable an inference to be 
drawn as to the Petzval curvature. 	If, as the aperture is increased, 
the rays in the tangential fan intersect at points very close to the 
t-focus, so that a well defined image is formed by these rays, then the 
system suffers only from field curvature and for the negative case a plot 
of the form laa' in Figure 9.28 would be obtained. If, however, the 
curvature increases with increasing aperture We obtain a curve of the 
form 'lob' in Figure 9.28. 	In such a state successive 'a' and riot 
ray pairs intersect at points further and further away from the t-focus, 
with the result that the A' values, increase rapidly. This is most 
easily thought of as an oblique spherical aberration of the tangential 
fan, and in the curve 'bb' We would call it undercorrected. A more common 
form, particularly for small obliquities, is that shown in curve 'cc' of 
Figure 9.28 • At small aperture the field has negative clarvature, at 
larger aperture the presence of undercorrected oblique spherical aberration 
is seen, while at larger aperture still the oblique spherical aberration 
is overcorrected, the 'a' and rip' ray pairs intersecting beyond the 
image plane. 	In all of these curves, coma being absent, there is an 
approximate symmetry, the borresponding portions of the curves lying in 
opposite quadrants. If now a system is adjusted to have a curve of the 
form of 'cc' in Figure 9.28 and then an alteration is made which admits 
a considerable amount of negative coma, the curve will be altered to 
one resulting from the combination of the farm 'co' , Figure 9.28 9 with 
the form 'bb' , Figure 9.26 • Thus the upper portion will be pushed 
towards the right and the lower portion towards the right also, resulting 
in a strong departure from symmetry. In this general nay it becomes 
very simple to interpret these curves in terms of the usual aberration 
quantitios when desired. The oblique pencil whose correction state is 
summarised in Figure 9.25 , taking the curve drawn in yellow for example, 
shows negative curvature of field at small aperture, zonal oblique 
spherical aberration which is undercorrected, marginal oblique spherical 
aberration which is overcorrected, and a little negative coma the measure 
of which increases appreciably from the zonal to the outer parts of the 
tangential fan. 
8. The Slope of the A Aberration Curves DIRE:ja,),p_Ituoll. 
In the may in which the present aberration analysis is used the rays 
which are traced through the system lie in the outer portions of the 
pencil, from the zonal region outwards. It therefore becomes very 
I/ 
	
	necessary to know the slope of the curve as it passes through the origin, 
in order that the general form of the aberration curve maybe correctly 
inferred in the region between the principal ray and the first traced 
rays. 	A very simple means is available for determining this, and thus 
the possible guess-work is eliminated with only a couple of computing 
operations. Ve consider the case of the infinitely distant object first. 
Consider the ray which is incident on the first surface of the system 
paralle o the principal ray of the oblique pencil considered, its 
incidence point being displaced from that of the principal ray by dp i 
The height at which this ray would intersect the plane of the entrance 
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pupil is given by 
SA = dpi sec Upr 
The ray 'which intersects the entrance pupil plane at unit height mill 
have an incidence point on the first surface displaced from that of the 
principal ray by dpi = cos Din, • After passing through the system 
this ray would emerge from the last surface with an incidence point 
and inclination angle given relative to those of the principal ray by 
= (1)1 A/31) cos Ulor 	(9.15) 
dDi = (161  Ap1 ) cos tjpr (9.16) 
The distance of the t-focus from the last surface, measured along the 
principal ray as usual, is given by 
= (aq Ap1) ., / (Dpitc Ap1) 	(9,17) 
and the A' value for this ray under consideration is given by 
A' = 	- SO sec tyc dUlic 	(9.18) 
as a glance at Figure 9.29 will confirm. 
The remaining case of an object plane at finite distance from the lens 
is very little more complicated and is required for the design of 
process lenses etc. In Figure 9.30 a principal ray is shown aimed at 
the centre of the entrance pupil of the system. A. near ray from the 
same Object point intersects the pupil at a height SA ani the geometry 
of the figure obviously gives 
SA = (2 - Lpr.)1 5ec 2trpr dUl 
The ray which intersects the entrance pupil at unit height above the axis 
is defined relative to the principal ray by 
aul = cos% pr / (2 - I) 1 	(9.19) 
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This ray strikes the first surface of the system with an inclination 
angle, relative to the principal ray, given by equation (9.19) and with 
an incidence point displacement 
dp 	= S au- 1 	 (9.20) 	. 
where S1 is the distance of the object point from the first surface 
measured along the principal ray. 	After passing through the system the 
ray under consideration will emerge from the last surface with 
k 44 	'44 411 	dpi + au 	-L 
 
 
an' a , - -k u1) du 
= 	Dpi Ui ui 	1 (9. 21 ) 
an auiN 1/ a 	etu4. DU]. 131 
(9.22) 
This gives for the t-focus 
apitc 	api'c 	au; 	aul,c Dui (si 	+ aul a ) 	(81 ap1 	5'51 aul ) 
/I 	and finally the A' value for the ray is given by 
(9.23) 
A' 	= 	(blitc - 	sec 101.11c dUl'c 	(9.24) 
The Yo valuece'these rays which intersect the entrance pupil at unit 
height above the axis is given by the value of the magnification 
between these two planes, i.e. 
Yo = sin Upr  / sin U'ri 	(9.25) p 
if the diaphragm is behind the surface i of the system. This allows 
the A' values for the two rays whose Y o values are plus and minus 
the Y value of equation (9.25) to be plotted on the aberration curve, 
and so defines the slope of the curve near the origin. 
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9. The Transfer Coefficients for the A' Aberration Anarsis. 
The transfer coefficients needed for the differential correction 
of a lens system using the present analysis of the aberrations are all 
of a single type, each specifying the rate of change of the intersection 
height of a ray in the paraxial image plane with some variable of the system. 
This simplifies the computation very considerably, the more cumbersome 
expressions belonging to the Ab intersection in the previous method 
being eliminated. 	In writing down the expressions for the transfer 
coefficients we will dispense with any subscript denoting the plane in 
which the intersection point lies as in every case it is the paraxial 
image plane. By analogy with equations (2.35) and (2.36), we have for 
any ray 
aut 	=- C(131) sec 7.11 (9. 26) 
= C(pi) sec 	 (9.27) api 
and by analogy with equations (2.41), (2.48), and (2.55) we have 
alp 	at' 
	
. C(ci) sec tyc - — tan lli 	(9.03) aci aci 
at ' mil = c(di) sec 7.11 - _ tan Ufc 	(9.29) adi 	NI/ 
O(n) see _ 2 tan pi 	. 	(9.30) „4! ani vn1  
, a where 	z = 0 (c1) / u, 	 (9.31) aoi 
with corresponding expressions for at' 	, and at' 
Considering the ideal image point, in the case of an infinitely distant 
object equation (2.43) gives 
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= 	tan 17 (9.32) aci 	ult 	Pr au! ac 
Hid aui 
ul'c  3. 	3. 
= (9.53) 
The transfer coefficient in the case of a near object is given by (9.33) 
also. Corresponding expressions follow- for transfer coefficients with 
respect to dhangesrcf d and n • 	Ftam the foregoing equations it 
follows that 
	
aa• 	MI' 	5x. = 
Doi 	Doi 	aci 
Mist' 	P-Sr 	6 llia 
Doi 	8, 01, Doi 
(9.34) 
(9.55) 
with corresponding expressions for the transfer coefficients with respect 
to the other parameters d and n . Finally, the effect of changing 
the glass of a complete component is specified by transfer coefficients 
of the type 
alp  = _ n-i _L alict a Nh jç2. 
6111 	Nh+1 6r12 
(9.36) 
The computation of these coefficients calla for no comment at this stage, 
but the interleaved computing Sheets show a systematic arrangement of 
the mirk. On the paraxial transfer sheet the quantities listed below 
the line for D2' Ad are connected with the second order correction 
terms, and are used only when large changes and higher accuracy are in 
view. similarly, the the general transfer coefficient sheet the normal 
computation ends with the calculation of mil /Dd . 	Detailed examples of 
the computations will be found in the Ilut chapter. 
Surface 
arwatf, 
D+ 
(auk7au,')(au+7au÷) 
(auk7a2),) D. 
auk7aui 
(apkyau,')(au+yauf) 
(apk7ap+)D+ 
ap k7ati' 
auyap 
ap'/ap 
(au,yaw)(awap) 
(auk7ap+)(ap'/ap) 
auz/ap 
(apk7au')(ac/ap) 
(apkuap+)(474) 
apz/ap 
C(U') 
C(U')sec Uk' 
—Sk'.auz/a2) 
G(p) 
(p)secu,' 
au'/ac 
C(c)sec Uk' 
—ar/ac tan uz 
urge 
au/an 
C(n)sec 
—Wan tan Uk 
air/an 
ap/ad 
C(d)sec Uki 
—wad tan u„' 
air/ad 
auk7ac 
auz/an 
auk7ad 
v(c) 
y(c) 
7,-(c) 
P(c) 
v(d) 
y ( d) 
ir (d) 
p(d) 
Computer: 
Date: 
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TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS. 	System 	  
	Pencil Ray 	 
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Computer: 	 PARAXIAL TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS. 	System 	  
Date: 
Surface 
a/Gyait, 
d, 
(a uoa u÷') (au,7au t ) 
(auk' /ap,) 
auk7aie 
(apoau,') (ait4.7alt+) 
(apk7ap+)d. 
aPk7aut 
aqua p 
IMP 
(auk'/au') (/'/p) 
(aitti/aP+) MOM 
auk'gp 
(aPk7a/e) (alt i/aP) 
(aPk7aP+) (aP7aP) 
aPk7aP 
.au /Du' 
C (e) 
ar/au' 
--P .au0aP . 
C(p) 
ar/ap 
air/ac 
ar/ac 
au'/an 
Wan 
ap/ad 
ar/ad 
auoac 
auk /an 
auoad 
A' (c) 
A'(d) 
l/uk' 
f/uk' 
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CUTT/E PRIMARY CHROMATIC COrmeICIENTS OF A LENS SYSTEM. 
by F. D. CRUICICSTIANK B. Sc. 
Department of Physics, University of Tasmania. 
In a discussion of the theory of the primary chromatic aberration 
of a lens system Conrady1 arrives at expressions for the contributions 
made by a surface of the system to the longitudinal and transverse 
chromatic aberrations of the final image 	the form 
IchC' 
TchC 
	
N' u' 	ON' ON\ 
N' 	2 	N' 	N ' k 
N' u' 2' i' pr 
Nkit 	
(ON' ON) 
‘if' 	lt ' ; 
= IchC' 	(Sal) 
The total aberration of each kind is then given by the sum of the 
contributions from all the surfaces of the system. 	To compute these 
quantities the traces of an axial paraxial ray and a princinal paraxial 
ray are required. 	It is proposed to show now that there are advantages 
I/ 	to be gained by considering the contributions made by the separate 
components of the system rather than the contributions of the separate 
surfaces, a component being any singlet lens in the system. The desired 
expressions may be obtained by algebraic manipulation of equations (1) 
and (2), but another development is given on account of the insight 
which it affords into the significance of the final expressions and as 
illustrating a method which has fruitful applications in optical theory. 
1. The Effect of Small Changes in Refractive Index on the Final 
Intersection Length of a Paraxial Ray. 
Consider a ray from an axial object point the path of Which is traced 
paraxially through the lens system. The ray emerges from the last 
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'a-face of the syste2 Taith an intersection 1e --4,;th Z aald en 	1iiatioi 
.th angle 112 . At the1 surface cf the systa2 the ray is inciaent T-itH 
an intersection length Z an an .ni tn 	ana its rath 
after refraction at the surface is s -necified by the corresponOing ou.intities 
11 and -01 . 	SulApose nog that a si2all change of refractive in-3_0n 
of axielmt an l 	!lade at this surface, Itlieren,=U / .;1! 0 / 
As a result of this ollange the ray after refr-ction irifl follarr aner7 
rath -hich rny be sDecifica by the caantitiee_! Zit 4. 622 aril Ili! aul 
17.cem 1ore 1 it is ea3ily teen. that 
Cu 	= (3) 
Again, nine° 
u 1(1 n) 
we have 
ou-
on (4) 
aul crJuation (5) beecmeo, 
au), 
Z - al- . 	' 1 (12i 	‘1, 	43. an2. 
Zit 1 
	 (5) 
As a moult cf the change Ef,ao at ouzino I the rc7 71111 :;71erge fveL-7, 
the laot 3urPrico of the 5TItam rjc.; a ne -7 rath 	a7 
714 + h 	hc 017,e, 	, in the :7?.ntercection icngth=y be 
07:7r6=11 	t=-, 	N! byLl.,;f T 1.9 of the loxlitu6.1=1 FL-2.7.01?le?t:7Le7n :L 
la 3Leh givr: -> 
2 v-11 (17, 2 	= 	711 e7 t u t 
•- 	1 1 
and. codDinlng t7.11,g wrIt711 crizat 1 G-1 (5) 
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al   dfl x; ultc2 
whence 
az itc 	ui. 
Dni Nitc ul,r2 
N'y I. 	
(6) 
Now consider the general component, h , of the system 'which is any singlet 
lens. We Shall use the subscripts 1 and 2 to denote the first and 
second surfaces of this component. The refractive index of the component 
is Nh  , While the media on either side of it have refractive indices 
Nh_i and Nil+, respectively. 	Suppose that the refractive index of the 
component is changed to the value Nti + d . This Charge involves 
n-changes of different amounts at the two surfaces of the component, and 
their effect on the path of the ray entering the final image space can 
be determined with the aid of equation (6). Thus 
az , azi a ni 	an2 
* ani 	a n2 aNi, 
a (Nh-1 ) 	aq a (% ) 
* 	
an.2 
Ni 3r2. 	ffh-1 	n 72 i2 	1 
7; 'IV 
1 
• 	141: 
( - n1 Y1 il 
( _ yi 
N"I'c 
72 12) 
y212) 
11+1 
(7) 1 N 12;2 
In the next section we shall use equation (74 in the derivation of an 
expression for the primary longitudinal chromatic aberration, but it is 
14-6 
of conoldorable intereot in itzel2 az offal-ail -13 a ziEole ezpression for 
the rate cf o",)r..fe of the bac:7g focal lerzth of the 1-71th the refra3- 
tive inari of the glaze of arv oinslot lone of the systea. Ito for - a io 
eaoi rel-acberad al the incidence ansles are thoze 7Athin the slaso 
of the lam concerned, thilo the negative oisn coon 71th the dashed 
a 0. 
2 ._. 	inex_ 	_ 	- 
tion (7) may nuci be uzed to inT.rerltl:T,,to the rarazdal creic 
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meditti, only involvee a refractive indaz clv.Ie from KT to IT at er....‘ch 
co=onerrb. XZence em coy 7z.'lte 
.r... 	2° 	4- „,,.„,L, / kIT .. ij. ) 	+ ---,' (ITr 
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msL . 	a% DP 	r 	el "b b 
D2,21. 
= 	Z • (0) rt377 4. Y' WTILl (Tr;-' — 17 > --0. el 
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av, 
z t, 	= 	Z' 	+ 047 ..  
DTI 
A 
If the calczyro z anfli, 7 ore th000 fo thicsA tho oyotaR io to bo 
cabxwintin.cfl, then the 2.GsFt:::Itu.a:1:: ,-)1 crcetIc r,7);_-, rratioza io 31von, by 
, 
1.6h. 	= 	 kHz. •”' 17 )11 
(0 ) 
(10) 
This equation is of considerable value as giving the chromatic aberrnvz,,-- 
of a lens system as a sum of terms taken over all the components of the 
system, each term being the product of a certain differential coefficient 
with the dispersion of the glass of that component. 	We shall call these 
differential coefficients, aqc 	, the -primary longitudinal chromatic 
coefficients of the system. It is obvious that each term in the summation 
in equation (10) represents the contribution of one component to the final 
chromatic aberration. Hence if the dispersion of the glass of one 
component is altered the resultant effect on the chromatic aberration 
is easily determined. Writing 0117 - 	= 	we have 
a Z lch  h 
Z ' and hence 	a lch = _ 	k (11) a Ph a Nii 
Thus the chromatic coefficients specify the rate of change of the back 
focal length of the system with the refractive index of each component, 
and also give the negative rate of change of the longitudinal chromatic 
aberration with the dispersion of each component. It should be noticed 
further that once the chromatic coefficients of the system are calculated 
for a paraxial ray of some intermediate colour it is possible to derive 
very quickly the final intersection length of a paraxial ray of any' 
colour from the same object Point. Hence we can obtain complete and 
accurate information of the variation of the chromatic correction throughout 
the whole spectrum, or, in other words, an accurate analysis of the 
secondary spectrum of the system. 
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3. A Numerical Example. 
We mill consider an example now in order to give an idea of the 
order of accuracy of the chromatic coefficients and also to show the 
type of question to vilaidh they provide a rapid answer. A paraxial 
trace was made through a rough design of a photographic objective of 
the wide angle Ross )(Pres type, and the chromatic coefficients of the 
six components were calculated. In Table I the calculated values 
of the coefficients and the constants of the glasses are listed. 
TABLE I. 
Component. azilt / 	N ND V 
a - 587.858 1.6151 55.3 
b 625.028 1.5491 46.7 
c - 155.558 1.5185 60.4 
d - 114,553 	. 1.5185 60.4 
e 459.352 1.5491 46.7 
f - 403.975 1.6151 55.3 
Since the same glass is used in components a and f we may combine 
the chromatic coefficients of these two components, for in the summation 
of equation (10) each coefficient will be multiplied by the same 
dispersion. The same holds for components b and e , and for 
components c and d • Hence we have 
alk ' / Dli a,f 
a l i'c / arrbo 
al ' / DN c,d k  
= 
= 
= 
- 991.833 
1087.38 
- 270.091 
In Table II the details of the computation of the contributions of 
the components to the chromatic aberration, and the total chromatic 
1-1 
CD -TABLL' II. 
Detailed computation of the contributions to the primary longitudinal chromatic aberration nado by the throe 
pairs of components of a wide anele Ross Xpres type photoeraphic objective for various spectral ranees. 
Chr. 
Comp. Cooff. b - rD Contrbn. 
a,f -991.833 -0.03517 5.1278 -040328 	3.2532 0.00274 -2.7176 0.00785 -7.7859 0.01422 	-14.103D 
b,e 1087.38 -0.00539 -5.8610 -0.00342 	-3.7188 0.09201 3.1643 0.00835 9.0796 0.01529 	16.6260 
c,d -270.091 -0.00406 1.0966 -0.00256 	0.6914 0.00211 -0.5609 0.00603 -1.6286 0.31089 	- 2.9413 
lchio -.1-_. 0.3634 	1 	loND =- 0.2258 lcheD ' 	=- -0.1232 1ch;13 =- -0.3349 lch,e-- -0.4192 
- Contrbn. N0 - D Contrbn. r - r ED Contrbn. - r G' -D Contrbn. 
aberration, of the system for various spectral ranges are set out. 
TABLE II. 
(See accompanying sheet.) 
In the first place consider the general accuracy of the results 
obtained by the use of the coefficients. From the trace we have 
Z' = 106.525 , and considering the spectral range C - F , for 
example, equations (0) and (9) together with some results from 
Table II give at once 
2' Ck 
Z' Fk 
lch' OF 
= 
= 
= 
106.525 
106.525 
0.561 
0.220 
- 	0.335 
= 
= 
106.751 
106.190 
A full trace of the system for paraxial rays of colours C and F 
gives 
Z;Ic 
Z' Fk 
lch'F C 
= 
= 
= 
106.748 
106.181 
0.567 
from which it will be seen that the chromatic coefficients give 
predictions of the final intersection lengths of rays of other 
colours, and hence of the chromatic aberration, to a very valuable 
order of accuracy. 
In the results of Table Uwe have essentially an simlysis of 
the secondary snectrum of the system. 	By plotting the values of 
- ZLic against the wave-length of the spectral line concerned we 
summarise the chromatic correction state of the system by the 
line aa , which describes a very undesirable state of affairs. 
The chromatic coefficients may be used next to indicate the way in 
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irnr-ovc-_t E'y be ebtainoa. 	A ott717 of Table /::( B110:.(3 that 
the fror. 	ot 	i u 	f ore tc 	cat, cr alt ,, 
ornatively, the oentributicao flA1-1 	ooto b at e Cre t 0 0 
Balla. II_OrUNA27,Cnt r.2.fay be ebtainea by re:lacin the laoo of a 
ana f by ailinLIIL,2 D3C of hk:her 	or altcr-.1:, tivo1y, by 
rcn1a .oiw the fliitrja,lo of 00.270MAtil b 0-1 (= by ono (42  
17-n-a.Aber. 	Oaleulatizr the off C3i;of the fret-1o, s -lildl.ity by 
chrITs118 to a 7/30 of the te IL = 1.016'2 	 o nho77 
Table III the coalutation of the no,/ seeoutiary ineetrzr: valum. 
Tr7,77; 
Gen-utat:Tor. of the cio e the r.;eeey oetru, • 	Z • p 
D71; 
4,;o exa7:60 a L-;Lar,ri 	tvz cien: 	a the EYSKt.- ;t0i2o 
DriTrseroien; 
:121 
- 0.00502 0. 000.15  
a(Z • - 	• ) 	 z 	) a?. 
0. az.c) 
- 0. U10 0. CC010 0.0DD2 0.12c:3 
0. CO20 - 0. G0003 0. Gl/f):J 0.01:;:30 
0. 0e702 - 0. MOW) 0. 2231 0.1M0 
03 01J30 - 0.000'2,2 0. 4130 - 0.0025 
The rerx13.tivi chro:Latie ccrrentic -1, ,-, tote le enhibitea in the em-ve 
in 7Tre 2 $ ich BhCrin that the foci for 	and Cr' have boon 
brouht tO:CtI1CP 	aehr ---!=,*112 of the n,..).12-7. -,hetovioual trze 
A ehan3e to a mc; i771nry; with a ntill 	V-rmber il1 nrequ3o 
another ty-:o at' r_ohroa-tior.. 	Th:19 if 70 we the 01-211IT1.07,54 
V = F.10.6 	%JO i7,0t a eerreetieT; -:tate cor=l'risca by the carve cc 
A.Tire 2 p a tye of V_CIITCY7._at 3:2 77"AliCh 7107.11c1 bo ouitable over the 
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spectral range from 7000 A. U. to 5100 A. U., corresponding to the 
use of a panchromatic emulsion nith a K 2 or blue minus filter. 
Smaller changes could be made by suitable choice of glass for components 
c and d , for mhich the chromatic coefficients are smaller, but the 
available range of glasses is someyhat more restricted. The examnle 
provides, however, sufficient evidence of the nor-er of the chromatic 
coefficients in analysing the chromatic correction end directing the 
choice of glasses for achromatism of a desired type. 
4. The Primary Transverse Chromatic Aberration. 
Suppose that a principal paraxial ray for some given obliouity 
has been traced through the lens system. After refraction at surface i 
this ray intersects the parpTiAl image plane behind this surface (i.e. 
a plane at right angles to the principal axis distant 2! from the 
pole of the surface ) at a point of yhich the height above the axis 
laW.radlangeareractiveirideaa0MOWItan.N7M*0 made 
at this surface the principal paraxial ray mould undergo a change 
direction du' 	after refraction, and would intersect the paraxial ipr 
image plane at a height hi + dhi such that 
dh' 	= - 2' du' i tor 
• aul - zt 	,„ an  Dni 
Z 	an ipr (12) 
If the traced ray intarseetz the final paraxial image plane at a height 
h . 	the principal axis of the system, the change dn mill 
produce a shift of this intersection point through a distance dh' 
yhich is given by the Lagrange magnification lau as 
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May1 = Ni ul 	/ 
rhich on combination vith equati.on (12) leads to the relation 
II! y i. _ 	i 17:cr 
bn. 
If we vidh to relate this derivative to the corresponding longitudinal 
one ,we have 
ani 	u,sr (JZPr) an, 
If the refractive index of the general commonent, h , is changed by 
an amount dEil , then by analogy nith the derivation of equation (7) 
have 
= ui' ( - Y i71,r1 	Y2 1pr2 )h c 	1 
(15) 
the subscripts 1 and 2 referring to the first and attend surfaces 
of component h • 	Equation (is) provides the nost convenient form 
for the computation, reauiring less operations than the alternative 
use of eauation 	In precise analogy to equation (10) re may 
rrite down an expression for the transverse chromatic aberration as 
= rk - vk = 	r - Ilv)h 	(16) 
It should be noticed t!..et the Intersection height, 11; ic , for examplo, 
in not the intersection height of the princinal parardal ray for red 
light in the paraxial image plane for red light, but it is the 
height at vAlich a rea ray entering the custom along the traced path 
of the principal ray for the intermecTirte colour d intersects the 
plane at right angles to the principal axis through the paraxial 
focus for the colour d . This does not affect the validity of our 
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expression for tch' 2 for equation (17) still measures the separation, 
in a fixed plane through the mean paraxial focus, of the intersection 
points of two principal paraxial rays of the tolours r and v 
Each term in the summation of equation (16) gives the contribution to 
the transverse chromatic aberration of the final image made by one 
component of the system. 	The quantities ahlt, 	are called theh. 
primary transverse chromatic coefficients of the system. Their comput-
ation requires vary little work, only four operations for each component, 
which is considerably less than the surface contribution analysis given 
by Oonrady. Once these coefficients have been computed the variation 
of the correction state of the system in resnect of primary transverse 
chromatic aberration may be examined quickly throughout the spectrum. 
A study of the values of the coefficients allows the designer to vary 
his selection of glasses to give the best best state of correction for 
this aberration in exactly the same way as was exemplified in the case 
of the longitudinal aberration. If the surface contributions are 
required in any particular case they are easily obtained as in both 
equations (l) and (15) the two terns entering into the expressions 
each have reference to a single surface. The extraction from the 
computation of the terms referring to each surface, one in number for a 
glass-air interface and two for a contact surface, permits the calculation 
of the surface contributions. 	The transverse chromatic coefficients 
are calculated for the particular obliquity at which the princinal 
paraxial ray has been traced, while those for other Obliquities vary 
in direct proportion to the obliquity. 
References. 
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THE PARAXIAL DIFFERENTIAL THAIS/Jut COEFFICIEMS OF A LENS SYSTEM 
BY F. D. CRUICKSHANK B. Sc. 
Department of. Physics, University of Tasmania. 
Introduction. 
Various attempts have been made to solve the important problem 
of the transfer coefficients of an optical system 'which specify the 
effects in the finel image space of changes made in the curvatures, 
the thicknesses, and the refractive indices of the components of the 
system. In America, Hertiberger 1 has discussed the use of Gaussian 
brackets for the evaluation of certain of these coefficients; Sterhens 2 
has a solution of the problem of the dependence of the focal length 
of a system on the constructional parameters, of 'which the writer has 
only seen an abstract; and Stempel 3 has published an account of diff-
erential changes at a single surface in connection with the design of 
the Hbyghens eyepiece, but has not used a transfer theorem. 
In Australia, an earlier account of the differential coefficients 
for small changes at a single surface was given by IfcAulay 4 for rays 
of any aperture and obliquity. Subsequently 1kAulay5 also rrorosed 
certain approximate transfer methods for rapid use in the design of 
lens systems. From the basis of MCAulay's single surface work the 
writer6  developed a system of exact differential transfer coefficients 
1. M. Hertzberger, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 33, 651, (1945) 
2. R. E. Stephens, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 33, 084 (A), (1943) 
2. W. H. Stempel, 	J. Opt. Soc. Am. 33, 278, (1943) 
4. A. L. VbAulay, Secret Papers, Optical Phnitions Panel, Aust. Nov. 1042. 
5. A. L. VbAulay, Secret Papers, Opt. Mini. Panel, Aunt. July, 1943. 
6. P. D. Cruickshank, Secret Papers, Opt. VUn. Panel, Nov. 1942. 
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for corldienal xays of any aoortnre and obliflait,y through an centered 
system of snherical refractlng snrfaces. Those coofficlents relict 
accurately the effect on tho ray :laths in the final iaao space of 
differentia/ changes in the -;7arametors of the system. In a later 
raper7 the po7er and unefulness of the general netheas ,ore =tallied 
considerably. 
In the rrenemt -pnrer it in -ma:posed to give an aecolnt of the 
general ajfferential transfer coefficients of a lens system for 
paraxial rays only. Those coefficients Twovide a nimrle means of 
rredicting the effect on the .0q,tho of T:: ,rrrarl rays in no fin_al 1.10 
space of any snail change clhich uay. be 12.174)0 in the constructional 
parameters of the syste,3, end hence on related nuantities such an the 
focal length, back focus, and mf_v-nification. The values of the 
coefficients arc obtained fron an eraerly co -mutation based on the 
trace of a single Trara-dal roy through the vsten. In general, the 
notation =)loyed follam that of Conra0y 13 . 
The Fasarnental ranefer Coefficients. 
Ile consider any centered lens syntezt conrrining 	sTtherical 
refracting nurfaces. lunrose that a rartudal ray having an inclination 
angle n enters the first nurface of the system at a height 7 above 1 	 '1 
the axis, and, after passing throuh the nyntcm, czerges fron the last 
surface at a he:7ght 	above the 0710 in a airection mca7.1.ing an 
angle u' uith the axis. On account of the linasm chrractor of the 
paraxirl ray -tracing couations uc:::ay 'mite 
7. P. D. ernielnhen, Secret 7anorn, Ort. 	7anel, Aust. 7ay 1043 
8. A. L. Conraay, Aprlica Ortics -ana qntical Design , 0=ford Univ.7reon, 
rote. The uork described in references 4 - 7 11111 arnear in the 
Yhys. Soc. 7Jhen security remits. 
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au! 
DY1 	' 111 
and it nn77 be easily sham that these derivatives are nubject to . 
the relation 
ay7 . au.!„ 	aN7, 
ay_ aui 	ayl• ( ) 
Ce-17rop f'.177 o rlo, C.17 .ZIat .0713 (3, ) ai ( ) of zeference 1. If vre no 
the values cf tho four connta-ltn of anuations (1) ana (2), then given 
the data y1 , 122 for any ray incident on the first surface, 1. -Je roy 
calculate the values of y , , u of the ener,sent ray, andvice versa. 
The consideration of nnrticular inciaent and =argent rays enables 
other c.uantities such ES the focal length an. the Penitions of the 
first onl neoeql focal points to be deduced, as nertzberger i ha s shorn. 
Thus the equivalent focal 3.en3th of the nyntem is 
fo = 	ir___7 	 (6) yi 
the back focal distance in given by 
	
= 	= 
ay 1 Dgl 
ani the front focal aistance by 
if 
= 	= 	f 
Dui 	au, 
Relationships of the 171na just discussed are not peculiex to tho firnt 
(5 ) 
(0) 
surface of a lean syntem, no that for any surface, i , of a r3ysten vie 
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EJ vrito 
DP: 
	
 = 	v 	ay - (7) Y., ayi " 1 	aui 
ufc ui 	 (3) ;k7 	ayi 
7 	(0) 71 ay. au 	au 
Vie  :Ilan refer to then° fo-Ir derAvativos for any surTace i of the nyste --s 
an tho furidsEnntal -naranial transfer coefficiontn of that surface. 
:Tow the effect on any yv\ronial ray nath of a sriall chcal.7,e La the untionl 
construction rf the nyston nnybo 0c:scribed in torrls of chanr,on of 
incidence 3ointn ana inclinrtion anElon at the nur:Pace rt v7hic;-: the 
chan3can m.-Ido or at the nuccoedins nurface. Hence, if the wlucs of 
tho funannontal transfer coefficients are 'Tnorrn for each surface of the 
syr3tc io c2n easay deauce the effect on the math of 7-krarial rays in 
the awl Iao nT'ace of any ol -la11. oh?n,los 1--qe -71thin the synteri. 	It 
in necessary therefore to inventicato the rolations ,-hich=!o it noonible 
to calculate no wauos of the funinr,ontal transer coo -eV:tele:Its at each 
niuTrco, anq then to devolo? from thane the trannfor coefficientn for 
coastruc,a1 ch-T;es —ithin the syntal. 
'21.19Zp 	 orn :,?er thz. 	tal Tra-k.Por CosrVlrornts 
Iur7one that the . ath of s, 7.ararlal ray hrn boon traced t1rou3h the 
synton, tho lry eITorj-43 fro-1 the lnnt surface at a hok2ht y z: above 
tha 	vdth an incli=tica an:le 	. If sa:lo chaio in 7nan at 
an nurfco 	oV the nyntem the ray afte7:' refrction at this slrfaco 
iU follovr a nath throuh the rominqor of the oyrlto7,1 vhich in aifforent 
and 
ayz, auit 
du. 
Figure 2. 
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fron the original traced oath, ma the ray rAll no le-Arc the last 
surface of the system at a height y , + 3y 	the r± vith an 
inclination angle 	+ 	. The ::).roblem is to connect the euantities 
dy:z and duzl vith the =11 chan:x fre7trhich they result. 
For sim7.111eity lot us denote any t7:o consecutive surfaces of the 
system by the subscriuts I ana j 	tho aTial smaration betricon 
these tyro surfaces being d! = - d • Suu;lose nov that the change 
made at surface i consists, in the first instance, of a change in the 
direction of the refracted ray through an angle du'1 ' tho incidence 
”oint rapainisc unchanged. Pigure 1 sho7.11 that the ray under 
consideration vfill nor moot surface j 171th an Inclination angle differing 
acom 
 
that of the original traced -,ath by an omount au = au! 
and at an 1..,,eidence mint disulaced from thal; of the traceA oath by an 
amount 	- a! du! = d du! • aturessing the resulting' 1 	:3 
changes dyk (N 2 of the emergent ray in terms of these equivalent 
changes in the ray path at surfaces i and j 	rie have 
.1011B 
6YL A 
:9'', 	 6yk =_...,,,. (I, d2! + Dy i J  i 
%Y.., ay/::: a.  
,:hanco 	 - 	, ÷ __,.. - a I q 	a y i . d 	1.1 . 
U 
3111'2 0.. 
and sini larly 	= 	4. 
;)7V 	ayj i 	an , 
ttioting e result of er'int .l.s (22) -co :12.NO also 
du! 
(12) 
and •■••••■ 3u. 	i ni  
In the second instance suppose that the change made at surface i 
consists of a displacement of the incidence point through dyi 	the 
inclination angle, ui 1 remaining unchanged. The ray under consider-
ation will undergo a direction change on refraction of amount 
dui = 	/r ayi) dyi . It is easily seen from Figure 2 that the 
ray will arrive at surface j with an inclination angle differing from 
that of the traced path by an amount duj = dui , and its incidence 
point will be displaced from that of the traced path by an amount 
dyj = dyi + di dui . Expressing the changes dyk dulic , produced 
In the emergent ray in terms of these equivalent Changes at the two 
surfaces, we obtain 
aYk A_ 	aYk ay , + 	au 1 yi 	= Dy 	L' 	Du 	t' 
ay! (d 4 clu4 + dvi) + 	claj Dy 
( 44c d 	 n j + DYk d 	+ aYk Ay ay . - Duo 
ay 	U. 	ay dy 	 dar, 
	
Du! 3y. 	1 	ay 1 	1 
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(13) 
whence aYk = 	DUI 	D3rk 
a 	3ui ayi 	Dy Yi 
(14) 
and similarly 
Dui'c Dui = 
Dyi 	aui 	Dy (15) 
If the fundamental transfer coefficients are known for surface j they 
0 
6u,!, 
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ELJ- bo co=atca also for MEn?Leo 	by E,:nrno crjmtions (10) to (15). 
At no lent sur:?ace of the cystel -2 the fu.nRtrTlentl transfaz coefficics 
obvio-ae1y have uir3-110 values OCT they rcauce to Ccrivativou a71,cos1atca 
7-dth refract-10.7n at a u1g10 17E-Ece00 Thuo 
Dy% 
0 
D77 , 
'Lae last re:1,10-A bo1z; ostabl1ube{ 3. 1,71. the :7.c7t sea'Aen. 	Those Gizantitics 
3o01. 7,TK7:-za OnT Fy‘lrface 	the 07.-z3arliontal t%'aFnfor cooff1c1ento far 
£312,Tr'a:11cc (:C 	1) EL-7 be ea...-Tratca, ana co the co7,-,utation r .y bo 
cozit),r91 unt:lathe cceffic:I=ts fe cash 51nfacc 7,10.V0 boon calculatca. 
Different. cs .,31n7le f-kincr1sa1_Gurf_asp,. 
rJhe str.anrca 7larazdal ray-tri‘c1r(7e.ojLave 
(2 	r) u 	r 	 (le) 
,1 9 (L7) 
1) 	11 	 (10) 
:Z) 	co7utan.1 ..?(r- a '?.. I.Vc71 :I.A7,c1,1enco - .3oint on the ,17 .irrce 
s7 	7o 	T 'LCQ7 
1--FT1tiz2 c:7:c=7_ti071 1:)) ',In the forzel 
yO-t1 
ana 
we obtain 
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Again, co172bininc (17) ana (1.0) ana puttins  	= n CA") have 
ul 	u 	CI - u) 
ana by partial alfcerontiation of thio relation, togethor with ecuationn 
(19) to (0.)„ ,.:o obtain 
(22) 
(11 	n) c 
	
(23) 
RI) Y 
	
(2) 
(25) 
'Zhe 1.62ar.21:1.'or coefficie7Ito foY? the  Con:structiorof.- 17-m-rmeterr3,. 
17o conoiaor nent tho afoot on the rath oa raranial ray of email 
changeo in the curvatareo, thic?---aonnc.)o, ana refractive inaicec of the 
comener.t .-3 of the nyotc:-... 	ao-ioz- ibe the re;3172:;.tent oZfect of 
conBtractior,--: Clan3;e:iIiO at 	tCO 	of the oyatcrai4 io noceooa.ry 
to ocAtc, t.kC C1C..:-/-:?,V<Y6),VC)" of y? L r21, u?", .„11;11 ror.,^31; to the constru.o-t- 
ir). 7a.-1 raotcr 	 c that a gmll chine in curri2t7mo 
io rr--clo at op.:-.Coce i • 	2a off co on the 1±2 of (\ t2.-aoca 
vcy 	t7x- t 	22J'Y rS'.0 	 the ourfPoe thrn 
i2o/5.1 	 c7:1 '?.?erentfea .!;11n16 of the 	cfynth c. C.;2?7,0 
tho 	:?C0i; :7;147 "Z;!:.:7; 0 -J1'1/at J.r'() ehazo 	be •- -;I:c.2-2-Ac.-:ai> tox' of an 
Dut 
Du ' 
,N Ul 
ac 
Due 
Dn 
erui72-27.ox,;.; 	 -2, 	 1--;e 
arid 
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In a similtr. manner, if a refractive index change is made at the 
surface i of the system the immediate effect on the ray path is a 
change in the inclination angle lq Hence we have 
Duiec  
an. 3u! 
DYk 3y1, 
3ni 3111 
In practice, of course, the common change is a 1ass change in mhich the 
refractive index of some singlet lens of the system is altered. This 
involves a refractive index change at two surfvces. To investigate this 
let us denote the general singlet lens component by the subscrint h 
and its front and rear surfaces by the subscrints 1 and 2 • The 
refractive index of the comnonent mill be TI , and the media on either 
side of it mill be 51_, and Nilo. resnectively. Then 
aYle anl + 33r1. 
aTlh 
	3n1 3Nh 	hr. 3N h 
3y, 	
(
51_1 ) 	3y.k a ( 	) 
311.. Th'2 	h Nh+1 
Nh-1 	aYk 1 •• -- •
arr 2 	311 	N " h 2 	h+1 
(30) 
and similarly, 
i 
3ni 
3u! 
3121 
(28) 
(0) 
tU' 7i1.1 	aul!- 	1 — • —. 
3ni I 3n2 Nh+3. 
(31) 
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The axial senaration betcen the surfaces (i - 1) ana i is sracified 
by di = 	(11_11 di therefore being an esse -Itiai17 no3ative 
cuanit, 	In order to chance the separation by an =cunt ad. 7-0 
move the surface i and all surfrces behind it through the distance 
ad. • 	All naraxial rays originally incident on the surface i will 
now meet the surface at nerT inciience -points as n result of the &once. 
The disnlacement of the incidence point of any ray is given by 
dyi = ui adi . 	Eence the efect of an axial serarrtion chan3e 
may be .described by the derivatives 
	
asy, 	ay„ by 1 
a. 	 Ddi 
.c 
ad. 	byi 
Thus the transfer coefficients define in this section are sufficient 
for the description of the effects of the chances in the constructional 
parameters in terms of incidence point changes and direction changes of 
the emergent ray as it leaves the last =Err= of the systert. 
The Transfer 6oefficionts for the 7onit:Iwn of the 7braxial Ir, r7e 
the SecondVrincipnl 	nr.9. for the Fowl Le-rth. _ 	- 	-; 
Guppose that a paranial ray from an anial object point has been 
traced throlth tho systa:-, 1 the e=3'ent ray bein,3 specified by y, cnd 
and its final intersestion length being 	• Often 70 wiSh to 
know how the position of the narazdal imt7e rlane, distant Z I!. from 
the pole of the laet surface, is affected by a constructional chance 
made 77.1thin the syntem. To investiate this consider first the efect 
of the mlall chsAge, dui, in the direction cf the ray after refraction 
(32) 
(53) 
at surface i • As a result of the Change the incidence point and 
inclination angle of the emergent ray will now be given by yk + dyk 
and lc + duisc ,where 
dY = 	du! 	and 	dqc = 	dul 
	
aul 1 i 
and the new value of Z I'c will be given by (yk + dyk) / (la; + du) . 
For small Changes, however, it is more convenient to introduce a 
differential transfer coefficient. Thus since 	= yk /tyc , 
az , 	ay 	Dm' k ( 	 k 2 1 	) /111'c 
au! 	Du! 	k au , 1 
= c(up /111,c 
where we have introduced the symbol C(u1) as a convenient abbreviation 
defined by 
ay 	Du.• 
C(10) = -jc - 	lc 	 (36) Du' 	Du • 
Considering a change of incidence point at any surface we obtain similarly 
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(34)  
(35)  
(37) 
For changes in the constructional parameters it follows at once that 
az• 	az• 	Du' 
oi Du! 	ao. D 3. 
Dul = c 	/ tqc Doi 
(38) 
and similarly 
DP' 
ad. 
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DZ , 	Ni! k  — 	= C 01 I ) '-"-1 / u,' ani i Dni 	- 
	
= C (ni ) / u,„ (39) 
az?ic 	.L1 az • 	 az • k k 1 ___ = - _., — + — — 	(71c) alit 	ani V 	n2 ilh4-1 
DZ • 	Dy = 
Ddi aIi 	' 
= 	c(di ) /12. (41) 
If the ray nhich has been traced through the system entered the 
System parallel to the principal axis, then the final intersection length, 
which we denote in this case by Z1, , locates the second focal plane 
of the system, and the preceding esuatiens (38) to (41) specify the 
rate of change of the nosition of the focal plane with the constructional 
parameters which are frequently required. Further, the focal length 
of the system is given by the rosults of this trace as f' = y *-1 1 
and hence 
af' 
•••••••••■ Doi 
'au,! 
- ( Y1 / u712) 
- (f"/W). Du!, 
	
(42) 
Similarly ne have 
(43) 
(44) 
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and finally 
Df ' _ 	 1 	Df' 	 (45) 0 mams. 	 — 
DIA1 7 2 art, 	514.1 an2 
Dcuations (4-2) to (45) have a very imortant airlication then a system 
has to be Eanufactured illy:11Jc'). a fairly strict tolerance is imponed 
on the focal lonsth, for they specify completag the effect of the v 
variation of all the constructionli parameters or the systaa on its 
focal length md thus perat tolerances to be established, for each 
parameter to ensure production rrithin the specified focal length tolerance. 
vm denote the distance of the second nrincinal nlane from the 
pole of the last surface by Z' 	then, 
Pr 
and 
Z 	 Df = 
Dc. 	Do. Dci 
rath corresponding emnressions for aorivatives Trith respect to the 
other ram:eters of the system. %'2-eblerio arise in design in uhich this 
emotion is very useful. Ai= SUM030 that a -orojection lens has boon 
designed in rhioh tho back focal length in shorter than deoirable, bringing . 
the back corpcnont of the system too olooe to the film Gate. The 
=mired remeCT is to increase tho value of Z' relative to f' 
The transfer coefficients of the type defined in equation (40) Give a 
cc Late analysis of the tendenvioo of the system in this resnect, and. 
indicate 1-hich naramoters may be varied rrith advantage to achieve the 
deo:1ml. result. 
Transfer Coefficients for the Unear 772.7nification. 
'.76 consider nent the develo7meat of transfer coefficients 7111ch 
specify the efftet of sr,111 alterations in the optical construction of 
a lens system on thc magnification of an i=ge produced by it. Mus, 
supPose that a para7dal ray from an axial object ,loint has been traced 
through the system. The linear magnification is given by the 
Lagrange - Eanholts law as 
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m 
For an alteration in curvature at surface i of the aystam Yo have 
au , 	ul 1 	bul" 
aci 
Du4 
- (2',A2-) 
71_ 
(47 ) 
ulth corresponding expressions for the variation of the magnification 
with respect to the other parameters of the system. 
The Comutrtion. 
As a final natter Ye consi6er the computation involvoa in the use 
of the relations developed in the Preceding sections. There is much 
that does not call for comment, but an erzim -de of the computation of 
the funlAmental transfer coefficients, yhich forms the central core of 
the yhole nebhod, yill afford a guide as to the total labour involved 
in the Practical application of the method. 
In the accompanying Table the eomPlete computation of the fundamental 
transfer coefficients is given for a projection lens consisting of .h7o 
doublets. In the notation of the first column the silbseript + is 
used as an abbreviation for (i + 1). The comating sheet is prepared 
Surface 
di. 
1 
-10. 72 
2 
-3.55 
• 	3 
-117.53 
4 
-14.72 
5 
-1.84 
(Dui / Dy+ )d+ -.07982 -.02713 	• -.87391 .03720 .00129 
+ 	auilc / au+ . 20507 .25007 1.02548 1.51068 1.6504 
duitc / aus .12525 .22294 .15152 1.5479 1.6517 
(aYk /e74.)d4. - 	9.74 - 	2.62 -105.34 -14.750 -1.840 
+ Dyk / Du+ -178.85 -191.82 - 10.89 - 1.683 0.000 
Dyk / Du' -188.59 -194.44 -116.23 -16.433 -1.840 
6 
0.000 
Typical Computation of Fundamental Transfer Coefficients. 
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.003333 -.000879 .001362 006436 -.001107 
.000418 -.000196 *000206 .009963 -.001829 
.007446 .007642 .007436 -.002527 -.000698 
.007864 .007446 .007642 .007436 -.002527 
-.62862 .17098 -.15831 -.10577 .00204 
.90894 .73796 .89627 1.00204 1.00 
. 28032 .90894 .73796 .89627 1.00204 
.65872 .91984 1.6504 .66247 .91463 
.08250 .20507 .25007 1.0254 1. 5107 
-124.23 -178.85 -191.82 -10.886 -1.6829 
Du' / y 
(dulydu • ) (du • /dy) 
+ Dui'c / Dy+ 
Dultc / y 
(7k/610)(W/6y) 
dyk / dy+ 
dyk /3T 
n 
Duisc / Du 
/ au 
-. 000698 
-.000698 
-.000698 
1.000 
1.6504 
1.6504 
0.000 
by entering in lines one, eight, and fifteen the values of d+ , Du' / ay , 
and n from the ray trace or computation of the single surface coefficients. 
The transfer coefficients for the last surface are then rritten in, these 
having the simple values noted at the end of section 2 • For *he computation 
of the fifth surface the value of d is multiplied by each of the quantities 
Dul'c Dy+ and byk / ay+ and the products entered in lines two and five. 
Two additions Complete the computation of '121"c / au' and Dyk / au , . 
In the next stage au , / ay is multiplied in turn by each of the quantities 
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aui au' and asyk / au' and the products entered in lines nine and 
twelve. Two additions then complete the computation of the coefficients 
aul't /ay and ayk /ay . Finally n is multiplied in turn by 
aulsc /au' and ayk au' and the products entered in sixteen and 
seventeen, thus completing the Whole computation for that surface. 
In routine computation by madhine.the entries in lines three, six, ten, 
and thirteen are, of course, omitted. They were included in the 
above computation to make the example easier to follow. 	If a check 
is desired, and this is highly desirable because the fundamental coefficients 
form the basis for the remainder of the computations, equation (9) 
provides the necessary relation and. requires only three operations 
at each surface in its use. 
Alternative Transfer Theorems. 
When only certain transfer coefficients such as al' / r ac 	al'k  /an. k 	i  
are required, it is fairly obvious that shorter methods of computing 
these are available through the transfer theorems Provided by the 
paraxial magnification laws for a centered system. The writer0  has used 
these in another paper on the primary chromatic coefficients Of a lens 
system. They have been avoided in the present paper as What has been 
aimed at is a complete systematic computation of all the transfer coefficients 
which may be needed in connection with paraxial rays. 
9. F. D. Cruickshank 'titper submitted for publication along rith the 
present one. 
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TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR THE PRIMARY ABERRATIONS OF A LENS SYSTEM, 
Introduction, 
We propose to consider now the development of a differential correction 
method to accompany the primary aberration computing methods, We shall 
take the general expressions for the surface contributions to the primary 
aberrations as given by Conrady as the basis from which to derive 
expressions for the rates of change of these aberrations with the 
constructional parameters of the lens system, The only modification 
of Canradyis expressions is the use of transverse measures for each of 
the aberrations. This introduces a uniformity which is desirable and 
somewhat simplifies the computations involved in the method. The form 
of the expressions will be manipulated with a view to the ease of 
computation in the complete scheme, embracing both the calculation of 
the contributions from the surfaces and the calculation of the transfer 
coefficients for each aberration, 
In the course of the development, a number of simple derivatives 
appear, Some of which have been discussed in other papers, and for 
convenience these derivatives are collected immediately so that they 
are available for reference when needed, This will avoid digressions 
of the main argument, In this way we have 
 81 . 
	
my 	 (1) ac 	ac 
ai n 	= no 	 (2) 
a5r 	PY 
6it 	= 	ai' non (3) 
The ratio i 	i = 	/ 	0, occurs frequently in the pr pr 
ad ay ad 
S. 
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expressions for the primary aberrations, so that it is convenient to 
include these derivatives in the present list. Fairly obviously 
ae 
= (7 - ey) / (4) 8c 	pr 
ee = c(upr - eu) 	i (5) 
ad  
The primary transfer coefficients for refractive index changes are a 
little more cumbersome than those for changes of curvature and axial 
separation, and the writer has not found much advantage in using them, 
as at the stage at which these primary coefficients are employed the 
glasses for a system have been selected, approximate achromatism has 
been obtained, and a glass change is not desirable until other 
manipulations fail to give the desired correct state. On this account 
the coefficients for the primary aberrations with respect to refractive 
index changes are not included in the present paper. 
1. Transfer Coefficients for the Primary Spherical Aberration. 
The total primary spherical aberration for a lens system is given in 
transverse measure by 
ZSC' = 	- u)(i - i') 	Nk' 
E 
(1 In) Nly11 2 (it - u) /Nkt ukt (6) 
= 	Nk' 	 (7) 
where for any surface 
a 
(1 - n)  N'yi' 2 (i' - u) 2n (8 ) 
and 
= 	IT/ . N' 
the summation including all the surfaces of the system. For changes 
of the primary aberration of the final image with respect to the 
curvature of any surface we have from (7) 
aScl 	1 	aZa 	1 	au' k 
N' u' 	. aci aci ac k k 
1 	aai 	ZSC' aui 
	
N u l ac. 	u' 	aci k k 	1 
Similarly for changes of axial separation 
tSC' 	1 	Oa 	Esc' au' 
ad. 	N uqc adi 	u  1 
Differentiation of (8) gives 
aa _ 	(1 - n)  Nly(3ii 2 - 21'u) Al' 	2n 
Nl yt t(ut - 2u) 2n 
Small curvature changes made at any surface involve only changes in the 
angle of incidence, whence 
aa 	act 	ait 
ac 	Al' ac (12)  
Since a small change of axial separation changes the height of the 
incidence point of any incident ray as well as the angle of incidence, 
we have 
(1 - n) Nlit 2 (it _ 	_(.1-=-11).Nl yi t( 3i t _ 2u) 	21! Al 	 • Al 	2n 	Al 
= 	k. 	461 ait 
y ad 	Al' Al 
= au 4. ad 	ai' 
Al' Al 
a 	Oa Al' = _
L 	Al' Al 
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(9)  
(10)  
(11)  
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2. Transfer Coefficients for the Primary Sagittal Coma. 
The primary sagittal coma of the final image is given by 
ZCC' = ESC! ei = atiei NL tqc 	(14) 
For curvature changes at surface i we have then 
aECC 1 
aci 
1 aa. 	ae. = 	1 e4 +-a. __af 1 	Ea.e. 
	
1 
Li 
N' ul 	ao. - 	1 ac. 	77 77 1 1 ac. k k 1 k k 	1 
1 	4ai 	aei 	act aui = 	(5. + SC1 	- N' u' ao•. 1 	1 ac 	u , 	ac. k k 	1 i k I 
( 1 5) 
and similarly 
accl 1 	aai 	ae 	act aui 
8, + SCI 	 (16) ad 	trlic 	adi 1 adj. 	ultc 	adi 
3. The Primary Astigmatism.  
The primary astigmatism of the final image is given in transverse 
measure by 
act = ECCI 8i = Ediei2 / 
Differentiation gives at once 
aac t 
ac. 
1 
Similarly 
aei . aai 	Ea.8- 2 alit = 	1 	---- e 2 . + 2Q.a. 	- . 3—"2-2." 	"'" (17) N' ut 	ao 	1 	3. 3. 45c 	 ac. k k i i.1 	k k 	1 
1 	aai 2 	agi 	EAC' !±(18) = 	(9, 	+ 2 CC' a N' ut ac 	' i ac i 	u' 	ac. k k 	i k 1 
azAct 1 at 
el. 
2 	ae. 	act au , + 2 CC' 	- 	--k (19) Al 	N' ut  
4. Transfer Coefficients for the Primary Chromatic Aberrations. 
If we write 
V = (Nv - Nr) N 
u , 	Al k k 	1 
tchC' 4i' 	ZtchC , ouitc 
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the primary longitudinal chromatic aberration of the final image in 
transverse measure is given by 
EtchC' = 	(V+ - v) Nkt uk 	 (20) 
where the subscript '+' denotes the next surface, i.e. the surface 
, (i + 1) if the general surface is denoted by 1. Hence we have 
4,572,LehC , 	1 	 ail 	1 	aii 
0. = 	' N' (v - v)y 	- 	 -,11.1 yit(v:i. - v) '5 	N' u 	+ 	+Do ----7-ZN 1  1 k k k k 	1 
and 
atchc= 	zchc= ai 	TitelaCt auL 
it 
Again, the transverse chromatic aberration is given by 
EtchC' = atchC 1 
= 
Differentiating with respect to c and d, we obtain 
(21)  
(22)  
(23)  
(24)  
atchC' 	t.chC' ai l 	ace 	EtchC' auk' 
— e + toliCt — 
iac 	 &ae 	ut Dc 
and. 
atchc= 	LchC' Di' 	De 	ZtchC' ---+ ZchC' --j= 	(25) ad it 	ad 4d 	tqc 	ad 
The Computation. 
It may be thought from a cursory inspection of the foregoing 
equations that the computations required are such as to render the 
tool of little value in a primary aberration method. 	This, however, 
is not the case, as the equations contain many terms which carry ("Ter 
in the computation to later equations. Further, in many cases,the 
final term in the equations involving 	or perhaps more particularly 
Du / t5d, become very small and may frequently be neglected. On an 
accompanying sheet the lay-out of the computation of the primary 
transfer coefficients for curvature changes is given to afford an 
idea of the amount of work involved. in the way in which the writer 
works, the single surface coefficients are normally available from 
the general paraxial transfer Coefficients of the system. Thus 
where routine computers are available the primary computing scheme 
extended in this way forms a useful addition to the methods normalLy 
used. 
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Computing Scheme! - Transfer Coefficients for Primary Aberrations.  
2(i' - u) + it 
aa 	ait 
aa ao 
Oa / ac • i i/ 
- ESC'/u • auL a° 
aact / ac 
Oa / ac • 1 / N uit, 49 
SC'. 
- ECC 1 	. 4Dultc / 
azcc , / 
Oa / ac 
 
• 1 /Nlc ui. 92 
2 CC1 	ae /ac 
ZA.Citc 	ufc . au/ac 
aac , / ac 
tchct / it 
toilet / • 
	
- EtchC 1 utc 	ac 
aachCI / ôø 
. 	Oc.e, 
+ tchC' • 
- Etchc , / u . &i1 / 
atchC 1 ac 
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THE TRIGONOMETRICAL CORRECTION OF MICROSCOPE OBJEMITn. 
by F. D. CRIICKSHMK , 
Department of Physics,_Thtit7ernity of Tasmania. 
In the development of the design of a microscope objective it is 
usual to correct the system trigonometrically as fully as Possible and 
then to apply the various wave theory tests in terns of nath differences. 
This final trigonometrical adjustment is probably the most laborious 
part of the work, and also the most empirical, as usually undertaken, 
for the normal procedure is to change one datum at a time and make 
repeated ray tracings until the deliral correction state in achieved. 
Thus in the notes of his lectures in 1919 Conrady says ' In arriving at 
a new design, by the method of trigonometrical trials - the only one 
available for the deep curvatures of microscone objectives - it mill be 
found necessary and also quickest to proceed systematically, changing one 
datum at a time so as to be able to interpolate in a simple and straight-
forward way for the desired correction. The temptation will often t be 
strong to superpose a second change, but students maybe assured that 
the process does not pay.' The solution of the nroblem of the transfer 
coefficients of an optical system given recentlyby . the -writer makes 
available a new 	of carrying out the trigonometricrl correction, 
the new method being free of the arroirical features of the old r,nd giving 
a complete analysis of the notentiaJitles for correction qlidh are present 
in the system. 
The Alprooriate Transfer Coefficients. 
lunnose that a rough design for an objective of either the Linter or 
Amid i ty-)e has been develoPed in the usual way to a stac -e at vihich it is 
ready for trigonometrical correction. Apart from the chromatic aberration, 
it is uswilly sufficient to adjust the design so that the marginal spherical 
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the system. This is best . demonstrated by the consideration of an actual 
example. 
Numerical Example - Lister TVpe Objectitre. 
In the course of developing a design for a Lister Objective a stage 
was reached at which the system had the residuals shown in the first 
line of Table II. To examine the correction potentialities of the 
objective the transfer coefficients shown in Table I were calculated. 
The dimensions of the system were given in millimetres so that the 
curvature unit employed is the reciprocal millimetre. According to the 
first line of Table I , for example, a curvature change of 0.001 
at the first surface will cause a shift of the final intersection point of 
the marginal ray through 0.311 mm. , a change of spherical aberration 
by 0.037 mm. , and a change of the sine condition aberration quantity, s , 
by 0.000112 etc. According to the tenth line of the Table a shift of 
the fourth surface together with all surfaces behind it - thereby altering 
the central airspace of the system - through a distance of one millimetre 
will introduce a spherical aberration change of amount 0.024 man. and an 
6-change of 0.00014 • 	Table I thus gives the exact effect of a small 
change in curvature at any surface of the system and the effect of a small 
change in the thickness of any component or airspace. For the sake of 
brevity the transfer coefficients for refractive index changes have been 
omitted. A study of this Table enables the designer to select which 
changes may be made for the trigonometrical correction of the objective. 
Obviously, this may be done in a number of different ways. In this 
particular system it is easier to obtain the spherical correction than the 
6-correction. The change which offers the greatest correction for the 
nine condition, a shift of the the fifth surface, cannot be used to 
advantage in the present case as the direction in which the change must be 
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made to improve the correction results in the thinning down of a biconvex 
lens which is already close to its minimum thickness for reasonably easy 
manufacture. One simple change which would remove the spherical aberration 
and reduce the e-value considerably is a positive d-change at surface 
four. A short (maculation shows that if this surface were shifted forward 
through 2.42 mm. in the usual way the spherical aberration will be reduced 
to zero and e will be reduced to one-third of its present value. The 
predicted results of this change are entered in the second line of Table II . 
Correcting these expected changes by the use of a second order correction 
term3, for a displacement of 2.42 EU6 is scarcely a differential change 
in a system of these dimensions, we obtain the third line in Table II . 
The fourth line of Table II combines the original values of the various 
quantities with the predicted changes and. the last line gives the values 
of these same quantities as shown by a fresh trace of the altered system. 
The agreement with expectation is of a very high order, and demonstrates 
the usefulness of the new method of correction. 
The agreement with prediction is not always as good as that given in 
the example, particularly When a large number of changes are made 
simultaneously. In general it is sufficiently good to require only a further 
small adjustment after the fresh trace is made. Looking at the matter 
geometrically, the differential transfer coefficient specifies the slope 
of the tangent to the curve which represents the relation between the 
aberration and the parameter of the system. If the slope of this curve 
is Changing slowly at the point representing the present value of the 
aberration the predicted value of the aberration change following a small 
change in the parameter will be very close to the actual value. If, 
however, the slope of the curve is Changing rapidly at this :point the 
agreement of the actual change and the predicted change will not be as close. 
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TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS: 	System econ/ TeLePh *49  
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-00329172 .442874.25 .40782211 •00060$410 
(auk7ap+)(ap7ap) -0 Ig5523 *de939,3 13 .40617230 .40287102. .00464614 '06022360 
auk7ap .40600214 -005727ez •40946402 •40,544427 1132-55Vg •0042/87o .80.0223603 
(apv/au')(au/ap) .51891,6- . 432947 •4•15546 0600367 1.3159727 .4415,469 
(apk7ap+)(ap7aP) /44253/7 2479397 1.887 433 1.24686 s- 1.418541 9473-879 
apk7ap •.5211592 1 .114354 2.484446 /459835 1.20709g •9674244 •07.5"87/ 
-sz.auk/au' 443. 4/2 617.1403 463-• wok 641-913/0.6 7.0.8544- 739.9420 468.3538 
.c (w) 159-Th 9273-(93 4V.T-838 868-434a 1646•069 732. 1336 751. 7334- 
C(u)sec I k' 92.T.W61. '597. 4-17 614.7443 1610.067 734,4.46 75/1-• 0,44- 1A9.6423 
--S ,aul!/ap 
G(p) 
C (p)sec U 
au/ac 
C(c)sec U k,' 
-argc tan U 
arr/ae 
au/an .4,616312 .5-914.339 .5423831 .2,37040 .416462* -01047120 .007249486 
C(n)sec /697 1 '353.4397 952-2482 13.83159 398. 3336- 5.4.333/ 100.4012. 
-a/'/an tan 659.3913 274.2721 NJ. 9559 '7. 36757 359. PI/ 2 . 15801I 93.f9r39s 
arr/an 
ap/ad 
87. 04711 7-1.717C 210 . 2923 3.53519 38.822* 3.37832 7.21.332. 
G(d)sec I I k' 
-ar/ad tan 14' 
air/ad 
auk7ac 
auv/an 
auk7ad 
• 
v(c) 
7(0 
it (c) 
P(c) 
v (d) 
y(d) 
7:- (d) 
p(d) 
194 
Ray: 	Q 1  
System:  /300/17 Telefh 
Pencil:  /hoed  
Computer: 
Date: 
Surface 
Y. 61.o 	.1'd 
r 
d' 
N 
N' 
[r_1/r] 	 a 
r_1-d' 1-r 
[0/d 	 /3 
RAY 
/ 
16t.l9 
al - 11 
I.o0 
1. 6tSli 
TRACE AND 
2 	.3 
380.633 158.2331 
SINGLE 
4 
361.8 
2c5.63 
k 65068 
1. 00 
S 
2,5u01 
SURFACE COEFFICIENTS. 
6 	7 
9701.3266 0.0421 
432-36 
0 - 19 
/.61517 
I- GO 
00.12 
7.38 
boo 
14489 
1024/1/ 
•02V3v 
19.3,7 
10.67 
/00 
1.51339 
/036. 9 
446 
141338 
1-51946 
0198179 
I52.4 
A 5184 6 
f• 00 
6-71040 
0-43qe3a3 
.3110916 146 //q4 3.677203 
/..30633/ 2. /815qa .059725.5- 8946191 
a sin 1'_ .0959447 .5216219 .3592394 •0911266 -0285490 - 05,15.210 
+ )6' sin U .21 -is1tii 0t0/511 .341,650 -3841144 -0343859 -2266006 
Sill I 4061601 -313907 '5106119 •006939 •4133185 -0058319 •1810136 
j_N/N'l 	 n -61epaqq 1-61511 -6099401 /45069 - 6966144 -4161017 1-51946 
sin I' -2560011 •.5063122 . 3013100 0242316 •300'321/ •00581qt .2962982 
[ntanU] sinF-EsinU' . 42331,47 -136(11-16 - 15143.25 •17213.24 33012656 .032698-7 •2222069 
[Fl.cotU'] 	7. 0 14-4/166 51/163.31 63.1619.2 62.419k 33-38633 3319835 33.q/791 
[LtanUcotUl [()/sinU'] L' 1110. 3050 /69.1029 402444 420.9536 868.4162 87q-7.676 464- 0993 
U 0940930 0.77450 09.09124 09.63.172 00.20.279 02,00172 
± I .06.46539 18- 28q5I 50.10963 0.84133 2829912 00.33999 0.1820.5 
U +I 2k.46634 s.6soi 9.9340.3 e).92861 1.11020 01.06831 12- q8311 
-I' 4.99104 30. 9557i 18-010127 i. 3888 5" pp Me ed• 333,41 ii. fun 
U ' 09.60830 21171,50 1.08729 8.53972 02.20379 02.20172 09.19105" 
sin U 44/16 .3104596 •"79015 1999950 .0384369 •03E14118 
cos / . T0119 	-9ite34paq .8591162 4498922 .880s91.5 .9999830 •4823469 
cos /' .9666691 -9620o.0 4509917 .99974.3 1536760 .99€7983i -9564092 
sin U' - 1669,16 . 3109596 1314316  1484966 -0384364 633418 .673082.4 
cos U' -98561718 -9286510 -99794.70 •orasq131 .9192610 lef.2413 q913259 
tan U' 0132184 
1-cos (U±I) . ,39709/ 0,14666.0,213,13 .0141765 •0685995- .0005316 .0.255'663 
[cos I'/cos 11 	ap7ap 	1.061,911, .9079849 11060.3.9 .9998/41 /.082628 I.000 	v25182 
in/0] 	au7au 	693031. 1. 11901 -6.11356 I•66.7.37 .6570663 -qq6 -is ri 1-622966 
	
1 - au73u 	•hd,o6q0 •ThOki -45,,.74 777,7c9-1 4124331 .0032183 .632966 
[0 /cos I] 	 e 	.438/0/0 • it2o496, .526029;? •6105.72 9687401 0032.1936 .634,605 
[e/r 1 	au7ap 	-00283163 - 00/89716 -00/23209 . 00/11cligg 00416.3.1 . 07L-1723 . 00.1,51/6 16 
[eL sin U] 	au'/ac 	30.0711 52-11939 30.97666 40.6610.9 19.98159 • 1081199 44011 1 
1-sin //cos r] aU'/an 	4,7 564.5. •63-io,b0 -01468771 • 4163095 • 00583194 -169099 
Ir(1-cos(U+/) )1 X 	4.52sq2 9.153219 $-ocirqi 5.419499 5.769621 5511629 310.2990 
d'+X+,-X 10.24096 .036239 0. 946.49 t94.4469 1609346 /2. 80s12 
1. 0/cos Ul 	D' 	
to-43729 .0913022,2 /8.122,14 /96-6.16.1 16.09536 12.vers 
I (I - U) 
cos El - U) 
- U') 
cos 
L sin U 
/ cos (I-U)] PA. 
PA cos 
[ 0/sin U'] 	L' 
11-.L 1 
I4 10.4 
12-23267 13-94890 26.29162 4./2296 /8.311/82 01.26864 4- aqaib 
•ef713954 60061 1 .30352 • ler791121 -9469096 1997599 •1971.70 
2.62381 24-1,5to 13.15426 .3.51549 1. 6623 1 0. 204 10 ' 682 90  
•0199951I, -991966 .972/694 - 99806-30- - g03rol9 €7.777643 - 9326 68t 
67.00 . 62...51511 68- 60q 62-956 'a 411.1390s 33.7.7015 34-41900 
68•1665S85-49662 61.49043 6.2.6182e 33.68029 33.80649 .34- 61611 
68.4090 5876933 63.69161 62.49940 4 3.09055 33.19811 23 . 9149 
4lo-.365o i58.415q 402.9i1,5" 426.8611 8684566 8797529 04 , 091.3 
462. 3150 
1.1895 
. 13.4 
Computer: 
Date: 
Surface 
ati.7au+ 
D, 
(U'/au,')(au+7au+) 
(auk7ap+)D, 
auz/au 
(apk7au,')(au+7au+) 
(apk7ap+)D, 
api,7au 
au7ap 
ap7ay 
(auk7au)(au7ap) 
(aukyap.) (ap'/ap) 
auk7ap 
(apk7au)(au7ap) 
(apZ/ap+)(ap7ap) 
apk7ap 
-sk'.auk/au 
C(U') 
C(U')sec 
.auk7ap 
C (p) 
C(p)sec Uk' 
aU7ac 
C(c)sec U 
/ac tan uz 
urge 
au'/an 
(n)sec U 
--al7391 tan rik' 
TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS. 
a. 	3 	 7 
'17Y°1/7 	4s773.26 1.6(0y17 	• (87066 a 	. 796 7sy7 	I. 665 
/0-037.29 	03942.a/7 Ir. hal?* 
. 3 14274a /. 	60-4.% 	.1. 1/00 33 
• ob.-6612J 	• 600 34 	• a7.7,-34, 
a.003,67 
4•443126, 16: 
/96.600 	/6. 09133- 1.2, $'/('f 
.8-773y1,71. 164,667  
	
'S/71463 	• 06677.2 	•a.9.2r1 
/.3579/8.2 	1 . 4'97(64 	/-s677/0 	/ • a 
'I4-. :70.75;63 10 	4".2..4773 /6.416-57 
q. 	.07R 2 	R7-77( R33.3(13 : 4,-.65-4,6, 
46-gpr 	&bob p.2.4666 	o 
..v413a0y3 .00/ 799 9.f•a0 0 Ao 3 rf 4/0933 .0 .03 3/61 •0091777 
1.061916 	•q07(8-49 	1.106039 	.97977-19, 1.0rd6ar 
• 400 6793s3 .01249907 013009 07 02-.36- ,7r,i. ./7/364/ 	00000 4,7 
•005-7p05-d179/4,r0 ea-70ros celabziaar eiriryabv .0041157/62. 
az77-67 	y00 	4,43-96,s" • • 	a <077 
.474'91V0 	.135 78 ,76 ,0000 33i 
1.1663-11 •77.1.4-7 
/.636 , 3/ 	1.,1677a. 	.97 361 by 	.77.2671a 
.'#o4.37( 	 573 .0 rpir# 
A2700542- • 9197 10 	.1(31(6 
1.79013W ?./015./6 	x1o96 
•11903'6 	i•bi 3-7 /vs 	.2. .3 63.203 
11.21. (7? 	ivr 51.4"0" 	1623. (39 611/.a766 	700.0037 	733.784-1/ 	447.,4671- -
470 167 	Sr 6-7. Iv 61 	15"6$: 716 703. 90141 	7,45'. 014 7 
/0-74.,77 1(67. 9/6 ,p06.33.zr 730,.2374, 
/7
:'.
63,29:7/311/.767;17.:-
744'..1.e6'6I/6r •7et r 
- -
• c2• 41.3 67,7 1,23077 
...2.2 641 	.9670(6 1 	1616-6rr 
.4 r79637 	13I67 it• 4 -07 r3 0 7 
•c Sail 393 43174412 	6.438. 5-/o 
•03.23-2677 	608744 7 	.4'6'5'7 7.2 
30. 69477 P311937 	$0.,7661' 
4.0(16 33 9.9.1 19 .14(473 •75-$72- 
/1,11/3-1i 	Jog-771/i1 	rap7 
463d1.71 	1011420-.93 4f#78•7i 36(f.2.5 	rap,p.010 	11.3110r 	1 00.30 .11 
3740.36 31147.09 	341339-6( 3316i. /r- 	077.006 7b.fJc" 	9'061 . 009 
8701. 47 	Auss•054 	4.4.cs'ar 1,70. 10687.63 	/AA 76.87 	144114 • 07 
.44r4661 .361i,36-1 	• 	3 70/6 •a/ q6 t171 •4■0300,3. -000-137797 
b71t.o684 313•/370 	9'113.o700 J7 	6" 	360.4330 4'. 3611/7 91•777 f 3 
1:40.87 90_ .2 3-6.3331 	brg, 1id7r 76.11 40 	3 33. i.tt4 6 0.000363 k 6.U679.1 
an-'/an 
ap/ad 
C(d)sec uk' 
-ar/ad tan U, ' 
63.69 11A air° 31 
4641/6 
•70130-73 
114.6602 
.3709(46 
0.314797 
2.3011r 
.1179371 
•60/1'633 
81-94 
.141.40- 
.361,7/3-7 
.3 ‘6 o5P 	1. jco 
.03843611 •938u/I7r 
.037.07750.0373 0316 
•15-6'07. 71 
1.1,07 09 
.787377 
•C6330-00 
./ 373/13 
• 160679 
.109 6913 
.00.67if 	.o.t6.25-56-1 
.04093 23 	.01/0.730 o 
195 
System  a'°/-A 'tele 17A fa 7 
AiXia/ 	Pencil Ray 	941 
au„yan 
aukyad 
v(c) 
7(C) 
7r(C) 
P(c) 
v(d) 
y(d) 
7r(d) 
p(d) 
- .X: 
t-• •DC: 	z 
GY665 
Sec- 1/ 1 , 
/lc 
462.3110 
3•90ay• 
466...0 79 
467. *676" 
,•00.268-1 
1.1 soa/ 	4 fie/ - 
Ile/ ,ne 	[Q/u) 
de/ ,de 	1.1 soo/,/ soap 
[-11-.11 
:da4ndtuop 
eb9go. 	911 
hots-o 
0 51 -rgy 	yi-et ;z•- 
9,01-.191, 9995-0°6 rvie•bse hotel. grit hirl.L.yoq 91,51 tcp 
i.cees.br  1.a0/9.k. FIrszb i sott-og s99r1•55 Libig•t5 
gEsgr-os Kgol-66•2 9k-s9ot-be 91818•15 sisrb•gs etroblo 
obiti-of gooyg-k oiote-se 70e11.-tis 	ic ov1.1-ss 
,E099812• 996146- osolebb• eiogsb slildostb- siCaarl,- 
bbsss••b 	otgo 	tost•g soro-s• e L 	ri •re 
f'ogLb1, ligesbbb• Nvbrigt, hososbb- 1..chscrb• esrtab- 
bL•62 	reb17-5, ssito-F ;oss-cr °so 
en#9-eof 
gicbt-by 
sseito-og 
000-1,5 
55114 b - 
CSYE.0 
oie9csb• 
149.ot 
011,obb-r 
c..oegoti• 
breetli 
TI58 oeg 
Wr 
botbstb• 
9091,911 1.erts-Y1 reot-sbi IL 92 .9-51 01.410 •6420 
01.58; 	Irilgo-Y, 11750-tio .obse-51 tbieto sosts-o 
misery 93•o8i4'• 7138cs/4/ 81995s.r 5101"4". 91°1111 
intscritoo• sosrier: glib :681a IlifFSrpt 808C5Of 	cleitte 
zsibosbo tisbY•ri 	ibe#9-se coto-rit 2-792771C 
moat 0- rsos00• bebbtioo tbeiguoo- loogtwo 000llroo 
-„L 
leesiroo. hsesoyy. stioLog• lastso 	thvi(seit• 
esfreoo g ibloov 576-Olg• atctlEY grorct- bseCeof• 
tiotgbi• Itsorbby 57E-079.) criart9 Itoret.i 
00.1 012go90 5g9sbt•b• st-5514-1 cresrob rcelgo 
errgino. ssoit000 • scobirso• 
'joibLhL
rs91..hgo 
es.941,12 2t516121212- 
bbog9go• Leibreo- tgrbrFo• 
9obbbbb.ghg6•hgb• 
gYregsb- .9obbbbb- 91.ssbob- 
Lc-4mo- 144re° setesr, 
haktio s171..tboo telisoo. ertas90 
conbet 
sh4-5066. 	s9cilbsia- 
oieUsri bgEgte/ • bleyorc 7CF05111 
otel.121ob svorqb-bebslbs cetotl.b-
scobbbb. ceorjbs. c•cgtolb 1.4roob 
bsietc/. blesom Zi€09i11 
sgss-1 b9ss-i 	9914-1. 
yeto-sl stqc -a Esire-yi 1'ele-1 
tb,c." esc9-1 rere-14 089.8 
ggyr-o so/9 .4'e" kb1.-a 
1,884 	129884 ysel-e.1.- 9ebs•L 
968.1. 1;9129,81 cbcc 
oe97 .51 oLtiv.9c 5&'70I 
01,91.•1. 9159.1 lesE 
stilif-9e 80411 
ycbg•si 4' .9  
917g -/9N ke9ra9b yeir-bss 
trees -6r 9000-bc 9103c-br 
gsyystbi ots.osco• rfigIbc• 
58500gr• 5gsgogc • 
hst..ov 
g 1651-#q1 . tsrehoo• fr-csIgly • 
tbriN121- sgslthro- eetree. 
F.gtebro • rsuszo • aeteliso- 
eregbss m.19168- 55e1-85-C 
leriorY oittt•soy eb9ti iimg•ent 
trlyt.hy rygc1,99 aloy•to eirik-b5 
Hovels' e#v9cei • bolici Osesol.e. 
ibebtro • cs1.4•17gr • alifechy • rrascr• 
39099/ bolssoq- 14519.1 bbrtb19. 
Lobseto qt.hgekil teasel-4'. sr1544ye 
9909ter • Wvboo. eTeTWI 
benseh. gsskligo 
rheist-r rbeebro• if C90C1 
Lfluls/ 	1140D fluu471 
0.t Lagooml 
[nuul'u] 
uTs 
[ 
I Ills 
a Ills El + 
1119 V 
El  
an bus., 91.stee• 
	
810514 	00.4 11519.1 
00-i 00.1 
sc•'. 	81•0 
rt-orit 	5 e•reb 	si-191 
yori,L-9 sLbgjtho• eorttg-p isbogs.i 
op./ 9.91..r1 SCE 451 
	004 
9015-/ siFts -1 	00 
	8,059.1 
91-91 	LS -06 	e9•50r 
4'9 -Co 	s-yea/ be-gb 	8 -190 
e9d-'942 'res,-006  41471.-ocv itirbe-sbg 561-bV91 011.3.28c 
9 	9 	g 	1 
•SIN313111303 33V.111fIS 319NIS (INV 33V111 AVI 
wiz& 	:HaLIGd 
dj 	twoog -11104ssS 
filAT 
Pe/l/ne 
oe/,"ne 
0 99 01.00. I 99 otas • 1.81.590 • 	Sregso • 	1180811 - 	coOlobo- 
biqcv . rgriCco • bye's-v. 	11.191,0• 5reory-1 ,091728/i 
1/19r0v0. cramp°. ,seorbe- 50ete9 • y17Io6-1 	6917c95- 
Ic/hcco • teirceo- £E1.98L7 bccito 	1.8.90rE rEee,cy/. 
691.er.f 905/I11./ 	•81 	orvb•I 	5.114 -717 0519.5.9 5Q1.q bF  
8848 •91 re/b91.-1 	-nbr 11c• 	1309 4.98 ft 'FCC -4grt.'&819 
s7r1:61- 1115/11-0-8 ,9IC .t/ sari lot sbor 	orie.b1c 
hlgrenoo- 01_98/0 • *4'b600. 114e9s-9Y. vosvov . 509e'14 
5-ss 	o8b9.s. 11i9451/ or -low 9.9-bol..8 	•1e11 
081, hoos 1-914-1 9 let -gb41- 	/- .obebe ec 1352 0E 1,1-.551-se 	"I'YeeF 
99: 151.8 of19.01 1.08.1-,sob 91,11.0 bo.s9obe b9.oseciv sh-sroolv 
bred.*sibe.s•bo. Usbn-r, sib)9.ye ibc99•9e 09/11e .rn c01.93.9r 
Pe/,He 
um Pe/de-
,"n as(p)0 
Pe/de 
ne/,He 
,412 iiii  tte/12e-
1112 oas(u)0 
ne/ene 
oe/,He 
n uu4 oe/de- 
," a0S(°)0 
oe/ine 
98'5bIlo• 9v-clab• einds•e onybys.e 0014105. 
1,091,1, 0/esib. sr/ 01e.e 	ç901.81b.s. 
9bsy seekb81 Spolo,•/ el-9c5c-c hceits,-F 
/9.t' 48.o11L so 	 Oif . ec'sv 
*.sr -994' 9 1707E1- iiss• -qrl. erg •Its8 oec•oesi 
hav . 99n 9t 67ia 9z..9 '569 5a1E9 velsq  
0 9:47/ I 
151110-1 
bblase-c 
bag '898 
5,1- vs 
boo .v,9 
	
abstb- ziobLb • hole/1 181409.1 19 111 eav rooec9.1 r. gic 	de//1de /de 
ilbs14 srltaro ',1'uy/4 6980a I 0144o nor bd.! 	(de/ 1cle)(+de/d4de) 
Ih0000- 	99894fr she 'log: igoEY dtsir 	(deLfle) Gne/ ;v0 
re90y0, c,s.„0 000 . glIfLECOO • 17060W • I:Mt:1.00 	£1.509 oo • 59142100 	de/,"ne 
-01(.9000 Fibovfoo• 5tei4co0• 109bisoo 10489cLoo 11 brsoo. 	(de/de) (+de/,4ne) 
8n0o0oo 0s089900. 5115 1 roo es..01x00 1.0oiccoo. 9I.9e9ao 	(de/,fie) (1ne/,"ne) 
oo 	69 09o./ 51-vebbb. sbysto., resveb cce9110•1 	de/,de 
&o/c 0- cogftoc• bebagoo. LbrIgnoe- 11109tioo. 00011.CgO 	de/ ,fle 
OD -0 	depic 	biso-hvi b599-lac  	,fie/,7de 
6'99' 411 SEW 	c5i010-hr La..) .0 	c7s0-1e 	+a (+de/ ,"de) 
el9e -ci 449-91 Lyso.boy rsbit-ivie 1.111-.feb 	(+De/ ,,fle) (1+ fie/ ilde) 
co-1 9 901.59.1 se9ibe-1 issi9e-1 bubv8.e nb9vis 	1-99bnf 	,fle/," ne 
lor9.9 	0c1f090. 	 15091-0 	ti3O00. 1.hogio 	+a (+de/ 	e) 
Lgeciy., ssoess-1 coosebs- 894115c-c cSo C12 oc921-C C 	(+n e/7n e ) ( 1+fle/;ine) 
9°9bs-ei Lcri.s-47 ce01-•sbi 	EhleLLo cols° .91 	+a 
Loci-, C9L9hh- Sochhs 5912059 	r itrE99 • Ir°rCt.' 1 	+ne/,-Vie 
aatuans 
b 	AI ilouad 	Ivlxbl 
0,10Lid 	c000g 
LT 
maqsAs *S1N313111303 1133SNVIII :aelndtao9 
Computer: 
Date: 
Surface 
RAY 
Ray: 	• Z  
TRACE AND SINGLE SURFACE COEFFICIENTS. System:  800111 relept 
.3 	 5- 6 	 Pencil . 	'Iraqi  
Y 	shas 	L 3864403 de.S310 	hoo-9924 221.4461 	9a-7945. 93-2-29'41 
ILI- Is if 32- 35 	420.1.2 	361.s 	99.31 	1036- 80 	/62-69 
d' Aq-li 0- is 	7•38 	2oS.La 	10.8-1 	16.16 
1•00 1.61417 	oo 	16.068 	too 	/..67338 	1.57106 
N' I. 61.517 too 	1-6so6s 	oo 	1.67338 	/.3'1246 	t oo 
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130.5494 1FF.  /426 62-14046 Ksi 132. 47q7 129.6070 4450336 
Ili- 78 432.36 420-10 341. fo 98. 39 /036- 8.0 /52-64 
d' 2'117 0-IS 1- 38 aos- La 10.87 /4.16 
1-00 1.61.61 r-oo 66068 r-oo 573313 I. 51846 
NI 1.6ati 1-00 1.6506$ I. 00 I-61,338 (.61846 1- oo 
a - a1oa16 t029ui nqh .3-477203 oq48173 6.192463 . 
[ 
a sin 
± )3 sin U 
sin I 
[N/A") 	 Ii 
sin I' 
[P/.tanU] 	sinFH-sinU' 
[PLcotUl r 
[LtanUcotU'] [ ()/sinU'] L' 
5-898323 1e)30493 	1- 306331 	-0q$ 3q2 2461.692 
•oria6q.so 
o.5912.66 
.2684402 
. 8946181 
-00/9/32 00.3,2.21 	. /3546,79 -4/0958/ 
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.010.237o 
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01860oa 
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0563423 	0166461 	• orio669 
45067 	1463706 1497.26 
140-9126 	62,31967 	1 ,4-2378 
12.1/707 M-23103 m.r9,450 
1174310 128.8129 140.9682. 
04-00a92 	03-70832. 06.69164 03.59833 0S.247  05.89641 
+ 01•81675 00.7721e 	04.66102 	074-7186 02. 53473 06-11724 00-2/73.2-7 
U 03.23076 00.9553o 00.9803! 0/. 063g, 07.06674 o0.734014 05.60220 
0047806 0.54614 04.61864 04486.30 or. /5461 01./603,3 00.462q1 
U' 03-10382 	o6.61L64 43-69833 Q5'4991 .6-9/213 05-81547 06. 0651 
sin U oiv013 0646869 	iikros 06216,4 09/6014 1030039 -/027/33 
cos I .1qqqoq2 -q766085• 1912104 9990246 .19541203 qq19861 
cos I' •99,052 qq13378 100007 qq73340 -9997,170 .9q.61466 •199903 
sin LT' -0646959 	441905 	06.21614 o9,60111 .1030031 . 1027/38 •/036586 
cos U' 9tmq 067 en338878 9.980206 qq380 49 1946810 -1947109 99411026 
tan U' •1062634 
1-cos ( U+1) 001689/j •000160/ 0 .0001464 -000123 •001696.6 . 0000823 -0047763 
[cos l'/cos 	ap'/ap I.000056 	9946316 	/.0056-77 . 01 ,03085 r.00030 k000026 •9999804 
En/01 	augu 
1- augu 
io/cos 11 
.6190962 1.62.3838 • 60245,o 1.663 417 . 6353138 
- 3646162 
'3647995 
•qq67569 
- 0032442 
-00326741 
/.57e4q, 
•380qok8 .623088 -31741 -663/0-1 ' 578149 1 
•38q3q4 .6259609 -40/046 -654 H7 6184106 
[c/r 1 	a U7ap -00235468 .00llarier, -00095460 •oosSolq6 -00370769 -00378995 
reL sin U] 	aU'/ac 3-471509 	4-500258 2-8601a 4-34836 4.422/29 • 043/1643 9- 611059 
[-sin 1/cos 11 augh •0/3/176770920249 • 10219/2 -04434322 - 03170944 0906043 . 00.511 	61 
Ir(1-cos(U±/))] X . 231 1 33 1 .0600066 .06150657 46233914 - 7.47krq6 -.8,3286 -1290544 
29-45.211 .1105111 7503084 204-8202 4-532oq 16.51621 
[() /cos U'l 	D' 29-51458 -1797795 1.616667 206.6331 11.5q06 59111 
(I - U) 2.30754 	440641 1"16q 06653 1-71663 64471 09937 
cos i(/- U) 
- U') 
999/519 •99733t7 472370 
2.01344 	To6111 4.00765 
99s5691 
4.11819 
9996512 
2.31980 
995321, 
5-5280o 
105420 
326/,.! 
cos  .9913326 .992.3q63.qq1466, . 416766 43 •9191333 •19-5349° •990 3117 
L sin U 9.113231 1499339 v3.3134 6106601 /2/2208 I3.23672 4. 89 694 
[0 /cos i(I-U)] 	PA 9-121/99 7-20094 7/07969 7,6 Its /2 /2762 /3.2/7895 t4-€ 1.1 
PA cos I} (I'-U') 940062 7.1.637q6 7111683 6493359 /2.11707 13. 23101 /4-894/19 
[ 0/sin IP] 	L' mapab 62,32046 73.16036 n7. 637o 128-8136 /40. 960/ 
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b9slyie bsql-obeoo ry-btesioo- bbs-kflooe, 	agegfroo• 	de/ 'fie 
co 	9118bC:0  £A/Le 8001..64to 'ot 5- 4111 s£8o -aye labipro 	,a2/,"de 
/-91.g .ii 	bite 	7e8f  
ko-si ssvc.t, tes6-ron cgol--kate 180114* 	(+ae/,+ne) (,+ne/,"de) 
oo ./ eteb,R., 	real-Le• the,',/c elaikel 905sre-e  
bilbsz, • 988c3.• 8/49 etc • illahro. 	9s0,00. 7soce, • 	+a (+de/ne) 
,ms/.91 eni14151 tgyvirb. cc-5. i 	14006e-1 ori-91,0-c 	(+ fie / ;vie) fj /J1jje) 
ctsi,s•57 9tchy.,, ,esf.sor 	song-be 	+a 
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Computer: 
Date : 
Surface 
RAY TRACE AND SINGLE 
3 
SURFACE COEFFICIENTS. 
Ray: 	  
System :  5.0H, ke/e6m 
Pencil: 	  
576.05-40 7r0• /0-3 .22. a. 	16 	Pis 	. 73/6 66.27. /7( _Aro.606"/ .297.9 3.1I 
/61. 75 432.36- 4.20,12. 	36/. r 9T. 37 	/036. 	65. 
d' 49'77 0•qr 7 	2as". 63 lo. r7 	/6.16 
f.ao 1. 00 	/. 	s-06, 1.00 	/.5 7 733 	/.3 -7s-46 
N' 1 .00 /.6306.r 	ie. /•57J3e /. 6-7 	0 - 
a .371/876 1.0.17 //, 	i./6 094 3 .677.2 03 	.09419776 6.79a 00%3 
[0/ri 
4,./118 6-3 1, 906431 427639/1 advsya.- a.cr7asa- gW6787 syyvaA3 
a sin .0677636 •.2 0114,5-3 44154277 •335673/ •011041.24 4.-2.776y0 
+ 1 sin U ,o5P6-4 11 •oo 364 37 .0111,2462.. .0/ 3,.1og 4139086 7494 
sin I ,..29.2-41523  .4263083 ...lab 3093 .04-350/ •3 Wy774 ' 093-146-2 •4 °4i77 
[ N/N1 i. 63.-a6r 635- 157stp .9/67,77 1. o7r56 
sin /' .41043- •„70110074, . ,147r/9 .074ts).41 ./7378 	9f4 ,i3 	•/70a001 
[ntant/1 ,a,a6-73fy .0306 07 , 0133-00.r .096211) .1#7.16a0 , 034'ç4/s- ..24160 
[1)/.cotU'] r() 36.6-0.12 7 30•66,733 3e.aaryy 34.. 73 143 8. 34'4.4'/ 31 7g768- 3 7' 677/4 
[LtanUcotC] [ ()/sinU'l L' 4. 6662. rzo.p 
 
1110-24 	653A.536 ‘2657. 7360 491..7723 660.061a 
4,..ccor g.g-707, 70,4-Fr a..16-910 0.,394.1/3 81(13 77 79 3 
+ 17.00663 7,2363/ 0.5701r6 .3./70/6 .10.1i/F6) 5: 3216:0. 69.1053 
1 3.00 3 71 41. 68-4-53 4.113-r do./24.041 .47r66/ /4.2/5/6 
10.43293 77 7. ,7 761 s"..3. 37c3 r// S. all 32. /0.9410 
U' ‘7. s-707r 7.0t3'5 1.3.5-9170 0..27.00 3 7.3/673 1.27773 3.441,26 
sin U obp'oi 3 •.044 	s6 .1.1336-17 .04/17 46 .006-10 at •42/326 6" • l47 .t( 
cos / •73.62709 .971,9/0 •7 714 17? •79, 24/677 .737 /6k7 56756 99.47 56 
cos /' .9 1 11673". 771167o 194'11 '99 64°21 •7 71./abl ' 5117064 .9,f77ora. 
sin U' •cni 575:36 , 4433317 °4"14'' 00570 3 •/A 7 3 ,2 6 3- 	/a.?".227ir .0(6)67 0 
cos U' 
tan U' 
-99799 36 '99.342/ '979"879 ' 	999 P70 19/1 6 0, 57/151/ .9913 (0 
1-cos ( 	 .0;5644,5 ,00 assii7 0033-342- ,a0165-4'0 .143/06,02. .000 60fi .030 63 07 
[cosT/cos I] 	ap'/ap 
Ln/0 	au'/au 
1 - au7au 
to /cos I] 
[e/rj 	 auyap 
[eL sin U] 	au'/ac 
[-sin //cos r] au'/an 
Ir(1-cos(U±/))] X 
1.029440 .96'6173 "0,317 1- .997301 
•602006t /.636654 •.?"77463 /,6 5-6-06f 
.39779/2. .696664 .40.2137 
.416.,06 • 64/7941 •0//i57 .6a-6069 
•02.267a 67 0.2/434.0 .177,...ti .5'/ 372/4 
/46 7930/ 	6a000- /4.880-6(.1Z 70006 
'2 97 3990 4 .2 f 0.2/r ' ,20 773v7 ..5-s-r333 
,/e/ 1-7 0, /.41#4,170 I. 4'rs-625 I. 6r3s/7 
kog04Pa 1.00 00.21 .951967/ 
.6/0,44 , 91676 -4,  /.6-9609( 
451 /14 .0082.46  
,a4'8r 0c13.26007 600 4/0 
.da4,,3t0y0,e3/ti4igir •ol 3rJ394, 
- 	 
/460411;:o .1/647" .42.4r7a.: 
•10-77r39 ,a?32 b 4,417.0 F3 
6.00roor,60.34.20s- 4.67.6/03. 
[.() /cos Ul D' 
1(/ - 
aI.4/7636 •/37 a4a.. 
24.20072 . 1410374' 
lo.s047r 
/0.0-4944- /77.78?-2 	1417  12. /oior 
10. 5-4-140 /77•920r /4 asPer 12•9a5-76 
• 
7471-7.2 	•44c/r 	id.disss 4.321,3 . 114T 
cos (I- U) 9 	•9y657 '9144973 19997 6" .9137 0 2 .1939,90 .99•79946 
U') 3.93/0 	• p0.1 171 
1.1 It 62:
r 
434,2 90, 
4 .7 6774 1. 1716-1 .2 .141  799 6.3063 &P18/2. 
cos  /943 6/ '999"1 ° •qqgr5-01 'qq39 531 q977 373 
L sin 17 36.02496 35"..21bri 34,471/ 34,705 -0, 33.12357 36;7.2.147 37.719.44, 
[()/cos -1(I-U)] 	PA .:36.63 2743 35.24 61;€ 16, 33/2V  q9O1tq 34,31876 36'. 74706 3 7.7r2-4#. 
PA cos -1-(P-U') 56, 5-6-223 Vr, k673/ 35;4061.- 91147 337 .34,344l4'2 33:749U' 8 7: 39 7 
()/sin //'] L' 4,ma0 antGbia 13-6;///6 Af32.8.7/ .269. 734/ 21(272/ 644 • 0680 
14.2 • 3/1 
L 1-1' 1124 '303 
11,;( 60. 04 410 
Computer: TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS. System 
211 
Booth Te1ephoh2 
 
 
Date: 
	 °  Pencil Ray 	4:( 
Surface 
ati,'/aU, 
(auk7auf')(au.'/aU.) 
1 a 3 
63,-064  
11 
•610546 - 116 73'9 
6 
1-345095 
7 
39 :69.147 
24.20072 10-3684 
2-300015 
117. q4os 
103256 
/6- as91,5 
-44.30 6 3 
/2.20396 
tazgoqs 
(auk'/p+)D. • 14694  •000957 0413 93 -426029 •2643 II 0413011 
auZ/atP 
(apz/aU.')(aU.'/atl.) 
2-314521 1 344 , 2aJ8f3o 1-329263 1-415662 / 345079 
/00 
412- 6167 2514260 kok.7191 17.2504 12. oalci 
(apk7ap+)D+ 0.2039 16-77.33 227. 2933 16.2092 
apk,'/au' 9 4.2i- 4922 At, • 5337 29. 240 1  12.011/ 0-00 
auyap 
90501 2- 6881:3 7 2. 5002 80:43 
0009.7900 -00181.334 .004220o o •of3ll,439 
ap'/ap 
(auk7aU')(aU7ap) 
/0284/, , 
'0o5q54a 
•996873 
oolqq.53 
1-013972 9q7351 040'42 
•o062406 
/ 00002 
•00220,4 -00.2/4/04/ -00000119 
(auk7ap+)(ap'/ap) co197; -006'7b.2$ -0046207 00.2/ 4 66 • 004 0991 0032314o , 
auk7ap 
(apz/au') (au7ap) 
(apk7ap+) (ap'/ap) 
.00/0824 0211731, oo 6 92.2.1 
91273 , 
/- 610916 
•0046670 
-443423 
I• /45/91 
00.21023 
//q/85'  
029054 
0032.211 
°"°36. 
-938979 
•0.039331 
1-1625/4 
1. 669916 
571,239 
/- 916954 
apk7ap .506392 46.32745 2-023647 /5886.20 ./45.231 -9890/7 996961 
-,Sy.aUh/aU' m92407 628- 71,1 /051- 532 62/-1361 691- 6.373 724-1064 961-7454 
C(U") 1634.495 830- 9210 /473.094 966- 21j0.9 1,q- 9774 736, 17.‘ 467-14.59 
c (nsec U, ' /5.36-913 992.21,36- /475. 423 721- 0900 151-3664 469- 5008 
-S k' • aUk7ap .506 2ss 2-2/5804 3.121006 2- /316-16 1- 006129 1.531819 1.940064 
C(P) .000014 J.133854 ,7 5.2,4555 3.720136 a-m.4967 •348801 •95 413 
C(p)sec U k' • 00094g 2-944798 5-222176 3-726,94 2459447 450/72 -952439 
auyac /4-91.301 22.60202 /h.33565 ga.q0006 /4-04520 1164190 2.2-69722 
C(c)sec U 23243-9‘ 19940. 21/52-40 1987° ' 111 lo127-15 96. 996q1 /0628.99 
/ac tan uk' 2920 6 . 25255. 72 26660- 6 23722- qo 6595-33 St 61657 70.29. 9 1 
arr/ac 52260-03 44616-21 /178/30 ! 1,6693.04 16712-49 /45-5836 /7659.99 
au7an •2973990 -1241024 2079347 -0555333 - 35779,39 0932666 -/227583 
C (94)see U 457.0942 113. 8.296 306 -70 49./8566 2-51.9765 68-77/66 57.50299 
-ar/ap, tan Di' ir3-qqag 119.4959 334.1510 12. 50331 259. 92/9 1.55.361 67- 09291 
air/ap, 
ap/ad 
0931 
0613033 
3,2.7294 8/10145,7 60- 69206- 616-7993 10.32621 . 
12132 65 
/24- 5953 
-1210295 -04495,36 / .2.33.697 -0411146 005,038 
c(d)secUk' .000006512 •P72 4 si •6442019 /53423 -o90,63 -/08249 - '08290 4 
-ar/ad tan U k' -425014 1.347313 •690(151 . 198 4897 -02031.1 -020372 
air/ad .000006572 • 5q76$ 1-9q1 617 - 54#371f -209796 -125566 . /28663 
aUk7ac 
au k'/an 
auk'/ad 
v(o) 
y(c) 
7r(c) 
p(c) 
v (d) 
(d) 
(d) 
p(d) 
?,...LZ 
Ray . OP 	  
RAY TRACE AND SINGLE SURFACE COEFFICIENTS. 	System • 800/6 	 1ek#14 
Surface 	/ 	a 	3 	if 	5 	6 	7 	 Pencil:  40 
Computer: 
Date: 
L 
r 
194.0241, 
lei-is 
.5624001 2214151 sq5.52oc7 
361. 80 
92-i.q32 3253963 042-2847 
452-35 420. 12 478.39 /06.o 15244 
61' aciii 0. 18 1-58 205.63 (0. 87  
N 1.00 
/.6,s,i 1. 00 I. 6.5068 /. 0 0 J•61338 ks7946 
N' 1. 61617 1. 00 /. 65068 [00 i , 51336 alp( I-00 
a .3741816 to29 it r rig thli, 3. 6/7.2.3 -0949977 6.-nazi53 
[0/d 	 i3 
a sin 
± 13 sin U 
sin I 
[N/N1 
sin /' 
[P/.tanU] 
[P/.cotU'] 	r() 
[LtanUcotU 1 ] [ ()/sinU'] L' 
U 
+ I 
U-1-I 
-I' 
11' 
sin U 
cos I 
cos I' 
sin U' 
cos U' 
tan U' 
1-cos(U+L) 
[cos 1'/cos I] 	ap7ap 
(n/0] 	au'/au 
1 - au7au 
[(vcos 1] 
[e/ r 1 	 au7ap 
[eL sin In 	aU7ac 
[-sin //cos/1 aU'an 
Ir(1-cos(U+/))] X 
d' X+,-X 
0/cos U'l 	D' 
-U) 
cos -1, (/- U) 
- 
cos i(I'-U') 
L sin U 
[ 	/ cos -1- (I-U)] 	PA 
-1-  PA cos 	(I' 	U') 
[0 /sin U'] L' 
5-817674 1.30.5331 -a:053v 
-0945472 -36313311 
2q815,p 2-581255 -3946131 
-3415203 -026,1750 
5898323 
4457116 
-1480,207 
-123,290 
1.51846 
' 2118-21 
V 3058303 
" 2506 034 
-/933501 •123 41g:15 .00681/12 -1325115 -124.3450 
•403u,', 	- 218400 • 5662421 
41912947 	1-6,511 	.605810,9 
-0572532 
I-66062 
- 4805980 . 01163100 
-6355144 .191,7611 
-2526752 •31286,3 -2,56,53 -oq45061 - 3063281 -09 0631 
-44.43210 •043623q .3416068 -irq.5102 - 071813 1459652 
56.23563 51.6 ,7611 53-43393 
5.12.3-101 	221,51/61 6024 012 
52. 77403 
1027.562 
431,04 46.22426 k1.13966 
314.5263 	326.1241 1219.5.21 
111161 
ft 122to 
Pt gq.310 
04.00212 	5. 4400 13.4qoq 1 .509468 P. ,7431.2 	198154 
24.04 1 7 	12.61901 2016959 3.222 /6 2S 7/140 	5.47a62 
25. 16145 2 514613 .10-09325 	1-11151 	1.3186 8 2. 36685 
542213 0. 63676 20.66;42 12.46336 p1-11114 5.43495 
118154 	197/83 
15 -78230 
a- m68 
138687o 
9850429 
-96a30A4 
-0368474 
- 999 340,1 
-03667.24 
-0483133 
9169131 
14/602 
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bbassb• ibonoo•I 	'lob I Lutist-I bsb t .e sgbacq•; 
r so 000• 92b0.1- 	west 	bbes9a• 	Joevi-; 
z-s5Ebgeo • 	weboo• 5 rbi/oo 	00911700- obactoo- csbefoo• 1.9 L 0/ 00. 
ebec 0 • 111 bb f 00 • 	..09111,100 • ers9roo- 	0f11900. LL9imoo• 
og00000- bnstsoo 	ml-tceoo • 190b000. gt Loco° 	lingsgoo • 
hb0000 	!loco° 	r9.osbb &aim ./ 	soscbs • bos.cloy 
590 or,- ens bseoe• /Jowl", oo • stwori". $69si610p• tarL Hesp' 
oo • o 	'o6 '0'9I ro£6'9r 	19 • or set • ,tri> SLt 	1t4.01. 
Ltv796.0/ ;9L -ice rcrs•t-r leer. 	EPE).9r 
shrths, 14.09 91 n tolvilf 'erg/ -her rob Ten 
0 • / 	Le-0P1S .1 9 06E8/1 '1 98 9 101.I 19 zire•r. SLFLb,, eisbcr.r 
1,0010. 91_51.10.  teLinLc• b6/090 	r9L000• crAtio. 
6 6•19.5s- 	/soirs.'i 6ll6..8rb • 1",..09 I • C bt'l 9961- I 580991? 
so/r51, 99 9 zo.n 	%tor 19i •J 	ft, ho ow • tsff9t.9, 
breqbs •I 4499bb ' iftbssvr be`vs 	9L65seg. ar°6124.1  
9 	to 
05  
aos(d)0 
1(d) a 
de/ 
,11// Dos(A)0 
(d/ )0 
/Bel ne?s- 
. de/ ;I de 
(de/ ,de) (+de/ ;de) 
(de/ me) (,ne/,"de) 
(de/,de) (+de/ ,4 ne) 
(deLne)(ine/ ,"ne) 
de/ ide 
de/,ne 
,fle/,4de 
+a (+de/ ,me) (+n/+r) 
(,+ne/de) 
,fie/,re 
+a (+de/,"ne) 
(+ne/ e+ ne)(,+ne/ ;lie) 
+a 
ne/ ,+ne 
øfllJJflS 
: avec( 
°lay,/ al ai, y l000, 	inalsSs M313111303 1133SNVIII :Joinciumo 
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218 
Ray: 	Pt. 
system: 33001h Telepho 
Pencil:  7-5°  
Computer: 
Date: 
Surface 
1- 
d' 
RAY 
130.974 
,6s-15 
24. 17 
1. 000 
TRACE AND 
.3 
111•4595 
SINGLE 
107. 21160 
36I• SO 
?o5.3 
1- 65068 
SURFACE COEFFICIENTS. 
.5- 	6 	7 
132- 45n /33- 5327 /45-0677 
432-35 
0.19 
1. 615 11 
420.15 
7-38 
I• 000 
9939 
8,1 
1-000 
1031-go 
/6. /I 
1.57338 
152.6/1 
/. 51846 
I. 61511 I • 000 /. 65069 000 '1333  /-5,7946 oo 
[9/r] 	 a -37tosit I-529 tii 1•16 /194 3-611203 09119919 6-1'32453 
[0/r] 	 i3 •1904191 1-.305331 •0596313 5-1231592 2.581255 - 8,77fil 5-343323 
a sin .0058452 - 2.070903 176.309.3 -5'943k6 -00362307 1.4514,29 
± 13 sin U ./b os t49 -026460.1 .5603311 -.44 ,73673 •/74 6493 /4432554 
sin I •0252309 1546697 -5506352 093928.2. .0601667 4710.109 •0046516 
[AT/N1 •6,112.9q 1.61517 .4050/09 1-65060 6355744 1967811 /41846 
sin I' •0156211 . .21073179 13-19.345 - /385386 -0382909 -/10/1105 •0,534 41 
[Pl. tanU] 	sin/'±sinU' 1013476 0311.2.0 0325165 0351079 .J339631 •0042044 ' 19490 71 
[El.cotUl r() 3666q 13.4503 0 ' 6734k 1210204 .22.97043 55, 0151.2 PIP 251/3/ 
. [LtanUcotUl [ 	/sinUl og95 6,-3.21q/i 4.6254 13- 111 984 1114621 128-9018 141. 0145 
7-36-850 03-002 /2--37-154 6-si-o6r q-$1-q14 n-15-464 1,-13-544 
+ 1 1-26-14b 0-23- en 14-30-338 jos. tb4 3-26.963 9-50.031 0-33-241 
U +I 6-lo- /94 1-50. oso J-6A-q3.4 .2-02- 191 /3-26151 1-2/1 - 633 /0-1,0-3/13 
-1' 0-53-704 14-29004 0-43.9q5 1-51'191 3- 11-4133 9..48.111 0-69- 407 
U' 1-03.900 1.2-37.qs4 6-5s-061 9--54-qq4 15,464 11-13- 5114 It- 312- 150 
sin U •/325015 -1229697 •2106979 •wpm) •173 64 6s •492.2.27 114 674.7 
cos I 
cos 1' . 
..7996317 
-,7999790 
19707663 
1682+28 
•q630330 
-9894059 
.9964710 
•qqo3s„71 
•9911333 
.9992635 
-925567!, 
•.733-562 
.991396.33 
.401990.33 
sin U' •/.22/6a7 .2136477 ores 0 .1736460- •4733227 •946749 -200 /5m 
cos U' -4924,06 9757926 •1923597 -1343031 1301564 .9903670 -9117644 
tan U' -2042355 
1-cos (U +1) oo57391 .0005104 .0005396 .000634 . o2.74233 •0003o3t •0/72979 
[cos /7cos /J 	ap'/ap A00019.6 1900369 1-020993 1936636 /.00/.62 1.000097 •qq4,7305 
in/01 	au'/au 6110036 . 1-64 -7937 -5133546 1.660372 -63119015  .07966850 1.618510 
1 - au'/au •3304,714 4066454 .3651135 •0033150 6479si -660972 -578570 
[() /cos I] •3811121 .420052.2 3657152 -00336457 6558191 •6632,t9 -5136970 
[c/r 	 a U' /ap •0023657 -0051701 .471,19386 00/35309 •0037//6p6 -03245143 •0037106 
[eL sin II] 	aU'/ac 6.6,3125 919/11,29 5635151 8.494576 9-4146,s-  •004420-45 /6-340/7 
[-sin 1/cos r] 	auyan, .0252359 .15q7344 253570 •094039 .0602/074 -17356/4 .00965972 
Ir(1-cos(U+/))1 X .q3665•1 Ps15361 -226469 22s so.? 2.693223 -3142541 2' 640351 
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L sin U 1135425 13-10541 /3-4,536 /2- 793/6 53.00498 25-0925 28. 24 104 
[() / cos i(I-U)] 	PA 17. 401L3 1083910 13-30094 /2.95114 23-0/125.2 25% 22 411 20-39090 
PA. cos i(I'-U') ,1366“ 1,505 /3-6735/ /2-10206 a2.17044 2509510 28.20432 
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Lb0000i zsoiooq 119gebb . ebborol 	Lsoosb. gbt000-i 	de/ fle 
tsiferso• 1914.50o • bocesioo • irsbbb000. loLivoo- skseroo 	de/,ne 
000-0 	g,,,,./n 	oits-Li oL9 -Vti. 195 -81h 	ca.-slit' 90it -50 	,ae/;de 
os I, g -g, isli -tic .96/ •ri 	8SC -0 	1E9 Sq 	+a (4de/;de) 
0950¼ sty,* sle • 901 SST 'Bile 51.1; -bat 	(+ne/,+ne)(,÷ae/;de) 
000-i 80/5eS1 888891 1 511191e / 0asis/1. b9L1.L.r•t I4o9ic•i 	,fly; 1 ne 
r9hrso. r1:90011 es; 1 998 eq5 - 8951q0. 	t 1 i i oo - 9050o 
1.51 	
+a (+de/,q ne) 
oi 58 ,700e, 1., 0594,4 silLsopr 	(+ne/,+ne)(,+ne/,"ne) 6154'6- 
'71.20i ill bbc/s .ci e0E8-5or 855 ibs .1, 	LI. obb • r9oca-ar 	+CI 
o77,8177/ 5119-6-6 • sasirc9 - et 8099 I 5 seebs• Lil FT-79-1 	+ ne/,+ne 
1 	9 	5 	if 	0 	r 	i 	0313J.IIIS 
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Computer: 
Date: 
Surface 
RAY TRACE 
/ 	2 
AND 
3 
Ray: 	  SINGLE SURFACE COEFFICIENTS. 
System:  ,Booth -ThlePh 
4 	s 	b 	7 	 Pencil . 	7-5' 	 
L 1136.34q2 1214.2q3 1044i. 10 //40- 940 510- 6241 210.9243 227-64.4 
r r6t. 781 432.35 42o• 12 361. PO 18. 39 iozb. 80 152 . 64 
247.77 0.18 d' 1.38 205.63 IP 81 16. 16, 
N , I. 000 s.61511 1.000 1- 65069 1. 000 /.57339 k sin, 6 
N. l-6)5,7 r. coo 1. 6soeta k 000 1.57339 /- 57546 I- 000 
[r_i/r] 	 a 
r_ 1-d' 1-r 
.3147371. I- 02q 111 1.16 It cpi 3. 6ppo3 -09'41i t 6- 732•143 
[() /21 2.15,865 b305331 -0.a913473 .2.187692 - 2.587255 .8 ,177670 5.8,78323 
.0445iol 1-1140nq a sin 0660533 .0631103 •51261041 •02,3628 
± /3 sin U -027be474? •00001114 -2197164 epo o4k 1•251761b 
sin I •n$51251 .o393654 -,96abqq3 .0.743849 •35ifisq, - 1,1554 tE• •1061vi" 
[N/1171 •619, 2 el 9 /. 6/3)7 •60.5810e1 1. 66069 .6355744 -.7967877 1.57846 
sin I' •1165.2479 •alq666 -33868q7 .4857q.71 •225/135" ./729331 .1695545 
[Pi.tanU] 	sinr-FsinU' -/553(69 •35:m4w, • 0613,39 -07 121.30 429767 '044324 3210151 
[Pi.cotUl r 2342717 2314613 23.799,5 25.7,295 43.514,0- 451571.1 4q.54632, 
[LtanUcotUl [ 0/sinUl L' 1154.523 /065/.24 03346/ 304•t74?5k 200-0643 .2,1.4946 317.6/53 
7.6,4/7 I.A/550 0.133947 1-802/I 4434935 /2.68366 /2. ss/o6 
+ I 16.56637 2.1ei871 3.65217 3.4154/ 20-14376 9-147380 6. /o,qq3 
8.95220 3.4/42/ 3.5136g 4-1/350 as. sva 045976 hit• i•vog 
lo. 161 -p 3-5407, 2..o 1151 .3, 163,‘ /3- 00155 1.1613a q.70373 
U' /-2/56o 0.13841 1.30311 4.54(13( /2.5836.6 /2.55/06 
sin U •1425015 .0212/,261 -0024172 .0227241 .0845361 •2178632 .2/731993- 
cos I -47694901 •qq.12‘39 •.717q6q1 •qq35334 -935/738 •epriataib- .1142823 
cos I' -1842153 .94790792 •qq12532 .48771188 -1743325" -1849248 -1954920- 
sin U' 021 . 0°24'7?' •°"1241 ' 09/1536 / 2,78432.- • 113 °°15 .15604-211 
cos U' •qq71750 -1qqcicry -91471k18 •'/q64204 -irisyr3 -0776/029 .1917503 
tan U' -ousoeig •11191 7 4 
1-cos (U±/) - 01218t6 -0017141 .0018793 0025760" -018056 -00/02,3 .0526934 
[cos 1'/cos I] 	apvap /026103 47ew/4 t001289 14732/3 (.04/973 t000loo q1/561 
in/0] 	au/au 
1 - au7au 
-6028478/ 
.3q710,1 
1•617o9 
IT10-8-4 
•bosoal 
.34743761 
1-663626 
.667Tric 
61003, 
.39169 
•4?q6612 
-003.319. .547=15 
[0/cosi] . 41421q4 .30173 .4,703,21 -003319,2 .61104 .666602 0-01562l 
[e/r I 	a U7ap .002360881 -00142134 000474206 -00184246 .00423826 -0-3-3217S- .003102,3 
[eL sin U] 	auge 10-22969 /5107 it t0.13,750 1728287 /800038 .15492o 2t1.466.28 
[-sin //cos r] 	au/an, -289675 .03843473 -063141,8 •alas id 36331471 .16118 4083336 
1r(1-cos(U+/))] X 1.4770723 167378 199142 .132,19 q.6535q0 1.068884 9.041.510 
.21-.3(470 ' 151 364 47.1019147 iq5•344.1 19-4641/ 4 .17729 
[() / cOS 	 D' 21.031.18  -151637 q.10971 1•167409 9.94377 q.40197 
El - U) 12.09021 0400 1.69530 6-35,100 1- 4747 	/1.28869 J-01056 
cos -1- (I - U) •gneiss 	.1474747632 .q7q0521.11828,z3 •qqogsq .190654 .947943474 
El' - U') .  9.6q/e0 0144 660 0.46473 	610621 0. .2/300 lb 266/8 0.36323 
cos i(F-U') -qq50701 mq4913 -qtrentaa •qq27443 .qqqqqa, -1807642 . q4?q9797 
L sin U .24.61(6-.5 .25- 75168 20-145g4 26,10653 43.46,7 4.• -ps274 iley. -55 
I 0/cos i(I-U)] 	PA )6.25(06 2115143 25.7517q3 .2517105 43.58476 46.854721 46/.64731 
PA cos i(r-U') 25.127r7 2.75170-1 2675q12 .75.11730/ A5.69446 454751114 4TTir3o 
[.()/sin U'] 	L' //99.523 I065i.39 1133460 304-47/,4, 300-043 31/.4956 4/1.6132 
462-3160 
il- 11 iiet.8332 
11 1 pr 123- oba 
Computer: 
221 
System  33001-11 lelephofro TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS. 
Date: 	 74°  Pencil Ray  '66  
Surface 1 
1-6170v41 
.2 
•605031 
.3 
l-6636.6 
4 
•6100.31 •.1q6bez 
6 
/.64122,‘ 
D+ 01.0319 9 " 151631 9- 10V1 his -1449 19143 11 1-401971 
(a u z/au,') (a u +7au 4-) 2 ' 19916 1 1.36 -164 2. 204 6 14 'gig aS.3 1-550366 bsl221.5- 
(U'/p+) D+ 
auk7au 
qaqiss 
2. 028992 
-00106, 
i.360.33 
-0402q 
2.-2466o8 
-426 96q 
i-325222 
011730 
h lab 6 
-036688 
kJ-55.1'07 1- 000 
(apkyau,!) (au +7au +) 1111-022 254- 6601 406- 0031 17.7211 crosq9.2 
(41,74,)D+ 46. 09 00 0- 51145 I1i63ZO 226. 3111 19 -174 oh- 
apkYav 886.0022 234.7594 420.810q 247.7271ri .21.06387 q.32075 0.000 
/ap oo266083 001,2934 000,7420.9 00194346 0003926 -02,06. 
ap7ap I o36q13 -qqa$14 bootasq .qqa.irs 1.04,973 coma 
(a u kyau') (au7ap) - Oo 19430 •00596k 1 •0021164 . 0024411 - 006211by 0000051 
(au k7ap+) (ap7ap) .0040607 00341026 D049066 - 990199 ' 0046114 -0021639 
auz/ap •oolossi 001-77n9 •F0-41-0.7 . 04)38915 •0o3103,3 -0067A79 .0021907 
(apk7an (au/ap) •0616110 941648 • 123190 •000030 1•161141 - 3113819 
(apk7ap+)(ap'/ap) l-612614 gq.16.1q 1.5.199416 1.1471qo I.o3soo7 .qq,460 
ap,'/ap • 044106 f.629val 1.4110066 ts.16933 /166/81 .qqi4qo qq136 1 
-s,:.au k/a ii0q• 201 647.773 106q. SI 631-051 7o,- 2 740.106 416. /gig 
(U) 1565- 01 902- 528 wit". .35 S1 	/06 730.318 79'13- 0 476-18,79 
c (U) sec tIk' 159k.42 113- 722 1508. 93 989.- 959 13.7. alb 7.51.34q 4 -975-4 
-s .au k'/a2) 2-274663 3,203705 .2.,q3064 /039446 •30035 1. 9 55905 1 858 /53 
C (p) Dm TIN 3.103494 $ i791 13.1941010 .2.194633 464444 ft 8667 4)2- 
C(p)sec Uk' .0007935 3151996 6.363246 3.936 ,704 2-22/01 -8i5t66 •87754z 
av/ac ,s.o-pi 17.aS.n7 XI-11 6508 10.04161 io. Iwo ts. 00039 1.64 9Ao 
C(c)sec 16208-13 14534.67  16316- A6 153 	- 9-41 133o/- 6604 mom . qv 
-ar /ac tan Uk' omit 74074. so 1e2.* 94 165.9624 10171- 71469.1C /9932. 0 1 
urge 97365.3 941449-S 3,6o6.q ,283.421,S 94705.9 96787- o 837.37. 0.6 
air/an 
(n)sec 
-al'/an tan Uk' 
..201676 .0155516 •rib .0394393 
35. /228 
02. 6170 
063746s 
96- KO 
844. 107 
.363520 
2691116 
71q. 1161 
. /o8351, 
SZ 227! 
196• 4,25 
OS. 967 94-60 41 13.1,156 
1616. cis6 3/i. 73 h.3166, 
a//'/an 
ap/ad 
111.C. qa3 
02602 
591-1399 
-02I2 12q 
1590.29 119. mkt, 
-022141 
.787- imps 
•0149361 
los. "22 
-.21786 o2 
239. 63,74 
•217.;016" .00.21.1,12 
C (d) sec Uk' Mo1o39 .083. 	31 •012131 .091190 ' 11-1921 /go 666 -,90618 
-at' /ad tan Ulc ' 190870 34165619 - 33104 14 0S6 IWO' ' 0666032 
air/ad .0001o3s . A4-7774- 1.0q-70 3.478 3oo .9q9039 . 3641217 4730a 
au „' 
au /an 
auk' /ad 
v(d) 
y(d) 
(d) 
p(d) 
soc. cq 
it10-#.88 
0918- Cq 
'999.80 8sti•ol1c 
liscar•g; 6194•;5 
reseirls z17iss55 
lttsg-as ti-b69• 
o1c5s6b- pLb.  
IIb&op c.ccai  
offocbbb • lioLs61.6-- 
/the! e re85141 
ocn9 -sa ho-prio/ 2it-e00c Limb-Ely 
c7i7e79 z1/4ce-rit thegg-sy Ocbc-elf 
139;5r•r9 0929-01 E55L1.--01 zbist-cif 
01516•05 .71905-01 600-c-sit 09,99-0 
8109ot406- 0,4144- rebeta: rcbilasb. 
test,/ -c _9E511,5 as21.4' trwl'z 
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Chromatic Coefficients for Zonal and Paraxial Rays. Ray of Oblique Pencil. 
CYTOLOGICAL PAPERS. 
1. The Chromosome Number of Eucalyptus globulus and E. Johnstoni. 
2. The Male Meioti& Cycle in the Genus Eucalyptus. 
a. Preliminary Note on the Development of Eucalyptus globulus. 
